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This is the only part of any of this schedule yhere codes need to be ringed.
Apart from ~F NO and OFFIC!EUSE spaces in the top right-hand corner, all
relevant cudes on this page should be ringed including “Age” “Age at which full
time education completed!!and “Reference number of unit”.

M entry of so many months for children under one yeer old slvm2d be amended
to “l”.

The week nu+nber in the OFFICE uSE box at the top right hand corner of the
page should be a two digit numbsr. The week nutber is given in Appendix A.

The OFF USE column within the Relationship to HOH cc.lmn is for mding the
relationship. The codes given in Appendix B should be used.

Colunn 6 - If colunn 6 is mded 2 (ie husband or wife temporarily not in the
household) the interviews r should have noted the mason in the box provided.
This will enable you to check (i) that the spouse’s absence really is
temporary and (ii) that the spouse really is not currently a household member.

CO1- 7 CurreJt Fu21 Time Education: Nursery clsases and schools count aa
primary schools but day nurseries do not. The crucia2 point is whether some
education is given, and the rule for deciding this ia whether the informant
refers to it as some kind of school or claas (the interviewer msy have made
a note here or there may be an entry at AQ47 or in the D schedule. If there
is no reference elsewhere in the schedules the entry at CO1..7 s~uld be

accepted ). Children can attend nursery schools from the age of 2.

Column 7A - There should be an age entered or a desh entered for each person
in the household.
Where the person is aged under sixteen there should he a dash.
Where the person is aged sixteen and still at school there should be a dash entered,
Where the person is aged sixteen and no longer at schcel an age should have been
entered.
Where a person is aged over sixteen sn age should normally have been
entered, hcwevsr the person may stil1 be in full time education that has
continued since childkocd and a dash is the correct entry.
Where a person is cqed over sixteen, in fu.1.ltime education and en age has
been entered accept the age entered. ie treat as mature student who has
returned to study.
Where an age would have been espected (eg a ma of 45 in full time

~PlOYment) but has not been entered then enter a dash.
There is no referral back on this question.

Colm s - Ref number of unit. Each memember of the household shotid be coded
according to his/her INcOm unit. Each person within the same INCOMS unit
should be coded with the same reference nunber and the nmbsrs allocate to
each unit should be as follows: code “l” for all members of the first unit,
code “2” for all members of the second unit, etc. The following rules
should be used when checking the INCC64)3unit cnde entersd by the
interviewer.

a) Childxen under 16 years of age should be coded as part of their parenta’
IN3WE unit unless in receipt of.an earned income equal tn, or greater
than, the personal tax allowance for~gle pereon, in which case they
are a separate unit.
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Children aged 16 years and over but under 25 years should be mded as part
of their parents’ INCOME unit provided they are receiving full-time
education and not receiving earned income equal to, or greater than, the
personal tax allcwsnce for a-e person. If married however they are
to bs given a se-rate INCOME unit .mde. Educational grants are not to be
accepted as earned income.

Children aged 16 years or over who are not in full time education are to
be given a separate INCOME unit code irrespective of inccme received.
Whole time training for a trade or profession munts as full time
education. An apprenticeship is not considered full time education.

The figure to be used as the personal tax allowance in the above
instructions is the personal tax allcwance at the time of intervisw.

[

9.

NB The interviewer will have entered a code in the “Ref number of unit”

column . However, where this relates to a person under the age of 25 a
check should be made at the codinq stage to detarmi~ the amount of
income (if any) received by the person: this wi 11 be evidsnt frcsnhis/her
B schedule if she/he is 16 or over, or fraa his/her parents’ B schedules
if he/she is under 16 years of age . The interviewer’s entry can then be
confirmed or amended according to the person’s income. For thcee
persons under the age of 25 who are confirmed as being pert of saoeone
else’s IKOME unit (nearly always their parents’) “3” should be ringed
in the “Young dependant under 25” column.

B) bcal Authority foster children should be coded ‘7” in Ref number of unit
colunn, irrespective of any income they receive, end be ended “1” se head
of the inoxne unit. Other children referred to as foeter children for
whom local authority maintenance grants are not received, siuuld bs codad
to their foster parenta’ INCKX4Eunit.

Q

c) Where a wife whose husband is taporarily not a member of the household
is the HOH in column 2 she should not be coded “head of the unitn in column S.
Instead she should be coded “wife ~head!r since the absent husband is
considered the head of the INCOME Unit, evsn t,hnughnot the hsad of the
household. (NB. No ent~ should be made on this page for the absent
husband) .

Q

Information entered in the box below cd 9 should be used to ensure that
correct action haa been taken by intarviswers in regard to non-spenders.



FSS JAN 78 CODING NOTES

GSNSRAL POINTS

THE FORMAT OF THE NC7TFS

For each question the notes describe in summary form its subject, other questions
to refer to, and what to enter at the relevant codes. Further details are given

in the section headed “Points to Note” which amplify and give exceptions to the
surmnarynotes on what to code. It is essential to consult this section.

REFERRALS TO SUPERVISORS AND RSS17ARCN BRANCN

Where a statement is made in these notes that a budget should be ‘queried’ or
‘referred’ this means that it should be referred to a coding suparvi sor. It
is up to the supervisor to decide whether it needs to be referred to Research
Branch (unless these notes specifically say it should be, in which case it should
sti11 be referred through a supervisor) .

Where these notes say that an item should be estimated, the budget should always
be referred through a supervisor.

L
PERIOD CODES

periOd cO~es to be used in ‘A’ and ‘B~ schedules are:

Fk.riod Cede Period Code

Weekly 1 Quarterly 6
TWO weekly 2 Half yearly 7
Three weekly 3 Yearly 8
Four weekly 4 Ten times a year 9
Calendar monthly 5

DATE CODES (Standard coding frame)

~tes are coded at Qs 18, 19, 20, 23 and 2B A schedule and Q27 B schedule. They
should be coded from the following 4 digit frame.

.%

‘.2 The first two digits represen~ the month thus

January 01 July 07
February 02 August 08
March 03 Septsmber 09
April 04 October 10

*Y 05 November 11
June 06 December 12

[

The last two digits of tbe cede should be the last two
So January 1978 viuuldbe coded 0178.

digits of the year.

followed by the last twoIf the year is known but not the month, cede two zeros
digits of the year (e.g. some time in 1977 but the month not known cede 007”1).
If the year is not known the box should be left blsnk.

ITENs PAID FOR BY A PEPSON OR AN ORGANISATION OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD

1. A Schedule itsms

a) Expenses paid
the informant
26, 28 & 63 B

for by an employer, or a business, or an organisation for which
does unpaid work, are dealt with in the notes cm Qs 18, 19, 20,
Schedule, 19 & 29 A Schedule and codes 248-254 A Schedule.

1
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GSNERAL POINTS CONT :

b) Expenses paid for by a person or organisation for which the informsnt does
not work are dealt with in notes on Qs 59A, 59B, 60A & 60B, B Schedule,
and Qs 19 & 29 A Schedule.

2. D Schedule items

The notes on the D schedule esplain how to treat D schedule items paid for by a
person or an organisation outside the household.

CSANGES TO CODING NOTES FOR 1978

Changes to cc-ding notes for 1978 arising from new questions or changes in policy
are indicated by a line in left hand margtn of page.

Q

o

,,, ii. .
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APPENDIX A

“WEEK” CODES

A P.1 APP. A,B

L

K’ir::tQuart.cr code 1’11ird Quo rter code

Jan. 1st - 7th 01 JUIY 1st - 7th 25
,! 8th - 15th 02 “ 8th - 15th 26
,! 16th - 23rd 03 “ 16th - 25rd 27
!, 24th - 31st 04 “ 24th - 31st 28

Feb. 1st - 7th 05 Aug. 1st - 7th 29
!, 8th - 14th 06 !, 8th - 15th 30
!! 15th - 21st 07 “ 16th - 23rd 31
!! 22nd - 28th 08 “ 24th - 31st

Mar. 1st - 7th 09 Sept. lat - 7th E
,, Jth - 15th 10 “ 8th - 15th 34
!! 16th - 23rd 11 ,, 16th - 23rd 35
!! 2Ath - Ylst 12 ,! 24th - 30th 36

Second Quarter Code Fourth Quarter Code

Apr. 1st - 7th 13 Ott . 1st - 7th 37
!, 8th - 15th 14 “ 8th - 15th 38
!! 16th - 23rd 15 “ 16th - 25rd 39
,! 24th - 30th 16 “ 24th - 31st 40

May l.st- 7th 17 Nov. 1st - 7th 41
!, 8t,h- 15th 18 “ 8th - 15th 42
,, 16th - 2?kd 19 “ 16th - 23rd 43
!, 24th - 31st 20 “ 24th - 30th 44

June 1st - 7th 21 Dec. 1st - 7th 45
,, Sth - 15th 22 ,, 8th - 15th 46
,, 16th - 23rd 23 “ 16th - 23rd 47
!, 24th - 30th 24 “ 24th - 31st 48

As 1980,lg84 etc are leap yeare, code 08 will apply to
Feb 22nd -2qth in those years.

h’here an interview
but record keeping
week code is 49.

takes place on or before 31st December
commences on or after lfitJanuary the

APPENDIX B

Relationship to HOH

o HOH
1 Wife or Husband
2 Son or Daughter (inc. stepson/daughter)

3 Son-in-law or Daughter-in-law
4 Father or Mother
5 F:ither-in-law or Mother-in-law
6 Brother or Sister
7 Grandson or Granddaughter
8 Other relative ‘(e.g. Niece, Nephew, Brother-in-law, Sister-in-law)
9 Other non-relative (inc. foster children)



CODING NGTSS

FM. JAN. 78 SCIIBDUU :A Q: 12

SUSJECT: Number of other households at addreas specified on Addre9a List

SSFEN ALSO TO q. 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 49

CODE : N/A

:,

L
POINTS TO NOTS :

The answer to Q12 is not coded. It should be used to check that the
answers to Q13 and Q14 are reasonable.

Nhere the answer to Q12 is “1“ or more there will usually be entries at
Qs

a)

[

b)

1

c)L

14 and/oz 13 (b)(ii) or (iii). However:-

it is possible that the other households at the address are not in the

informants’ accommodation (Q13) or in the sems ratesble unit (Q14) in
which case no rooms occupied by other householda would be entered.

it is possible that there may be other households at the address which
are ineligible end therefore not interviewed. Howaver these households
should be counted at Q12 for purposes of abating rateable value.

where the.ceare ~ other lmuseholds living at the address, rooms used
for business may be recorded at Qs 13 (ii) or (iii) snd/or Q14.

ADDITIONAL NIYTES (givo date and reforoace)

WII0611J75



CODING NOTXS

Fm . JAN. 78 SCN8DULX:A

8Q~: Number and type of rooms in informants’

Q: 13

accoamwdstion.

-R ALSO TG :12, 14, 15A 17, 18, 19, 20, 49 A Schedule.

CODE :

1. At A114 code total number of rwme in the left hand box

19, 28 B Schedule.

(column (a)).

2. At M 11 code total number of rooms in the left hand box occupied solely
by this household (column (b)(i)).

3. At A112 code total number of rwms in the left hand box which are ehared
with other households (column (b)(ii)).

4. At Al13 code total number of rooms in the left hand box which are let

or sub-let to other households but are not shared (column (b)(iii)).
.

5. At 090 code rent, after deducting amounts for services if necessary.

[
6. At A 173 code tvpa of fuel used for heatinq, if suuplied.

POINTS TO NOTS :

1.

2.

3.

4.

[

5.

The left hand box should contain all the living reoma, bedrooms, kitchens,
sculleries used for ccaking and rooms used partly for business at the

s-led address which are owned, rented or occupied rent free by the
household.

The numbers of other rooms at Q13 (bathroome, garages, business rooms etc)
should have been entered by the interviewer in the right hand box. These
details may be important should ratesble value end rates paid. need to be

abated (see notes against @g (A Schedule) and Qs 19-21 and 28 (B Schedule) .

Some of the rooms listed under “other-specify” in the right hand box may
in fact come under one of the headings in either the left or the right
hand box. If so they should be trsns ferred. In particular box rmms,
attic bedrooms, sun lounges (if used throughout the year) should be
trans ferred. However, callars, utility rcoma, rooms less than 6‘ square,
rmma without a window/sky-light and attics without a window/sky-light or
without floor boards should not be transferred.

A114 and Aill should be coded on all schedules. ‘rhuswhere no rooms are
let or shared, the same figure should be entered at these two cedes.

The entry for garages may need anmnding as a result of the entry at Q15A

(see general note 2 on Q15A) .

ADDITIONAL NUI%B (give data and ref●renco)

1

lfl106 12/77



FES. JAN . 78 CODING SiY1’SSCO~tD
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*. 13 (coat 1d)

POINTS TO NOTS (cONT‘1)):

6. If at Q13 (e) it is shown that the rent received from letting or sub-letting,
contains an amount (s) for other services, such as light, heating, etc, this
smount (s) should be deducted from the rent at code 090 and deducted from the

appropriate cOdes elsewhere on the schedule or ih the record hks. If the
anwunts have not been given, no action should be teken.

7. If heating is listed as a service at Q13 (e) tha type of fual should ba
coded at A173 as follows:

EleCtXiCi@ 1
Gas 2
Other 3
DK 4

X is to be used only if reaxded by interviewer. IT IS l?2TTO BE USED IF

TNEPJ3 IS NO ANSWER.

0

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



CODING NOTSS

Jan. 78FES. SCNSDULS :A Q: 14

SUEJECT - Rooms in the Rateable Unit not covered by Ql 3.—.

SEFER ALSO TO + 12, 13, 17, 1S, 19, 20, 49 A Schadule. 19, 28 B Schedule

CODE : N/A

POINTS TO NDTS :

The answer to this question should be used when appropriate in apportioning
the rateab le value shown at Q49 between business element and private
household and between household units occupying the same rateable unit.
The rules for apportioning the rateable value are given in the notes covering

Q49 A Schedule and Qs 19 E 28 B Schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

WI10611/75
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CODINQ NOTM

?ES. JAN. 78 SCNBOLU: A Q:15A

8aJamc’f: Possession of garages by household msmbers (spenders)

~ ALSO TO *13 and 49

Ccm :
1. At A115 code total number of garages cwned, rented or rent free.
2. At 189 code total amount of rent, ground rent and rates paid separately

for garage (s).
3. At A116 code total nunber of garages used solely by msmbers of the household.
4. At Al17 cnde total numbsr of garages shared by members of ths household with

people outside the household.
5. At A118 code total number of garages sub-let by members of the household.
6. At 100 code total income from sub-let qarages.

POINI’S ~ No’l’t:

GENERAL

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Garage and accommodation tenure type can differ eg
accommodation owned.

Different garages used by household members can be
types eg one owned, one ranted.

Mounts ertered at 189 or 100 should apply only to
include no elements relating to accommodation.

garage rented and

of different tenure

garages and should

If an amount entered at 189 or 100 is found to be included in en entry
at another question (eg rent at Q17a) then the entry at that question should
be abated by the same munt.

(a) If paymenta for a garage are accepted by coders at 189 the garage
should not be covered ty the ratesble valus at Q49. If the garage
has bee~ntered at Q13 it should be deleted and not used in
calculations concerned witi, abating and apportioning rent, rates
and rateable value on the acconsncdation.

(b) If payments for a garage are not coded at 189 the garage should bs
covered by the rateable value at Q49. It should be entered at Q13 if
not already recorded there and used in abatement and apportionment
cakulatione.

ADDITIONAL N(Y1’BS(civo data sad roforeaco)

-1-

Wlloa!1/75
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-.
POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

CODING hW1’ESCONT “D Q: 15A (cent ‘d)

(c) Note A at Q49 explains when the rateeble value at Q49 has to be
adjusted tn fit in with the answer to Q15A.

Further Points

1) The total of A116, Al17 and A118 Aould equal Al15.

2) Sheds should be counted as garages when used se such.

3) A double garage counts as one garage unless part ia let in which case
it counts as * garages.

4) Where a garage is sublet and shcun at A118 rent should be shnwn at 100.
If rent has been included at Q13 code 090 it ehould be deducted from
that question and transferred to code 100.

(>

5) If the garage is not covered by the description and NV finally entered
d

at Q49 A Schedule, the rent recorded at code 100 should be transferred
to Q58 B Schedule.

6) The income from garages let ad a business should be shown at Q58 on
B Schedule end no entry regardi~ these garages sham at Q15A.

o

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

2



CoDnw Noms

Pm. JAN. 78 @UBOUU :A 9: 15B

SUBJXCT: AccOiIIIIIOdStiOrI connected to mains sewerage.

NETXN ALSO TO *4B

COOE :

NO CODING AcTION NEQUINEO

POINTS TO NOT3:

This is an editing question snd should be used to check rates paid if there
is a discrepancy betwsen what is paid and what should be paid.

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give dsto and reference)

Wlmh 11/73



COOINO NOTES

FES . JAN. 78 SCriEDULR:A Q: 16A

SUSJECT : ‘“”Typs of tenure

RSFER ALSO TO ~ 19

CODE : At A120 code type of tenure
At A21O cods 1 if tansncy depsndsnt cm job.

. . POINTS TO NOTE:

k
Cme of the follcwing co~s, ralating to typa of tenun, should be entered at
A120 .

Code TyPss of Tenure

1 Ranted from a council, or New Town Corporation
(Include Scottish Nousing Associations)

2 Rented from acmeone else unfurnished
(Include charitable organisations,
housing truets and housing
aeeociations ).

3 Rented from someene else furnished,

4 Owned with a mortgage.

5 Owned outright.

L)
6 Neither tuned nor ranted.

NOTS: (i) Where the interviewer has coded “NO ...... Z“ at (c), full details
should have been given. In sane casea, as a result of theee
details it may be necessary to amend the interviewer’ a entry.
In particular, only cases of rent free acccnmmdation ehould
ultimately be coded “6” at A120.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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CODING NOTES CONT~D
9: 16A (contid)FEs. JAN. 78

POINTS ~ NOTE (CONT!D):

(ii) In some cases an interviewer may have noted
owned outright, it is .=ned leasehold and q
to buy the freehold. In such cases cods as

‘fsnsncydependsnt on a former job

A “1” should net be entersd at Al10 in this csse.

that although a house is
mortgage hss bsen secured
“owned with a mortgage”.

‘fhismay occur when ao
informant has chsnged jobs and his tensncy is still held by virtue of the
job he left.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference )



FES. JAN . 78

COD ING NOTES

SCHEDULS :A Q: 16 B —-. .

SUBJECT : Type of tenure, rates, site rent, and rent of caravan or houseboat
where

HEFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

this is sampled address.

40, 42, A Schedule. 19, 21, 26 B Schedule

At A120 code type of tenure
At 120 code rates, water rates, site rent, rent, after
deducting other expenses if necessary.

POINTS TO NOTE:

The code to be entered at Al20 should correspnd to the type of tenure coded.
l%us if the caravan/houseboat is owned outright or is being bought on hire
purchase, code “5” should be entered at Al 20 (ie corresponding to owned

outright at Q16A) . If the caravan/houseboat is being rented, code ‘“3”

(corresponding to other rented, furnished) should be entered. The only other

tyPe Of tenure which is at all prObable is rent free, in which case “6”
should be entered at A120.

N.B. The type of tenure at this question dspends upon the tenure of the

caravanfiouseboat itself and not the site. l%us a caravan which is cwned
but in respect of which site rent is paid, should be coded as “owned” - code 5.

Site rent should be coded at 120. In addition any rent paid for the caravan
itself, rates or water rates , itemized at Q16 B (b) should be added to the site
rent (if they have not already been included there) and entered at cc-de 120.
Any other payments made in connection with the site such as electricity, should
be deducted from the site rent (if they have already been includad there) and
entered at the appropriate cedes elsewhere on the A schedule or in the record

, books .

NOTE : 1. Items should only be entered elsewhere on the A schsdule if they
have not already been entered at the appropriate codes.

2. Itsms should not be transferred to the record books if they are
not included ~site rent.

3. A caravan being purchased on HP or loan should have been shown
at Q40 and 42 .

ADDITIONAL NcXES (give date and reference)

WII06!!{73
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FES. Jan. 78 SCNEDUL8 :A

‘“ [

-d

SU8JECT: Rent for acconmmdation.

REFER ALSO TO Q :16A 18

CODE :

Q: 17

1. At 010 code gross rent (incl ratas if not paid separately) when services
are not included in rent.

2. At 230 code rent rebate or allowance.
3. At codes 024-027 code expenditure on services: 024 = lighting, 025 = heating

and hot water, 026 = cleaning, lift end porter, 027 = other services.
4. At 020, j.nevery case where services are included, cede rent (and rates if

not paid separately ) after deduction of service elemant ~ gross rent if
service elemant cannot be deducted.

5. At A156 code type of fuel used”for heating if included in rent.

6. At 060 code amount of payment for items listid at (f).

POINTS TO NOT8 :

1. The gross rent at 010 or 020 should be adjusted to allow for rent holidays,
rent rebate/allowence and rate rebata.

2. Where there is a rent holiday the amount given at 010 should ba multiplied
by the ntrnberof weeks it is paid (ie 52 weeks less the number of weeks
holiday) to give annual rant, which should be coded with psriod code 8.

3. Where there is a rent rebate/allowance reference should ba made to
Q17 (d) (iv) to check whether rent quoted is before or after deduction of
rebate/allowance. If rebate/allewance hea not been deducted then the rent
at 010 should be accepted. If rebate/allowsncs has baen deducted it should
bs added back to rent at 010.

4. Where rates are includad in rent any rate rebate which has been deductsd
should be added back. Rate rebate is shewn at Q18 (b).

5. If a rent and rate rebate is received as a ccmbinsd amount, proportion the
combined rabate in the same proportion as rent and rates sre paid on the
property. Where rates are paid in the rent the ‘rent’ to be used for
proportioning ie rent minus a rates element cal.sulatsd frcm Qs 48 & 49.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give dste and reference)

1
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FES . Jan. ~_

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

Ci2DIN0 NiYfSSCONTtD Q: 17 (cent ~d)

6. The service element should be considered to be related to rent at 010. This
means that adjus+anentsmade to rent in regard to rent holidays applies
equally to services. Rebates and allcwinces do not relate to services.

7. If heating is included in rent then the type of fuel should be coded at
A156 as follcws:

1. Electricity
2. Gas
3. Other
4. DK

~ is to be used only if recorded by interviewer IT SHOULD W BE

USED IF WW IS t?3ANSWER
8. If details of a rebate revering both rent end retes have -en given at

Q17 the mount estimated to be for rates should be transferred to QIS
code 040 end qiven the period code sDecified at 17 (d)(iii). The same

Q

period code s~ould be e;tered .atcod; A14S

9. The total amount of other regular payments
if they cannot be trensferred to any other

at QIS.

slsmld be entered at 060
qUSStiOn in ‘A’ Schadule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referents)

2



CODIM N(YfZS

I FM. JAN. 78 SCllBDULE: A 9:18
1

SUBJLCT: sate payments by households with rented ,acc-dation

REFER ALso To q : 16A, 17, 48 and 49

CODE :

1.

2.

3.

4.

.

5.

6.

7.

At 030 code last gross rate payment.

At 040 code rebate deducted from last rate/rsnt payment.

At A14S code the period given by the answer to (al) follcwed by the
period givsn at (b2).

At 047 code the total rebate received as direct lump-sum refunds in
the last 12 nmnths.

At 014 code the most recent direct lump-sum refund and the pericd it
covered.

At Al27 code the date of the most recent direct lump-sum refund.
..

At 050’code”the last water raie payment (if separate frOM rates).

POINTS TO NOTE:

1.

2.

3.
--,

[

The rates entered at code 030 should be gross. MY rate .rebats deducted
from last ‘rates paymsnt should be added back.

The period code at code 040 for a rebate deducted from the last rates
payment should correspond to the period covered by the payment frnm which
it was deducted (ie the period code at 040 should always be the sams ae
that at 030) .

At A148 code 2 digits. The first should b-athe period coda entered at
030 and 040, the second should be the cods for the period given at (b2)
This code enables the computer (which storee values in weekly tsrma ) tn
get back to the original amount entered at 040 and give it tbe period cods
indicated by (b2), so that the entry at 040 cen be treated as having
either the period coda indicated by (al) or that indicated by (b2).

If information is not available then leave code A148 blank.

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and reference)

WINS 11/7s



FES. JAN. 713 CODING NOTNS COST ‘D Q:18 (cent ‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CO?4T’D):

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

~8ATS NECSJ.VEDAS A D18ECT LUMp SUM PEFOND MUST
PAYWStiT.

A127 should be coded from the standard frams.

Sewerage (General Services ) rate payments should
payments and not with water rates.

NOT BE ADDED TO LAST 8A~

be included with rate

Compare the rate poundage at @8 multiplied by the net rateable value at

Q49 with the payment of rates entered at code 030, converted to an annual
value. Any appreciable difference (over 10%) between the figores not
attributable tc the itams balow should be investigated.

a) Water rates being inclu&d in payment.
b) Alteration to rate poundage.
c) Arrears included in payment or reduction due to previous overpayment.
d) Variation in rateable valus.

Payments of Water Nates shou2d be checked against Rateeble Value X Water
pate. Discrepancies of 20% or more should be queried. (The WA poundage
is given on the rates lists provided by research branch. If a poundage
is given at Q.?8check that it is the same. )

Where there is a payment of arrears included in the last rate payment,
or where the payment has been reduced because of previous over payment,
it should be accepted.

.@

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FM. JAN. 78

SUBJECT: wte papnts

COOING NWX8

K!SEDUIS :A

on rent free accamscdation

REFER AI&o Tu q: 16A, 48 and 49.

CODE :

: 19

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

At 030 code last grmss rate pa~nt.

At 040 code rebate deducted from last rate payment.

At A148 code the period given by the answer to (bl) followed by the period
given at (b3)(1) (i).

At 047 code the total rebate received as direct lump-sum refunds in the
last 12 mcnths.

At 014 code the most recent direct lump-sum refund and the period it
covered.

At A127 code the date of the smst recent direct lump-sum refund.

At 050 code the last water rate payment (if separate fr~ rates) .

At 060 code amount of payment for it=s at (d).

POINTS TO NOTS :

1. CSECK TNAT AcCOMMODATION IS IN FACT RJfNTFTOfS.

a) Accommodation is NOT treated as rent free if a known rent is paid by
someone outside ti~housshold who is not an esployer. were
accomsmdatlon is not rent free it should be treated as rented and all
entries at Q19 deleted. Nsnt should be transferred to Q17, rates to
Q18. Q16A should be recoded and any other entries transferred to
appropriate ‘At schedule questions. The total @unt paid by persons
outside the houeehold should also be transferred as income to Q59B in
the ‘B’ echedule.

b) Accommodation ia treated as rent frae if ons of the follcwing conditions
is satisfied:

(i) Accommodation is provided rent free (a) by en informant’ e

e~ loyer, Or (b) by an organisation, provided that the normal
activities of the informant are ti further the cause of the
organisati’on. This condition wi 11 normally apply to Church of
England clergy and other ministers of raligion.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givo date ead reference)

1

W1lW 11/75



t’ES. JAN. 78— CODING NOTES CONT 8D g: 19 (coat ‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT Il)):

(ii) Accommodation where en unknown rent is psid by”so-one outsids
the household who is not the informant 1s enpl~er.

(iii) Accommodation which is owned by someone outeide the household
other than employer and provided rent free.

[

2.

Where acconmmdation is treated ae rent free any entries at Q19 (d) thet
refer to ‘A‘ schedule items should be transferred to the appropriate
questions. Ground rent, maintenance charges’,etc should be edded to retes
at Q19 (b). ‘l?hetotal amount of other regular pa~nts should be entered
at 060 if this cannot be transferred to other ‘At schedule questias.

TRSATMENT OF RATSS FOR ACCOMMODATION TlW3ATED AS F43NTFSES

a)

b)

Where the interviewer has entsred mounts for codes 030, 040, 047, 014
or 050 they should be treated se describsd at Q18 ea ehould cedes
A148 and A127.

However if the interviewer has not entered a payment of domestic rates
at 030 an amount should be estimated using the Nateable Value and the
runes tic Poundage with the applicable Sewerage Poundage. Similarly
if there is no amount for water rates, either at 050, or included in
a paymant at 030, an amount should be estimated for the water rates.
The estimated emaunts should be entered at this question and also,
unless the acmmncdation is provided by sn enployer, at Q59 B income
schedule (as income) .

If the accommodation is provided by an employer the estim.atedratee and
water rates payments entered at Q19 A schedule should be treatsd in the
B schedule in the same way as a refund/allowance, which has not been
included in the gross pay. (See General Notes on Qa 19-21 B schedule’
and notes on Q26B schedule) . !3

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)



CODING MOTES

FES. JAN. 78 ~UL8 : A :20

SUSJtCT: Rate paynwmts by households owning acconmmdation

NSFBR ALSO TO Q 48 and 49

CODE :

1.

2.

3.

4.

k..

5.

6.

7.

At 030 code last gross rate payment.

At 040 code rebate deducted from last rate payment.

At A148 code the period given by the answer to (a) followed by the
period given at (c2)

At 047 code the total rebate received as direct lump-stun refunds in

the last 12 months.

At 014 code the most recent direct lump-sum refund and the pericd it
covered.

At A127 code the date of the most recent direct lunp-sum refund.

At 050 cods the 1sst water rate payment (if separate from rates) .

S. At 060 CO~

POINTS TO NOTE:

If an owner-occupier who pays the rates for the whole of the rateable unit
also sub-lets, his rates payment should be abated in proportion to the number
of rooms sub-let (see nOteS at Q49) . The rent receivad from the tenants

(recorded at Q13c) should be abated by the same sum of money (adjusted to a
different time period if necessary) es ‘the rates payment. Nnwever the rent
payment recorded on the tenant’s schedule should not be abated.—

The reason for this rule is that the rent paid by the tenant effectively
... includes an amount for rates on his part of the acconanodation; this amount

\ -~ should not appear on the owner-occupier’s schedule either as incoma or
expenditure.

Otherwise all rate adjustments
Q18 .

Section (e) refers to separate

and checks should ba the sams as describsd for

drainage rates. These are qenerallv paid to. .
special drainage authorities and are not to be confused with water or sewerage
(general services) rates. Where they occur they should be added to the amount
at code 030, after adjuating to the sams time period. It is not expected that
there will be many cases where separate drainage rates are paid.

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date aad rd.r.nce)
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CODING NOTES

FES. Jan. 70 BCNSDULS :A g: 21

SUBJECT : source and type of mortgage or loan used to purchaee informants’
accommodation at ssmpled address

RSFER ALSO TO Q: 22, 23

CODE :

1. At A119 code source of mortgage or loan.
2. At A121 coda “1“ if informants have sn option mortgage.

. POINTS TO NOTE:

One of the codes 1-5 should be enterad at code A119 according to the source of
the loan or mortgage. Note that where an endownkmt policy is taken out and
through this a mortgage secured from a Building Society, “1“ should be coded at
A119 and not ‘4”.

The interviewer may have noted that the infoznmnt has more than one mortgage.
If the second mortgage is for house purchase, the anmunt should be added to the
amount of the first mortgage if mortgage sources are the sank?and the combined
figure coded: where the sources of mortgagee differ each shcnildbe coded separately.
The sourca of the mortgage at Q21 (a) should be that of the largeet mortgage. If
any mortgage is not.for home purchase (ie it is for home improvement or some
other purposes) it bec~s in effect a loan and should be at Q40 etc.

An Option mortgage at time of interview should ba coded “1’”Treat DK aa non-
option.

,.
, .;’

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 78 SCNSDULS :A

SUSJECT : “Interest - only” mortgages

REFER ALSO TO Q:21

CODE :

At 130 code the interest paid.

POINTS TO NOTE:

The amount shown at cods 130 as the intersst on a nbcrtgage or loan, may have
to be abated bacause :

i it includes a premium on an endowmant policy covering repaymsnt of
principal (such a premium should be checked against 937 (a) to see if it is
included there: if it is not, then it should be transferred and coded at
code 199) , or

ii it includes en insurance premium on the structure of the acccrmnodation
(such a premium should ba checked against Q24 to see if it is included

there: if it is not, then it should ba transferrad and coded at code
110) , or

iii it inclu&s a mortgage protection premium (check premium against Q37 (a)
to see if it is included there : if not, then it should ba transferrad and
codad at 196).

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

Wllob)!/75



CODING NUfSS

FES . Jan. 78 SCNEDULE :A Q: 23 _

SUBJECT : “Interest and Principal” mortgages

REFER ALSO TO Q: 21

CODE :

1. At 200 code the last instalmsnt.
2. At 150 code the interest paid over the last year for which the informant

has figurss.

[

3. At A158 code starting date of documents consulted.
4. At A159 code ending date of documents consulted.

L POINTS TO NOTE:

The amount at code 200 should bs abated if at Q23 (c) it is evidsnt that
similar conditions to those at notes (ii) snd (iii) for Q22 apply.

Where the interviewer has noted that the interest emount at (d) covers only
part of the year bscause the mortgage has been held for less than 12 months

the amount at code 150 should be increased to obtain an annual figure.

[

The coding frame to be used for coding dates at A158 and A159 is given at
frent of these instructions.

Q

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give dintsand refersnce)



CODING NOTES

FES. Jan. 78 SCNSDULS :A Q, 24 _

SUBJECT : Insurance premiums on structure and centents of accommodation and on
personal possessions.

REFER ALSO TO ~: 22, 23

COOE :

1. At 110 code premiums paid on structure insurance.
2. At 168 code premiums paid an cuntents or persunal possessions insurance.

POINTS TO NOTE:

Where the insurance premium on structure and contents have not been given
separate ly, interviewers should have entered a total premium covering both
insurances and obtained separate figures for the insured valus of the house
and the insured value of the contents. These values should be used to
calculate a notional premium based on O.12+% for the structure insurance snd
O.25% for the contents insurance. If the values of house end contents ars
combined they must bs apportioned before calculating notional premium.
These notional amounta should be proportionately adjusted so that their sum
is equal to the total prendum actually paid. ‘Iheadjusted premiums should
then be entered at codes 110 (structure) and 168 (contents).

Where insured value of personal possessions haa to be assessed it should be
at notional premium of 0.25%.

,,
-..

k

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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Q: 26

CODING NOTES

Fzs. JAN. 78 SCHEDULE : A

SUBJECT: Gas and electricity supply

REFER ALSO TKIQ: 27A, 27B and 28

CODE:

1. At A103 code 5-8 according to whether gas, electri.city,both or neither
is supplied

2. At A128 code 1-4 according to how gas is paid for.

3. At A130 code 1-4 according to how electricity is paid for.

POINTS ‘M NOTE:

1.

2.

3.

If two or more methods of paymant are coded for gas enter code 4 at A128.
Similarly for electricity at A130

A Board Budgetting scheme is one where the informant pays a regular
amount to the gas/electricity board and settles UD the bal~c~ of his
account once a year.

The interviewer may note that payment is by the following system:

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Consumer is supplied with a slot meter which they can open with
key which is supplied.

a

The consumar puts money in slot meter to obtain gas or electricity
and empties meter when they went to. The money from mater csn be
saved towards bi11 or not.

The meter reader reads the meter at perioda of 2-6 nmnths and
gives consumer a bill for electricity used (or an
rendered) .

Consumer pays bill in the normal manner as,for ~

This method should be treated as an account payment.

account is

account.

AIJDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. Jan. 78 BCNSDULE : A Q: 27 A

SUBJECT : Gas and Electricity slot meter rebetes end payments frcm rebatea

REFER ALSO TD e: 26, 45D & 45F on ‘B’ schedule

1) At 173 code last gross rebate from gas meter
2) At 178 code last gross rebate from electricity meter
3) At 197 code rental for gas appliance paid through meter
4) At 198 code rental for electrical appliance paid through meter
5) At 237 code maintenance for gas appliance paid through meter
6) At 238 code maintenance for electrical appliance paid through meter

POINTS TO NOTE:

1) Installation charges are ‘D’ schedule items

2) Rebates at 173 end 178 should be the full rebate before any deductions
for rental or maintenance

3) where an informant has not put enough money into the meter to pay for the
electricib] or gas consumsd any balance paid in cash should be shown in
‘D’ schedule provided it was paid during record keeping.

4) If the informant is new to the accommodation and has not received a rebate
then the last rebate received at last address should be coded.

5) If last rebate is not known it should be estimated.

[

6) MY discount at Q45D (B schedule) should not be added to or
subtracted from rebate.

L

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and reference)
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COGING NUSES

FES . JAN. 78 8CIUDULJI:A Q: 27B

SUBJSCT: Payments to Gas and Electricity Boards by households

having Board Budgeting Scheme arrangements.

IU3FEFIALso To q : 26, 28, 45E and 45F on ‘B’ schedule.

CODE :

1) At 221 cede last payment under Gas Board Budgeting Scheme

2) At 222 code last payment under Electricity Board Budgeting Schsme.

3) At 223 code smount shown on last gas account or advice.

4) At 224 cede amount shown on last electricityy account or advice.

POINTS TO NO’fZ:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

The amount given at 221 or 222 can be smaller or larger then mounts
given at 223 and 224 respectively.

If Q27B (coded 3 at Q26 (a)) has bsen answered them 9s28 (b)- (d) should
be answered. (Q28(a)) should not be snswered.

It should be assumed that amounts at 223 and 224 do not include
amounts shown at 28 (b) and (d). If the amounts at 28 (b) and (d)
include standing charge, meter rent or collection fees these should
be added to 223 and 224.

AIIyrental or maintenance charges made on regular basis should bs
shown at 2tJ(b)or (d) and coded at 225-22B (see Q28) .

The amount at code 224 should include any discount shown at Q45E
(B schedule) . If Q45F (B schedule) indicates that discount is
already included then accept amount at code 224.
If Q45F (B schedule) indicates that discount is not included in
amount at code 224 then discount at Q45E (B scheme) should bs
added to code 224.

In N. Ireland these rules apply to code 223 or 224.

If discount dces not refer to same period aB last bill no emendmsnt
iB needed to amount at code 224.

.,-

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date uid reference)
...:.
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COOIIK3 N07BS

\

FES. JAN . 78 Q: 28

rSUBJECT: Gas and electricity paid for by account. Amounts of gas and electricity
used by account and Board Budgeting Schame users. Maintenance and

rental payments by account and Board Budgeting Scheme users.

RBFER ALSO TO Q : 26, 27B ‘A’ Schedule, Q45E and F ‘B’ Schedule

CODE :

1. At code 170 code last gas account payment

2. At 175 code last electricity account payment

3. At 169 cede number of

4. At A138 code the date

5. At A139 code the date

6. At 17.4code .suunker&

7. At 015 cede number of

8. At 016 code number of

therms covered by payment at 170 (if known)

of tbe last gas account

of the last electricity account

units coversd w. ~mt * ’175 (if known)

electricity units paid for at full rate

electricity units paid for at cheap rate

9. At 171 code rent of

10. At 225 code rent of
Budgeting Schae

11. At 176 ccnierent of

12. At 226 cede rent of
Budgeting Scheme

13. At 172 code regular
by account

14. At 227 code regular

gas appliances paid to gas board by account

gaB appliances paid to gas board through Board

electric appliances paid to electricity koard by account

electric appliances psid to electricity bosrd by Board

payment to gas board for maintenance of gas appliances

payment to gas board for maintenance of gas appliances by

- L
Board Budgeting Schame

15. At 177 cede regulsr payment to electricity board for maintenance of
“-.,

electric appliances by account

16. At 228 code regular payment to electricity board for maintenance of electric
appliances by Board Budgeting Schsme.

POINTS TO NOTE:

1. There are two large boxeB at this question - one under (a) and one at (c).
It should be assumed that the amounts given at cedes 170 and 175 do not
include the smounts given in either box. If either box containa sta~ng
charge, meter rent or collection fees they should ba addad back to codes
170 or 175.

[

2. The amounts at 170 end 175 should include discount at Q 45E on ‘B‘
schedule. ThiB means that discounts should be added back if Q45F

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES . JAN . 78_

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT!IJ):——

CODING NOTES CONT fD

w .,.~.,,:*.G

r i

Q:28 (centcd)

1.

4.

5.

6.

indicates that amount at code 175 does not include discount. If Q45F

(B schedule) indicates that cede 175 do~include discount no action
is required.

In N. Ireland ,these rules apply to codes 170.or 175.

If discount does not refer to same period as last bill no amendment
is needed to amount at code 175.

If Q28 (a) has been answered check that QZ7B has not been ~swered.

The number of therms covered by the last account should be enterad at
code 169. If the number of cubic feet is given, this should be converted
to therms by dividing by 100. In all cases the number of therms or units
given (or calculated as above) should be accepted.

The date of the last account should be coded according to the standard
frame at beginning of these instructions.

Where an informant has only recently moved to his present address it may
be that no account has been received. In these circumstances the
interviewer should have noted the last account paid at the previous
addreas and this should be coded. If payment at the previous address
was by slot meter, the interviewer should have obtained an estimate of
the amount put in the slot meter, less the amount of rebate, for a given
period and this should be coded as the last account. In these cases it

will not be possible to cede anything for the number of therms or units
used. If the informant has never had a supply of any kind before then
an estimate shuuld be ccxled,taking into account the structura and income
group of the household: average expenditure for different types of
household may be obtained from the DE.

$3-

AOOITIONAL NCJTES (give date and reference)
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r.FS. JAN. 78

CODING NOTES

SCSEDULE : A

SIJATECT: Possess ion of telephone, and telephone account.

REFES ALSO TO Q: 30

CODE:

At A102 code “1“ if the answer to this question is “Yes”

At 166 code (household’s share of) last telephone account.

L,:

Q: 29

POINTS TO NOTE:

If the answer to this question is “Yes”, a “l” should be entered at code A102.
A shared telephone should appear only in the subscriber’s schedule. An
extension should not be considered as an installed telephone.

If the amount of the last telephone account was not shared by anyone outside
the household then the amount shown at Q.29 (a) should be entered at cede 166:
if the amount was shared the interviewer should have entered the info~~t ~s
household’s share at code 166.

Telephone instal Lation charges should not be coded at this question but cded
in the record books if they appaar the=

If at part (c) the interviewer has noted that informant received money for part
(or al1) of the account from someone outside tbe household who did not in fact have
any use of the telephone (eg mother ~s account paid for by son) the whOle of the

[

account slmuld be entersd at code 166. Tha smount given for payment of account

-) by someone outside household should be entersd at Q60B on InComa Schedule.

If the infcrmant has answered Yes at (c3) check questions 21J 26, 28 and 63
on the B Schedule to see if this is a refund of expenses for paid or unpaid
work. If so accept the informant’s share at code 166. If not code as in the
previous paragraph unless the interviewer has mada a note that suggests a
different way of coding (eg that the phone is paid for on the informant’s
bahalf by Supplementary Banefit) .

If bill has not keen paid at gampled address the bill fran pravious
address should be coded - if not given ~ est~te ~hO~ld E,Snade

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referance)



CODING NOTES

FES. JAN. 78 SCNEDULS :A

SUSJBCT: ACcounts for telephones outside

NSFER ALSO TO Q

CODE :

household’s

Q: 30

own accommodation

At 167 code the amount paid for use of a telephcme outsi& the—
(part of the) accommodation.

household’s

POINTS TO NOTS :

‘)L.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date md reference)
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FES. JAN . 78

SUSJl?CT: Liccnces

CODING NOTES

SCNEDULS : A Q: 31

RSFINiALSO TO Q

CODE :

At 181 code fees
At 186 code fees
At 184 code fees
At 185 code fees

for TV licences bought in the last 12 months
for driving licences bought in the last 12 months
for dog licences bought in the last 12 months
for any other licences (except driving) bought

in the last 12 months.

POINTS TO NOTS :

No coding action
have entered the

will be
amount,

required at this question as interviewers will
and the period codes are pre-printed: however a

cnecK snould be made that the amount given is consistent with the current
licence charge (bearing in mind that an amount given could be for more
than one licence) .

Gnly statutory licences should be accepted at this question. Marriage
certificates should also be accepted.

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)
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COD ING NOTES

FES. Jm. 7fl SCHEDULE :A

SUBJECT : l>Os::,?53sior of (01(..Ji.sionatld r,n t
television rented by sld meter.

9:
12

—.

for t.el(wision, relmte for

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

1. At A105 code 81’ if question
2. At A106 code “1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’

has been answered “Yes ... 1“
according to method of rent payment.

3. At 194 code amount of last = slot meter rebate.
4. At 195 code last payment of rent.

-.\ .

POINTS TO FOTE :

If this question has been answered “Yes .... 1“, a ‘1‘ should be entered at
code A105. This applies even if there is more. than one TV in household.

A shared TV set should be shown in schedules of all households sharing the set.

If the TV set is rented one of the codes 1, 2 or 3 should be
according to the payment arrangement shown at Q32 (al).

Slot meter rebate should be entered at code 194. Slot meter
D books should not be abated.—

entered at A106

payments in the

If the TV is rented by slot meter and the rebates are being used to purchase
some other item (not the TV itself) the budget should be referred for details
to be entered at Qs 40 - 43 if not already entered. The rebate entered
at code 194 should include the amount used for nurchasinq the item (i.e. the
gross rebate is required at code 194) .

If the interviewer has noted that the TV set is being Imught by
32 (a) should he coded ‘X’ and the budget should be referred for
entered at Qs 40 - 43 if not already entered. In this case
payments in the D books should be deleted as H.P. payments.

If the rent of a television aerial is included in the rent of a
the whole amount should be entered at code 195.

slot meter.
details to’be
the slot meter

television set,

A rented radio should be ceded in exactly the same way as a rented television.

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES. Jan. 7a CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 32 (cent’d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

If no rent is being paid hecausc the set is broken, the situation should be

coded as “no TV set”.

Where a TV set. is owned but rediffusion service is provided, Q32 (a) should be
coded “NO .... X“ . Any payments for the service which are shown in the record
books should be coded 799. However, if one payment covers both the rent of a
set and the service provided, the full amount should be ceded as rent of TV.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FM. JAN. 78 SCNEDULS : A Q: 33

SIJSJSCT: Possession of washina machine, z-efriqerater/deep freeze, central
hesting,

SSFER ALSO TO @

payrents fo~ oil for centrai heating

if there is a washing machine

CODE :

[

1. At A108 code ‘“l”

2. At A109 code “1” if there is

3. At A150 code “1” if there is

4. At A151 code “l” if there is

5. At A152 code “l” if there.is

6. At A153 code “l” if there is

7. At A154 code “1” if there is

a refrigerator and/or deep freeze

central heating by electricity

central heating by gas

central heating by oil

central heat:inq by solid fuel

centra 1 heating but the fue1 is

8. At 017 code the total expenditure on oil for central heating
last 12 months

unkncwn

in the

POINTS TO NOTE:

The following definitions should be followed:

A washing machine is a machine which has an electricity operated agitatOr/
pulsator. The water may be heat!xiwithin the machine either by electricity
or gas or it may be unheated. L,:.may be with or without a wringer or any
other drying mechanism.

Therefore, a wash boiler with hand agitator should not be considered as a
washing machine.

Where a washing machine is not owned by the household but is available for
continuous use “1” should be ceded at A108 provided the mschine is owned by
a household in the accommodation and not a communal one as may be in a block
of flats.

Where a refrigerator is not owned by the household but is available for
continuous use “1” should be coded at A109.

Central Heatinq includes partial or background systems and night storage
heaters. The type of Central Heating should be based on the type of the
source of heat energy eg. electricity, gas, oil and solid fuel.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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p~~ . JAN.78 ,.CODING NOTES CONV~— “-”“Q:”33 (cO1lt’d)

POINTS ‘M NOTE (CONT!D):

In any multi-household blocks of flats where the source of supply of heating
for the purpose of central heating is situated outside the household it might
be possible for the informant to know the type of the source Of heat (fuel)
and this should then have been coded. Usually it will not be known in which
case the DK code applies.

In a multi-household rateable unit where the source of heating is situated
in one of the households, the ceding of the type of central heating as reported
by informant should be accepted.

rc,.,w..ATIN. .1.

1) If amount paid is not known check 939 to see if paid by standing order.
If standing order payments made gross up to annual amount and enter this
at Q17.

c?.
I

L2) If standing order is not used refer to supervisor for estimate. E-3not
use ‘D* Schedule entries for estfiate.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. March 78 SOH.EDULE:A Q: 34

SUL?JECT:ownership and use of nmtnr vehicles

Expenditure on vehicle licences and insurance

REFES ALso m Q: 34B, 35, 39-42 A Scehdu2e, 11,1S,20A,20B,26,28 end 63 B Schedule

CODE:

1) At A124 code total number of cars and vans currently owned or available
for continoue use

—

2) At A160 code total number of CAPS currently ewned ~ availeble for continuous use
3) :,tA161 code total number of VANS currently owned ~ available for continuous use
4) At A262 code total numb+.rof smtorcycles and nmpeds CUrrSntlY -ed E

available for continuous use.
5) At A163 code total number of other vehicles currently owned ~ available for

continuous use.

1

6) At 187 code total gross road fund licence p.eid in last 12 months
7) At 18S code total net vehicle ineurance paid in last 12 mntks

POINTS TO NOTS :

1)

!
2)

3)
~;y- ‘

4)

A ‘car’ includes three wheel car -d invalid Cer (ie @nVersion) ..
An invalid tricycle should be treated as ‘other vshicle’ . A VSIl
includes lorry, land-rover, end jeep.

The gross anmunt of road fund licence ie required at 1S7 eud net amount of
insurance at 18S.
This means that:

(a) Where a refud of liCenCe fee has been received this should NOT be
deducted from licence fee at (d)

(b) Where a refund of insurance has been received this SHOULD be
deducted from insurance at (g).

The amount of road fund licence should be checked against lists provided
before entry at 187. Inaurence payments ehould be accepted as given (except
for refund action. )

Insurance againat demege to a windscreen should be included at Q34 (g). AS
such inaurence is often in the form of a separate policy from other car
inaurence, the prsmbn may have been entered at Q37 (b), in which caae it
should be deleted there end added onto the amount at code 188.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



CaDnm Moms

FKS . March 1978 ~L# :A Q:34B

~ Refund of vehicle lice... fee

ucnRAAao Toq34

cat :

AT 179 cc-deamount of refund

L

POINTS ~ NOTE:

1. Refunds at this questions should EXCLUDE business refunds.

2. The refund should be accepted and coded without any referral.

c 3“
Refund should not be deducted from licence fee at Q34 (code 187) .

4. Refund should be abated for business expenses if necessary - see
Q20 A, B and 28 B Schedule.

.
\

.,

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give data mid reforsaco)

W110611/75



CODIIKI NOTXS

rm. JAN . 78 e:35

Cam :
1) At 244 cost as definad on

2) At 245 cost as defined on
12 months.

3) At 246 cost as defined on
12 months.

4) At 247 cost as defined on

Schedule, and 11 B Schedule

schedule, if new cars tought in previous 12 months.

schedule, of second hand cars bought in previous

schedule of new motorcycles/mopeds bought in previous

schedule of second hand motorcycles/cwpeds bought in
vrevious 12 -.

POINTS TO N-:

Vehicles bought by means of loan from bank or fin~ce hO”~e, ~ecOnd ~ortgaqe,
HP or credit sale (ie cedes 1-5 at 940) should not be entered at Q35. Other
means of installmentbuying, e.g. loan from friend or relative or employer
(where the loan does not count as 1-5 at Q40) are acceptable at Q35. In cases
where the car was bought with a loan from an employer the purchase may not
have been entered at this question, but may have been recorded at Q39, 40 or
42 A Schedule, or Qll B Schedule. So long as the loan does not count as 1-5
at Q40 the details should be transferred to Q35 (or deleted if purchased more
than 12 months before interview) and the budget should be referred if more
information is needed.

Where the inteniewer has not been able to give an amount for road tax but
has noted that it is included in a purchase price given at 935 and has
given how many munths the tas had to run at the date of purchase a proportionate
amount should be transferred to code 1B7 (Q34). If the interviewer has not noted

how many months the tax had to run the budget should be referred. where an
unknown amount of insurance has been included in the purchase price the budget
should be referred.

ADDITIONAL NUfES (give date sad rofereace)

WIIO*11/7$
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L

CODINO IWRS

ns , JAN. 78 @~L8 :A

SUBJECT: Season tickets for transport

-ALao TQq

CODS :
1) At 191 code amount
2) At 192 “ ‘1
3) At 193 “ “
4) At 219 “ ‘!
5) At 258 “ ‘o
6) At 255 “ “
7) At 256 ‘r 11
8) At 257 “ ‘T

:36

for road transpart
,, rail “ (excludinq tube)
,, water “
“ tube “
“ mixed tube and bus transport
“ mixed rail and bus transport (exc1. tube)
,, mixed rail and tube transport
,, other modes of mixed transport (eg. rai1 and water)

POINTS TO N9TE :

ADDITIONAL WYCES (give date and reference)

WI10611/7S
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CODING NOTES

FES Jan. 7$3- SCHEDULS : A Q,37 —-.

SUBJECT: Insurance premi UMS

REFER ALSO TO Q:22, 39

CODE :

1) At 196 code life assurance premiums (except house purchase endment)
2) At 199 code house purchase endowment premiums
3) At 206 code premiums on policies accepted at Q37 (b).

[4) At 229 code premiums for medical insurance at Q37 (b)

.

POINTS TO NOTE:

Private pensions , superannuation and widows and orphans insurance which are
not deducted from salary but are entered at code 196 should be accepted.

Code 196 applies to all life assurance premiums irrespective of the type of
policy

Note :

or name of company.

When coding the record books , most payments to insurance companies
should be deleted*. Payments to Friendly Societies should be checked
to see if they correspond with payments entered at Q37 (a); if they do
correspond, the entry should be deleted from the record book; if they
do not correspond, the entry should be coded as a payment to a
Friendly Society in the record bcok.

● Holiday insurance should be included in record books if paid during
record keeping period. It should be coded as holiday expense.
Holiday insurance should be deleted if shown at Q37 (b).

Where an endowment policy has been taken out to cover a mortgage, the premium
should be entered at code 199. Details of these policies should be given at
Q37 (a) and also at Q22 (c): a check should always be made to ensure that any
entries at Q22 (c) are accounted for at code 199.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES Jan. 7N-

I

COD INC NOTES CONT !D Q: 37 (cent’d)—

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

—..

Cod@ 206 is for coding details of premium for any other insurance policies,
:;uchas personal accident, not included elsewhere on the A schedule. lhc
following are specifitally excluded from this question:

Insurance on ~ sets - these are really maintsnanc,e payments and
should be coded in the record bceks.

Insurance on car windscreens - these should be included with other
car insurance at code 188.

Insurance of personal goods such as jewellery, furs, cameras, etc -
these should be included at cede 168.

I

Medical insurance should be coded at cede 229 (Q37b). Examples of
medical insurance are:

LBUPA, PPP, wA, EHAS, CS~, BCWA, PHSA, MSHCA, P.P.A. , l?lA,HCS.

c1

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)
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COD lNG NOTES

FES. Jan. 78 SCSEDULE : A
~:;?
!,,,

33

Q: 38 -—. —

SUBJECT : Bank Accounts and bank charges

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

1) At A168 code total number of Post Office, Giro accounts.
2) At A169 code total number of commercial bank accounts (exeludinq TSB &

co-0p)
3) At A170 code total number of Trustee Savings Bank accounts
4) At A171 code total number of Co-operative Bank accounts.
5) At A172 code total number of other bank accounts.
6) At 180 code total amount of OONESTIC bank charges in previous 12 months.

POINTS TO NOTE:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Commercial banks refer to normal banks of a local nature eg Bare lays,
Lloyds, Midlands, National Westminster, Williams and Glyns, Yorkshire,
Clydsdale, Royal Bank of Scotland, Bank of Scotland, EXCLUOING CO-OPEIWTIVs
and TRUSTEE SAVINGS BANX WHIcll HAVE SEPA~TE CODES

The total amount of bank charges coded at 180 should include charges
incurred at any of the banks ceded at A168-A172.

If the amount of bank charges recorded by interviewer includes a business
elsment this should be removed before amount is entered at code 180.

Deposit accounts should not be accepted at this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (givs date and refsrencs)

WII0611//5



FEs. JAN. 70

COD ING NOTES

SCHEDULE : A
Q: 39

SUBJECT : Item ~>aidfOr W stw]dinq or<k~r, Or direct debit ~hrough ~
b~k Or National (post O ff.ice) Giro accout, Or by b-k budget
account.

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

me codes to use are described below.

+
POINTS TO NOTE:

If any,items are paid for by standing order, direct debit, through a bank
or National Giro acCOunt or by bank budget. accowt they should be coded in
the coding boxes alongside this question.

The item codes to be used aredifferent from those used in the record books.
They are as fo11OWS:

Item code for
Bankers’ Order etc.

Description

270 A.A. and R.A.C. subscriptio”~ .
c0vera9e identical with code 546 in
record book.

271

272

273

Subscriptions to sports cltis -

coverage identicdl with code 764
in record book.

subscriptions to FrieAdly Societies .
coverage identical with code 795 in
record book.

sUbSCriptlOnS to Trade Unions ,
professional associations - coverage
idont+cal with code 796 in record
book .

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)

WI!0611,75



Pm, JAN. 78

poINTs fiuNOTE ;CONTtD):

.?74

275

276

CODING NOTES CONT? D Q: 39 Cotll’,i)

Subscriptions to periodicals,
magazines - coverage identical with

code 723 in record book.

other subscriptions - coverage
identical with cede 797 in record
book .

Savings - coverage
identical with code 803 in
record book.

278 Monetary gifts - coverage identical
with code 802 in record book.

279 Charitable gifts - coverage
identical with code 798 in
record book.

280 Any other items not covered by the
above.

281 Fuel oil not for central heating -
coverage identical with Code 261 in
record book.

s Where an item paid for by standing order, direct debit or bank budget
account should appear elsewhere on the schedule (eg. insurance premium,
mortgage interest, oil for central heating) , the item should be deleted from
Q39 and transferred to the appropriate question if it is not already entered
there. On the other hand, where a payment in the record book is made under
a standing order, direct debit or bank budget account listed in Q39, it should
be deleted from the record book. It may happen that an item paid by standing
order, direct debit or bank budget account is entered in the recOrd bOok but
not on the A schedule at Q39 (this would occur if the order were only signed
during the record keeping pericd) . In these cases the entry should be deleted
from the D b~k, if it is indicated that the payment is by standing order,
direct debit or bank budget account but no entry should be made at Q39 cm the
A schedule.

Q,

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN . 78 SCNSDULJI:A :40 & 41

SUSJECT: Installmentson credit transactions

RSFER ALSO TO q. 39, 42-44

CODE :

These are filter questions designed to establish the appropriate pattern of
questions concerned with credit transactions. No codinq action is required
except to check that the correct sequence of questions has been followed
according to the answers given at Q40 and 41.

POINTS TO NOTX :

Especial care must be taken with regard to codes 1-5 at 940, ie only goods or
services ohtaind by means of agreement ceded 1-5 should appear at Q42.
It should be noted that an agreement of type 1-5 with an employer should not
be entered at Q40 or 42 unless the employer provides these facilities as part

Of their no?mal business.

A check should be made to ensure that there are no payments recorded
at Q39 which should be entered.at Qs 40-44.

rEnsure that only one type of agreement is entered in each column.

LEnsure that if Q41 is coded Yes ....Y that a code has been ringed at Q40.

‘-’)~.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN. 78 SCHEDULE :A

SUBJECT: Credit arrangements coded 1-5 at 940

REFER ALSO TO Q: 40

CODE :

1) At 239-1 code cash price of item being purchased
2) At (e) enter in OFFICE USE b-axthe item code and period cOde for

the last instahnent
3) At 241-6 enter the amount allowed in part exchange
4) At 242-6 enter amount of downpayment EXCLUDING PART EXCHANGE
5) At A101 enter number of agreed installments
6)At 243 enter amount and period of originally agreed installment

POINTS TO NOTE:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Ensure that correct reference number has been entered at top of page.

Ensure that correct person number and code from Q40 has been entered
at top of each column.

Nhere two or more items are entered in a column no action is required
if they all have the .%mneitem cede. If there are different item codes,

enter items with differing item codes in separate columns and apportion instal-
lments, down payments, etc. on basis of cash prices.

The item and type of finn should be used to check entries in record books:
such entries should be deleted from record kooks.

Use date at (g) to check whether itams were obtainsd within three months
of interview. If obtained more than three months prior to interview then

(h)-(l) should be blank.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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COD INO NOTES

FES. JAN. 78 SCHEDULE A

SUBJECT: Credit arrangements coded 6-13 at Q4O

REFER ALSO TO Q: 40

CODE :

For each item entered in box code the item cede and

type of arrangement cede.

Q: 43

POINTS TO NOTE:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Check that correct reference ntier has been entered at top of page.

Check that correct person number and code from Q40 has been entered
at top of each column.

Use date given to check that items were obtained on or after a date
exactly one CALENDER month before date of interview. Items acguired more
than a calendar month before interview should be deleted as should items
obtained ON date of interview.—

Use normal record kuok item codes for coding items

Use the following alpha codes for ceding typa of arrangement.

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(lo)
(11)
(12)

(13)

Budget or option account .................................... C
CO-Op club .................................................. D
Other shop running a club ................................... E
Mail.order club as agent or through friend or relative ...... F
Anyother f4ai10rder organisation ........................... G
Credit trader calling regularly on customers ................ H
Check trader ................................................ J
Any otherarrangement ....................................... K

6) The item, and name of firm should be used to check entries in record
books: such entries should be deleted from record books.

ADDITIONAL N3TES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTSS

FES . March 78 SCSSDULS :A Q: 44

SUBJECT: Credit card arrangements (cede 14 at Q40)

REFER ALSO TO Q : 40

CODE :

For each item code the apportioned amount as outlined below.

\ PO lNTs TO NOTS :

1.

2.

3.

4.

1

5.

Check that correct reference number has bsen entered at top Of page.

Check that correct person number has been entered at top of each column.

Check the credit card organisation’s name to ensure that arrangement:
recorded is not a budget or option account, etc.

Items should only be ceded (using D item code) if the date of laet
account was a date on or within one CALSNDAR month of date of interview.
Where account was dated more than a CALENDAR month before date of inter-
view or was dated the same date as interview then items should be deleted.

The amount paid on the last account should be apportioned across item shown
as purchased in the last month PLUS balance carried forward (including
interest on balance) . These apportioned amounts should replace the cash
prices entered by interviewer. The reason for this adjustment is to ensure
that ONLY AMOUNT PAID ‘IOCREDIT CARD COMPANY IS CODED and not items acguired.

a) Balance brought forward fram previous account (44(b)) = E20.00
b) Interest (44(c)) . .50
c) Payment on iast account (44(e)) = E20 .50
d) Items on la~ccount

Jacket for self E25.00
Dress for wife C15.00
Cash withdrawal E20.00

f60.00

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES . NARCH 7S CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 44 (coat$d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT’ID:

[

e) Proportion f20.00 payment across Balance brought forward plus interest,
Jacket, Dress and cash withdrawal ie:

Balance and
interest = 25% = f 5.12
Jacket . 31% = ‘i6.36
Dress . 19* f.3.90
Cash . 25’+= E 5.12

Total payment = 100% = E20.50

L f) Code Balance and interest as misc. emendit~e, jacket and dress to
aPPrOPrlate cOdes and ignore cash as this is in fact a tran=fer.

6. REFUNO OF BUSINSSS EXPENSES ON ITF2.lSPAID FOR BY CREDIT ~ +3
Nhere an item shwn on a credit card account is refuoded
or in total then the apportioned amount (ace 5 (e)) should be abated.

c1

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODIN(.;NOTES

Fss . JAN 78 sctfmm :A

SUBJECT: School meals and milk, and welfare ml.lk.

[
F@FER ALSO TO& Page 20’B‘ schedule (codes 400-404)

410-414)
CODE :_—

1) At 260 enter the total cost to the informants of
T)ast seven davs.

W!2.Ls”d” q~-d~~ ‘‘ ‘[!.
B sch) & 410-41.1 ,:.’

m

and page 2 ‘B‘ schedule (codes

school meals eaten in the

2) it 261 enter the difference between the total cost to the informants and the
total imputed value of school meals eaten in the past seven days.

3) At 259 enter the total imputed value of free school milk consumed in the
past seven days.

4) At 263 enter the total imputed valm of free liquid welfare milk obtained in

the past seven days.
5) At 265 enter the total imputad value of free Dried Milk obtained in

the past seven days:

SEE CODES 400-404 & 410-414 FOR CODING TO INDIVIDUALS F.ECEIVING BENEFITS

POINTS TO NOTS :

N.B. Milk is no longer subsidised, it is either
this question or paid for in which case it is a
to School milk, Liquid milk and Dried milk .

1.

2.

School Meals

The total cost of meals to informant should

free snd therefore shown at
‘D’ record item. This applies

be entered at code 260. The
difference between the cost to the informant and the imputed value should——
be shown at code 2fJI.

In certain cases school meals may be free. When such cases arise the

iwuted value Of meals should be entered at code 261.

ThiS question refers only to children at state schools. All other msals at
school (eg staff meals) are msals out and should be coded in the D records

(when the informants have entered them there) .

Free School Milk

Every child up to the summer holiday following their 7th birthday at a
registered day nursery, playgroup, or with an approved child finder or at a
state primary school, ia entitled to one third of a pint of milk per day free
of charge. It is possible in certain circumstances for children up to school
leaving age (i.e. somstims between their 16th - 17th birthday) to obtain
free milk. It is also pssible for some children to get more than one third
of a pint.

After checking for consistency with the household box, calculate the total
imputed value of the school milk taken in the last 7 days and enter this in
the amount column in line with code 259.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference )

1.



.rcui76~

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

WELFARE MILK

1. Liquid Milk

Free milk is available for

(a)

CODING NOTES (:ONTTD &_45 + ..4.= (Cu!lt‘cl).—. .. .
400-404, 410-414

(b)

(c)

(d)

Expectant mothers and all children under school age in families in
receipt of supplementary benefits, family incoms supplement or in
specia. need because of lcxtincoma.

~ e%pactant nmther who already has two children under schcml age,
regardless of family income.

$“3
All but the first two children under school age in families with
three of more children under school age, regardless of family income.

Handicapped children aged 5 to 16 who are not attending an
educational establishment.

2. Dried Milk

Where free dried milk is taken instead of liquid milk the imputed
should be entered at code 265.

value

Dried milk is available at the rate of one tin per recipient per week.

If dried milk is purchaeed by the informant it becomes a “D” record item.

Imputed Values are obtained at regular intervals from the CSO.

[

CODING OF WELFAF.3FOODS TO INDIVIDUALS R3?CEIVING THEM

At codes 260, 261,259, 263 and 265 the aggregate amounts paid or imputed are
entered for the whole household. In order to ascertain the actual household
member receiving benefit and the amount of benefit received it is necessary

I to code information for individuals at codes 400-404 & 410-414 on Income
Schedules (pages 2 and 20).
Coding of information for each individual should be carried out as follows:

A) Where the recipient is a spender page 2 of their Incoma Schedule should be
coded as follows:

(1) At 410 enter total cost of schcml meals eaten in previous week.

L
ADO1TIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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.?ES. JAN. 78 CODING NOITES CONT,D

Powrs m Nom (CONTVD):

(ii) At 411 enter difference between the total cost to the
total imputed value of school meals eaten in previous

:+ rocks c,,!,!.,,

400-404, 410-414

informant and the
week.

(iii) At 412 enter the total imputed value of free school milk consumed ill

previous week.

(iv) At 413 enter the total imputed value of free liquid welfare milk obtained

in the previous week.

(v) At 414 enter the total imputed value of free dried welfare milk obtained in
the previous week.

B) Where the recipient is a child page 20 of their parents’ Income Schedule
should be coded as f01lows:

(i) At 400 enter total cost of school meals eaten in previO”~ week-

(ii) At 401 enter difference between the total cost to the infO_nt and the
total imputed value of school meals eaten in previous week.

(iii) At 402 enter the total imputed value of free school milk cOn~med i“
previous week.

(lV) At 403 enter the total imputed value of free liquid welfare milk Obtained
in the previous week.

(v) At 404 enter the total imputed value of
in the previous week.

The total of amounts entered at 400-404 and
at 260 etc. ie

all 400 + all 410 = 260
all 401 + all 411 = 261
all 402 + all 412 = 2sg
all 403 + all 413 = 263
all 404 + al:.414 = 265

free dried welfare milk obtained

410-414 should equal those entered

ADDITIONAL NO’1’SS(give date and reference)
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COD ING NOTES

FES . JAN. 78 SCNSDULS : A Q: 46

sUSJECT: Education gra!,ts, maintenance gral,ts, scholarships.

RSFER ALSO TO ~ 7, 47

CODE :

The total annual value of all grants and scholarships received by cash/chequc!
currently should be entered at code 207. The total annual value of all
private grants and scholarships received currently should be entered titcode
209, whether or not they are received by cash/cheque. The total annual value
of all public grants and scholarships received currently should be entered at
code 210 whether or not they are received by cash/cheque.

L

POINTS TO NOTE:

Grants from employers, including H M Forces and nationalised industries are
private.

?+nyamount received from parents or relative to W UF grant should be
accepted but not cash gifts above value of grant.

The term “maintenance” in this question may cover grants for clothing,

traveling expenses, books, stationery, instruments and for the maintenance
of dependent relatlves.

NB . If the cjrantrelates t..>s person who is no longer receiving it codes
%7, 209 or 210 should be left blank. (In this connection it should be
noted that ? person enqayed i,,a vacation job at the time of interview will
nevertheless still be a student, for the purposes of this question (and of Q7) ).

~~..,’
.- It is the annual value of the grant/scholarship which is required at Q46

regardless of how much has been xeceived at the time of the interview. Thus
for example , if only one term”s grant has been received, this should be
multiplied by 3 before coding.

Amounts received in cash from grants and scholarships for persons aged 16 or
over and which form part of the total to he entered at code 207, should also
be entered at code 392 (page 18) on each person’ s B schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenCe)

1
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FES. JAN. 78_ COD ING NOTES CONT 1D Q: 46 (Cvrlt’d)—

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

Amounts received in cash from grants end scholarships for persons aged

under 16 should also he entered at code 395 Q72 on one of the parents ‘ B
schedules.

Rehabilitation allowances from the DE should n= be cmied at this question,
but should be entered m the B schedule of the person concerned at Q37 -
N.1. Unemployment Benefit.

0

—

AOOITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES—.—. .

FES. Jan.”?8 SCHEDULS : A Q: 47—— —-. —

SUBJECT: Eklucational fees snd maintenance payments

REFER ALSO TO Q:46

CODE :

Cmk as exp1.i.n(~dbelow

, .,,

POINTS TO NOTE:

This question should be coded according to the fcllowincj frame:-

211- Maintenance costs only for [Jniv?rsity, technical colleges, teacher
training colleges, othex establishments for further vocational training.

2L3- University education, f[?es/mainL,,rla],<:Pno~ shown separately.

214– Techmical colleges, and :’olytechnics, fees alone or fees plus maintenance

not she,wn separately.

215- Teacher Training Colleges and other establishments for further vocational
tra.ininq, fees alone or f<?esplus maintenance not shown separately.

(Include,fees paid t.,becom<,,ar{!<:1,,d)
~_,’

.!L6- Oth**r fllrttlel’recreational l>[lucdt.io!l, fr,:s.ILon,:or fees pLus maintenanc e,..

not shcm separately.

217– Independent schools, fees, ‘F+:PsPIu% ]mai,’tenancenut shown separately or

maintenance.

218- Direct grant schools, fef:s,f?es FLLUS,maintenance not slmwn sepdrate Ly or
maintenance.

220- Driving lessons hut not Drivir,lJ‘rest.!;ifl]<!;eshould be coded in th? record
h<,nk=)

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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Fy& Jan. 78 CODING NOTES CONT )D

POINTS TO NOTX (CONT ‘D) :

In using this frame the following should be not,?d:-

Q: 47 (cent ‘d)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Items that are described as a subscription to a society for membership, or
fees for ciildren in nurseries, should he deleted. Fees for these items
should have been entered in the record books if paid during the fortnight’s
record keeping.

Fees paid for children attending Grammar Schools in Northern Ireland should
be ceded 218.

Fees paid for examinations should be treated as any other fees and included
in whatever cede is appropriate to the type of institution.

Fees for examinations and/or courses which are subsequently refunded by an
employer, should be deleted.

Fees paid for nursery schoGls should be included with fees for independent
schools (code 217) . If the entry appears to be for a day nursery the fees

should be deleted at this question – if fees are paid in the D books they
should he coded there as fees for a day nursery (code 771). The rule for
distinguishing between nursery schools and day nurseries is explained in
Note 6 on page 1 of the A schedule.

If an entry at Q47 is deleted because it is for a day nursery and there is
an entry for it in Col. 7, that should be deleted too . However, an entry
for a nursery school at Q47 doesn’ t mean there must be one at Col. 7: an
entry at Col. 7 is only required if the child is stated to attend the

nursery school ful1 time.

Vocational Education. Generally, all educat ion, not at a University or
full time at a Technical College, is taken to be vocational. Anything
referred to as being “for my work” should be incl~ded and all “evening
classes” attended by apprentices. Do&tful cases should be classed as
“recreational” , and any cases referred to as “evening classes!’ should be
classed as “recreational” unless they are attended by apprentices.

The following list should show the scope of “Vocational,, education: -

(1) Teacher training, whether general or specialist (eg. PT instruction) .

(2) Any other full-time post-school training not included with University
or technical collsge.

“’3

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES CONT’D Q: 47 (conl’d)—
FES. Jan . 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

(3) All GCE courses at evening classes. ‘1’lwseare usually pre-specialist:

courses.

(4) All courses such as those for the National and Higher National Certificate
in the various branches of engineering, eg. civil, mechanical, electrical ,
electronic, chemical, telecommunications.

(5) All

(6) All

(7) All

(8) All

(9) All

(10) All

(11) All

(12) All

courses in Pharmacy.

courses in Accountancy, cost accounting or

courses for the qualification of chartered

book-keeping.

or certified secretary.

secretarial courses, including courses on shorthand or typing.

courses, other than University courses, in law and statistics.

courses on computers.

courses in librarianship.

courses on window-display.

7. Retreat ional Education. This covers all
by children still at school unless it is

part-time education or training
clear that this education/training

is vocational in nature (eg. extra tuition for 11+ examination) in which
case it should be regarded as vocational. It also covers all part-time
education not covered by “vocational education”. In general, this will

cover classes in music and dancing, in fencing and in sport and athletics
generally, classes in handicrafts and home-making such as “do it yourself”
activities, cooking and needlework. It will also cover “NIZA”cla9Ses,

part-time courses in arts and the literary arts, and any classes listed
simply as “evening classes” attended by people other than apprentices. It

covers any ad hoc or “subscription courses” of lectures. It also covers

one-day schools, weekend schools and summer schools.

8. Educational allowances to service personnel should be considered as an

addition to salary and added to Q6 (B schedule) on a proportional basis.

9. Any annunts given by parents or a relative to NAKS UP a grant should be
accepted but not cash gifts above value of grant.

.ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN . 78

SUBJECT: 0sleted business

COD ING NOTES

SCHEDULE :A

expenditure

Q:Codes 248-25~P21)

REFER ALSO TO Q:Record books and all ‘A’ and ‘B’ refund and expenditure questions

CODE :—

1)
2)

3)

4)

5)
6)
7)
—

At 248 enter total household amount of deleted petrol and oil expenditure.
At 249 enter total household amount of deleted expenditure on other
motoring expenses.
At 250 enter total household amount of deleted public trans~rt

ewenditure.
At 251 enter total household amount of deleted expenditure on meals out
(EXCL. ALCOHOLIC DRINKS) .
At 252 enter total household amount of deleted expenditure on telephones.
At 253 enter total household amount of deleted expenditure on alcoholic drink.
At 254 enter total household amount of other deleted business expenditure.

POINTS TO NOTE:

11

2)

3)

4)

5)

These codes are concerned only with expenditure deleted because it was concerned
with business. Expenditures deleted for other reasons MUST NOl!BE CODED AT
TNESE CODES.

The amount entered at codes 248-254 should be the net amount of business expen-
diture deleted for whole household ie if any correction has to be made to an
amount before abatement for business purposes then the uncorrected business
element should not be entered at these codes . only the corrected element.

EXAMPLE
The last rate payment on house and shop covered eighteen months. The shop
comprised 1/3 rateable unit and the rates paid were !2600.
First bring the rates to an annual amount and then apportion to domestic and
business elements.
Secondly code domestic elemsnt at rates question and business element at 254.

a) 9600 x 0.667 = f400 PA

b) S400 ~ 1/3 = E133.33 business element = code 254

c) !2400~ 2/3 = f266. 67 domestic element = rates question

As business expenditure will relate to different time periods (eg bank charges
over a year, record book expenditure over two weeks) it is necessary to brinq
the entries to a common time period for each individual code.

The amount entered at these codes should be the total amount for all members
of household.

The amount entered should not include amounts paid for directly by employer or
other business organisation.

ADDITIONAL NWTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES . JAN. 78 SCHEDULE :A

SUBJECT : Certain types of “hidden” income from

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

See the notes on Q28 B schedule

POINTS TO NOTE:

These cedes are situated at the top of page 21.

‘.=)

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and referenCe)

Codes 267 and 268 (P21
—.

self-employment
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CODING NOTES

FEs. JAN . 7S SCHEDUM :A

SUBJECT:kmeStiC, Water, sewerage ad environmental rate

REFER ALSO TO ~ :15B, 18, 19, 20 snd 49

CODE :

Q:48 —

poundages

1) At 080 cede yearly domestic (mixed or commercial) rate poundage
2) At 231 cede yearly water rate poundage
3) At 232 code yearly sewerage rate poundage
4) At 233 cede yearly environmental rate poundage
5) At A155 code ‘1‘ if sewerage and/or environmental rates are ~ollected

by local authority. Code ‘2‘ if collected by water authority.

POINTS TO NOTE:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

All paundage coded must be exclusive ie

a) Domestic paundage must not include water, sewerage, environmental
poundages (see Scotland bslow)

b) Water poundage must not include sewerage or environmental poundages
c) Sewerage poundage must not include environmental poundage

All poundages must be yearly.

Where accommodation includes business premises then domestic ~undage may
have keen replaced by mixed or connnercial rate.

Where acconmmdation is ~ connected to mains sewer then sewerage rate wi 11
most probably be replaced by enviromnental rate.

where local authority does not collect water, sewerage or environmental rates
then interviewer will ~ h= obtained these and they should be entered on
schedule from list supplied by research branch.

When checking ratea poundages the check should bs made against Iist supplied
by research brsnch. (Local authority rate poundage notices are for research
brsnch use only) .

When checking poundages the poundage should be the same as that supplied by
research branch where there is only one lmundage for the area, or it should
be within a range of given poundages if more than one poundage is given

(eg where pariah rates apply) .

When checking poundages the poundages for each household in an area should be
the same (if one pamdage for area) and similar (if range of poundages for
area) .

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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1+X. JAN.7 B COI)INC NOTES CON’I’fD

POINTS K) NOTE (CONT1D):

: 4s (Corlt’d)

[

9) Because qwries arising on rates poundages, rateable values and description
of proparty, etc. normally reguire contact with local authorities or water
authorities it is essential that queries for one area should be dealt with
together. This will not only mean that a more. economical use of time is

made but also that relationship with local bodies is kept on a good footing.
It may also mean that when several queries are brought together an answer
may be found to the query without reference to local MY (ie information
on one Schedule may provide a clue to queries on other schedules) .

L
SCOTLANO

In Scotland there is no sewerage rate or environmental rate. ‘his “-S ‘h’ 0.
codes A155, 232, 233 should be blank.

63-

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

TE8. JAN. 78 MMEDULB : A 4J:49 and 50

[

SUSJECT: Rateable Value end description of property

- ALso To @ 13, 14,15A, 17-20

CODE :

At 070 code the Net Rateable Value of the rateable unit (s) covering the
household.

POINTS TO W1’E:

Interviewers will have entered the net rateable value at code 070. However,
this may have to be abated at the coding stage for one of two reasons.

1. Other households occupy the rating unit: at the coding stage only pdrt of
the total rateable value shou Ld be accepted at Q49 for each household.
The proportion of the total rateable value accepted at Q49 should be the
sams as the proportion of the rooms in the rating unit occupied by the
househo.d.

The number of rooms in the rating unit is counted as the total number of
“left-hand box” rooms plus bathrooms, garages end rooms used entirely for
business (but not rooms listed under “other-specify”) owned or occupied
by the households interviewed, plus any other rooms in the rating unit
(the number of these can be worked out from the answers to Q14) .

The nUJUberof rcana occupied by the individual household is the number of
rooms (that is “left-hand box” rooms, bathrccxns, garages and rocms used
entirely for business, but not rooms listed under “other-spa cify“ ) that
are occupied solely by that household plus a proportion of those it
ahareg.

This calculation should be done after it has been dacided whether rooms
entered as “other-specif y“ count as any of the other types of room and
after any alteration to the garage entry at Q13 aqd the RV at Q49 becauee
of the information at 915A. A check should be made that the information at
Qs 13 and 14 for all households interviewed at the address is consistent.
Where all the households in the rateeble unit have been intetiewsd the

ADDITIONAL N(YTES (give dsto aad reference)
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FES . JAN. 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘1)):

sbated rateable values

CODING NOTES CONT 1D Q: 49 and 50 (cent ‘d)

should combine to the total rateable value for the
unit; otherwise the sbated rateable values of the interviewed households
wi11 combine to less than the total rateable value for the unit.

2. Part of the rating unit is used for business purposes: in this case the
rateable value should bs abated in the same proportion as rates payments
or rent payments including rates at Qs 17-20 (except for farms on which
a lCO% claim is noted at Q28 B schedule on rent, mortgage, rates etc -
in which case the RV is abated by l/3rd) . ‘I’herules for abatement are
given in the notes covering Qs 19 and 28 B schedule.

Further Points

A. The description at this question should be consistent with any information Q

recorded elsewhere on the budget. Garages are a frequent cause of

aPparent inconsistency.

(a) If at Q15A a garage is recorded at A115 but no amount is coded for it
at code 189 (after coding Q15A) the Net Rateable Value at 070 should
cover the garage. If the description in the box at Q49 dces not
include a garage, take the following action:-

(i) Refer to 50 (a)$ where the informant reports at Q15A
that he has a garage on which rent or rates are paid in with

thOse fOr the accommodation the interview r has been asked to
try to see his rates demand, and if it refers to a garage
whose RV has not been included in the RV entered at 070 to
make a note of the Garage’s RV. Where she has done this the
garage RV should be added to the RV at 070 (a check should be
made ‘chatany rates paymsnts at Qs 18-20 agree with this
adiusted rateable value) .

(ii) If the informant’s rate demand does not mention a garage it @
should be assumed that the rateable value at 070 covers the
garage, and it should be accepted as entered by the interview r.

(b) Ii a garage is recorded at A115 and an amount is coded at 189 (after
coding Q15A) the Net Rateable Value should not cover the garage. If
the description in the box at Q49 includea a garage the budget
should be queried.

B. On occasions it will not have been possible to establish a rateable value
(eg some crown land prnperty, newly constructed property not yet assessed) .
In such cases where there is no more satisfactory method of estimation,

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN 7P CODING NOTES CONT tD Q: 49 and 50 (cent’d)—.

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

rateable value should bc calculated at the rate of E40 per room occupied
by the household taking into account.“right hand box” rooms.

The rateable value of a caravan should be calculated in the following

way . Total rateable value of site divided by nutier of caravans. The

maximum ratcable value of a caravan is E25.

If rateable value of site is unknown then a notional value of f25 should
be entzred.

c. The Gross Value is entered at Q49 for editing purposes and must be more
than Net Rateable Value.

.
,. ,,

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES JAN 78 B. SCHEDULE

‘B‘ SGEDULE CODING NOTES

General

.

The layout of the Income schedule is designed to record detai 1s for two persons
on the saws schedule. It is, therefore, important that detei 1s related to the

specific person should be identified and coded separately. Extreme care should

be taken to enter the person number(s) at the head of the coding columns at the
right hand side of each page; and information coded in these columns should be
related to the right person.

Interviewers have been instructed to follow the ssme order of person numbering
throughout the schedule. In coding operations the sams order of person numbers
should be maintained while recording person numbers at the head of the coding
columns at the right hand side of each page. For example, if on page one person
1 has been entered at the head of the 1st tubular type answer box and at the
head of the first coding column, and person 2 at the head of the second column

in kth sets Of columns, then person 1 should always be entered at the head of
the first coiumm in the rest of the schedule. You should be very careful on
those pages where detai 1s for only one person are recorded. For example, if
person 1 is retired and person 2 is an employee then on pages 2 and 3 details
will only be given for 2 and care should be taken to enter details for person 2
in the second column al1 through if person 1 ha.qbeen entered in the fir~t
column of page 1.

It is most important that person numbers at the head of coding columns on each

page correspond with the appropriate information and person numbers recorded in
the tody of the form where answers have been recorded in the tubular box by the
interviewer.

Interviewers have been instructed to enter both husband and wife on the same
income schedule when they are both members of the household. S0 it is necessary
to check whether the husband and wife are on the seaneB schedule. A check stmuld
also be made that the correct Area, Serial and Household numbers have bsen
entered in the appropriate spaces in the top right hand corner of page 1.

“-\,
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 78 SCHEDULS : B Q:1 .-

SUBJECT : Employment status. This question is also a very important siqnposting
question, its answer decidss which parta of the schedule will be asked
during the interview

REFER ALSO TO Q : 4, 5-21, 22-26, 27-28, 64

CODE :

At A201 enter code ringed in column

POINTS TO NOTE:

In general the code ringed by the interviewer can bs accepted. However,
occasionally it wi11 need to be amanded for one of the following reasons.

1.

2.

because when a person has two (or more) jobs, it is the most remunerative
one which should govern whether he is coded as an employee or self-
employed at Q1. In these cases the info-t tight state his ~=t
remunerative job to be that which he considers to be his “mainrtjob or
“usual” occupation; if an examination of the schedule shows his other job
to bs the more remunerative then Q 1 should be coded in accordance with
his status in this other job. This will also entail recoding the
quemtions governed by the signpoeting at Q1.

because M informant mev answer that he is out of work or retired because
thin is the situation p~rtaining to what he considers to be his “main”
job. However, if it is apparent from other questions on the schedule
that he hea some job at which he is currently werking, then Q1 should be
codad 1 or 2 depending on whether he is an employee or self-employed.
The questions governed by the signposting at Q1 will also need to be
racoded.

For example it may happen that a person who said initially that he had no
job rePOrts ●t Q64 a job he currently holds. In this case the coding at
Q1 will have to be amended and details of the job must be entered at either

Q8 4 to 21 or Qm 4, 27 and 28 aa appropriate. An instance of this would
be ● houeawifa oodad 7 at Q1 but who at Q64 is shown as being an agent for
a coammdity club. Details of this job will need to be transferred to Q27

ADDITIONAL NCtTES (giv@ dste and reference)
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FES . JAN 78 COO ING NOTES CONT ‘O Q:l (confi) ‘:

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

and Q1 should then be ceded 2 ie. self-employed. However, note that if the
code at Q1 has to be altered because of an entry at Q64 the budget should
always be referred to the supervisor (see the notes on Q64)

3. because the coding of the informant’s status conflicts with the following
definitions:

a) At present means at the tire of interview.

b) Employee there are two basic problems in deciding whether somaone is
an employee:
i) Is he/she an employee as opposed to not working?
ii) Is he/she sn e~loyee as opposed to being self-employed?

This sect ion deals with the definition of “employee” problem (i).
Problem (ii) is dealt with in section (c) after the definition of self-
employed.

An “Employee” i~ somaone who at ths tima of interview has an arrengeunt
with en employer (another person or an organisation) to work for the latter
for a wage or salary.

This definition does not incorporate a time limit so that it applied irrespective
of the interval between the tim of interview and the date when the informsnt
next begins to work. It therefore includes anyone on holiday, on strike or
locked out or unsble to work through illness or injury as long as he has job
to return to.

The definition applies regardless of the number of hours worked per week.

It doss not apply where employment has been terminated before or immediately
before time of interview unless it has been replaced by a new arrangement
either with the former or another employer.

Casual or seasonal workers - should be coded as employees if on the day of @

interview they are working for an employer or havs an agreement to work for
an e~loyer in the near future ~ are on an employe~s books. (This mainly

aPPlied tO occupations like dockers or market research interviewers. )

People with a regular but intermittent arrangement to work for the sam employer
(such as many school kitchen staff) should be coded as employees even during
the pariods they are not working.

ADDITIONAL NCrTES (give date and IWfeI’enCe)
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: FES. ~ JAN 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 1 “,’(COll#,d)

Working students - such as sandwich course students, should be coded at

Q1 according to the situation at the time of interview - ie. if working
they should be coded as “employees” , if at college and not receiving a wage/
salary they should be coded as “none of these”. Hw~f a student is
attending college at the time of interview but is also being paid a wage/salar
he should be coded .?sen employee at Q1 although he will be shown as a student
on the front page of the A schedule.

Resident Employees - Au pairs and domestics who are members of the household
should be classified as working the same way as any other employee even though
in this situation Pavmant is made from one member of the household to another.

[

c

c)

.-
The HOH record books should show the wages paid as an expenditure
code 771.

Shop Assistants - Shop assistants, including demonstrators should
as employees.

item -

be treated

EIIP1Oyment outside the United Kingdom - Where a wage or salary is receivad in
a currency other than United Kingdom currency, the informant should be coded

“none of these” at Q1 and the income received from the job added to any
other incoma at Q64 for entry at Code 381.

Self-employed: in general someone is self-arployed if they work on their own
account instead of drawing a wage/salary from en employer. Also included
are people who are tamporari ly sick but would be working at a self-employed
job if they were well.

As in the case of employees people can be accepted as self-employed regardless
of the number of hours worked per week.

In general an individual’s own assessment of whether he is self-employed or
an employee should be accepted. Huweve r the following are sonk?spsci fic
points:

i) The sole owner or part-owner of a business, a partner in business or
private practice, a director receiving fees only, would all be self-
employed. However someone working for a private <(orpublic) company
as a working director or a manager is an employee. In this case the
salary he draws should be entered at the questions on income from
employment, any dividends he receives should be entered at Q57, any
undistributed profits of the company should not be entered at all since
they are not part of his income.

ii) Hems-workers are assumed to be employees.

AIN)ITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



FESO JAN 78 ~ CODING. NOTES CONT iD
. .

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

d)

[

e)

f)

9)

iii) Clergy:-

In general treat as below but there may

e9. where a Church of England curate iS
he

1.

2.

3.

4.

Q: 1 ,, .:,(c~t*d)

be some exceptions to rules

considered to be en employee
should be accepted as such.

Budget to be referred to mpervi eorRoman Catholic Priests -

Church of England Clergy -

Non-conformist Ministers -

Jehovahs Witnesses

(although these wil 1 normsl~y have
been rejected at the field stage as
being unsuitable because of house-
keeping arrangements ).

Treat as self-employed.

Treat as employees.

Treat as self-employed.

“Out of employment but seeking work” this classification should include
informants who do not at the time of interview have an arrangement with an
enployer to work for the latter for a wage or salary but are seeking work.

(Whether or not they have worked,be fore.) This definition coincides with

standard Social Survey practice. “Seeking work” means actively seeking work
ie. being registered at an Employment Office or other employment agency,
answering advertisements or advertising for jobs.

Informants at Skillcentres (Government Training Centres) Industrial Rehabilita-
tion Units or in TOPS scheme are considered as “out of employment but seeking
work’ .

“Out of employme nt because of sickness or injuq but intending to seek work”
this classification applies to informants who are actually sick or iniured
at time of interview and havs been so for up to five years. If infor&nt
has been out of work because of sickness or injury for ntxe than five years
he should be recoded as sick or injured but not intending to seek work.—

“Sick or injured but NOT intending to seek worklr this classification includes
those who do not intend to seek work and those who have been unemployed.
because of sickness or injuzy for mre than five years.

“Rstired”. It is difficult to provide a precise definition of who is to be
included in this category. In general the informant’s word should be
accepted; hcwever it should be borne in mind that the intention is to include
only those who at the tintsof interview, have retired from their full-time
occupation, are of the approxi~te retirement age for that occupation and
are not seeking further employment of any kind. T!IUSwomsn who at a

iD-

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN. 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D):

CODING NoTES CONT’D Q: 1 (cot.:,d,—---- .__.

[

L
h)

[

r

comparatively early age cease work to becoma housewives are precluded from
this category.

An informant receiving unemplowent pay or an informant who has volunteered
the information that he/she left their employment early on a voluntary hasis
to obtain early pension is to be treated as unemployed. (NB it is possible
to receive unemployment pay after retirement age if ‘retirement.’ has been
.:l:.,r+!,

Where an informant is considered not to be retired coding throughout
schedule should be amended accordingly.

‘“Noneof these” includes:

i) all persons never in employment and not seeking employment;—

ii) persons of independent means;

iii) women engaged in unpaid domestic duties (even if they had paid work
at some time);

—

iv) continuing students over 16 who are not employed at the time of intervie
unless receiving a wage (see employees) .

v) persons out of employment for more than five years and not retired, sick
or injured even though they claim to be seeking or intending to seek
work.

An informant coded as none of these who is found to be a mail order aqent,

L Paid bay .it+-.ret., sh.”ld be recoded to ==lf-emp,oyed or emPlOYee.-

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 78 SCHEDULE: B

\“\

SUSJECT: Absence Iran work : reason, pay and periud.

SEFES ALSO TO Q: 1

CODE:

At A207 code reason for sbsence
At A209 code whether full pay, part pay or made up pay, or no pay received.
At A208 code number of weeks away frcm work

\

POINT’S ‘M NOTE:

Where a person has been abeent from work for more than the last 3 workinq days
for any reason other than unemployment, the appropriate cude 1, 2, 3 or 4
should be entered at A207. If the reason for sbsence is “ot.berqwthe re~on
should be examined to see if it should be more appropriately cuded 1-3.
(Code 3 “strike” includes a strike in which the informant tekes part and
occasions where he/she is unable to work because of a strike by others) .

At Q? (b) the appropriate CO& 1, 2 or 3 ~hO~ld be tr~s f~rred to ~o~ ~o-

At code A208 the interviewer wi11 have entered the number of weeks that the
infOI.Ttanthas been away from work. Again a week is intended to man 4-7 days.
However, if (bl) is answered because the informant is unemployed (i.e. shm
at Ql) then the first week away frum work (i.e. a “1” at coda A208) includes
anything from 1 day to 10 days.

N.B. If a person has baen away frcsnwork for reasons other than sickness or
injury for more than 26o weeks he is to be ccdsd “None of these” at Q1.

If a person has been away from work ~cause of si~~es~ Or i“j~ fOr ~ore than
5 years (260 weeks) he should be codsd as “Sick or injured but not intending
to seek more work” at Q1.

—

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)



FES. JAN. 78

SUBJ6CT: Informants permanently

COOING N~ES

S2.NSDUIJ!:B

unable to work

9: 3A

SEFER ALSO TO @ 1

C~E :

At A221 code 1 if
is not permanent.

permanently unable to work and ‘2‘ if inability to work

POINTS TO NOTE:

Informants reply is to be accepted at this question.

,r

ADDITIONAL NuTE8 (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 78 SCHEDULE :B : 3B

SU33JECT: Year of retire~nt and income before retirement

r
RJJI?ERALSOTOQ:l

CODE:

The number of weeks from the date of retirement until the date of interview
should be entered at code A2C6 provided this is less than 2 years (i.e. the
number of weeks can be 1-103) .

I Where the informant retired less than 2 years ago, the income earned in the
year before retirement should be entered at code 302.

POINTS 17JNOTE:

In calculating the number of weeks, 3 days or less should be ignored but
4-6 days counted as a full wsek. If the person retired within the last 3 days,
count as 1 week.

1If the informant cannot give his earnings in the 12 months before retirement,
“Oon’t knew” can be accspted ie no entry made at code 302.

L-
.. .)

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



CODING NOTES

FES . JAN. 78 6CNSDULS :B g: 3C

I SUSJECT: Informants currently ‘None of these’ who have worked in the twelve
months prior to interview

NSFER MAO To q: 1

CODE :

At ?.215code the total nunher of weeks worked in the twelve months prior
to interview

\

POINTS TO NOT71:

I Accept informants reply to this question.

[

If period of work is three days or less ignore. If 4-7 days count as one

week.

y’ ,,
./

ADDITIONAL NIYTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NU1’ES

FES. JAN. 78 SCNSDULS :B

SUBJECT : Informants currently 1None of these” who are
or aged relative.

REFER ALSO TO Q1

CODE :

Q: 3D —

lookinq after a sick

At A217
looking

code 1 if lookinq after a sick or aaed relative and code 2 if not
after a sick or aged relative.

POINTS TO NOTE:

A relative tor the purpose of this question is a legal or blood relative eg,
husband and wife, mother and daughter.

h adopted child is a legal relative.
A foster child ia not a legal relative.—

A couple who are cohabiting are not considered to be legally related at
this question although coded as husband and wife on household schedule.

“>

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and referenCe)
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CODING NOTES

FEs , Jan. 78 SCESDULE :B Q: 4 —

SUSJECT: ~ of jcb

NEFER ALsO TO q:1, 5-21, 22-26, 27-28, 64

CODE :

At A21O code occupation in most remunerative job
At A211 code industry of most remunerative jcb
Subsidiary occupations should be coded 1 at A212 if employee or A214 if
self employed.

FOISTS TO NoTs: See also the notes nn Q1

Code A210 should be maed for coding the i.nformant’s occupaticm. ‘Ihe code
to be entered is based cm the OPCS Classification of Occupations, 1970 -
and it is the manuscript number written on the left of the page headed
“occupation Unit Groups” whi& should be used.

Code A211 is for coding industry and this is based cm the Standard Industrial
Classification (revised 1968) and it is the amended order number written in
manuscript for each ordsr in the Claasificaticm which should be used.

Where 2 or more jcbs are shown at Q4 the rest of the schedule should be
checked to ensure that the most remunerative has been coded first. A pars~
should cmly be ceded aa having more than cme j& provided the jcbs are held

concurrent ly (ie. the parscm is or wi 11 be paid concurrently). TnUS a
parson who has one job during the weak and a second job at week-ends is to
be regarded aa having two jobs but a person who is working at one job at
time of interview but has an arrangement to start a different job at a
future date (ie. he iS going to change jobs) is not to & regarded as
having two jobs.

If it ia in the nature of a persa 1s emplnymant to work for more than one

e~l~er e9. do=stic help, jdbing gardener etc. , this should be treated
as one job.

ADDITIONAL NUrES (give date and reference)

1
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FES. J~ 78 CODING NOTES CONT1 D $ 4 . (Collt”d)

POINTS 10 Nom (CONIPD):

If a part time job has been entered at this question end there are no codes

to cover the job, code as though it were a full time jcb (eg. Territorial
Army Officer).

This question must be coded if Q1 is coded 1-4 (unlass the informant has not
worked before, eg school leaver).

c1

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

2
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CODING NOl13S

ms. MARCS 73 =HEE?JLE: B 9: 5

SIJWNCT: Whether pay date was in lest pay ~riod.

SEFERALSO~Q: 2,7’

COIU3:

..

At A204 code FES week and year tn wh.tch informant was lest paid, using
Appendix A.

At A250 cnde “In if the data on which the informant was last paid a wage or
salary was within the pay period aa given at Q7.

,.~~~

L

POINTS TO NOTE:

If the date W?S not within tha lest pay ~riod, a check should ha made to ensure
that an adsquata reason is ccmtained within the achedula data - e.g. a reason
for ebsencs at Q2. lhe data of the last waga/salery received sanetimea appaars
to be out of the pay-pericd at Q7”becawe of various reaecns but b fa’@ ia not,
some of the reasons are enumaratad below:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

[

7)

lhe informant wee sick on the last pay-day or ebaent for sam tier
reason. This may include a period of sickness up to 12 months.

The informant had an edvsnos of pay before going on holiday before
last pay date.

The informant ia an employee of an agency and he is not working ewery
waek.

The informant haa changed his job and has not yet been paid.

The informant is a pert-tire echool teacher or school worker.

The informant had an unpaid hol.i.daybefore joining a new j& or
caning back to hia job.

A2thuugh wage/sa2ary was actually received in the last pay period
&tails given at Q.5-11 are for an earlier date. l%is could

arise because informant had iost relevant pay $lip and given detsils
frnm earlier one in order to prnvide best estimste.

ADDITIONAL N= (give date and reference)

1



FES MANCN 7s CODINO NVIXS CONT~D- .— : 5 (cent ‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) : ““ ,.,

Considering the situation it may be necesfhsry to change the normal pay-period
into aotual incidanm of pay peried. Nhen the informant’s last pay or salary
period falls within the aotual pay-period (when neoassary to be found out
after adjustment) “1! should “be entered at CO& A250. For example if a
respondent works every alternate week then his earnings at alternate
weeks should be considered as earnings for two weake and the actual
frequency of earnings as a fortnight.

Any discrepancy in pay dates ehould be referred to euparvieor.

CODING OATS OF LAST PAY

The coda to be entered at A204 is a two part four digit coda.

The first two digits should be the oode for the weak in which the day and
nnth of pay data oocurred (see liousehold Schedule Appendix A “Week Codes t).
The third and fourth digits should indicate the year eg. 78,““79.

SXAMPLJ?,

If the data of last pay is given as 31st January 1978 the code to h entered
should be 047S.

Q

ADDITIONAL N02ES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. Jan. 70 SCNSOULS :B

,,
sUSJWT: Last wage/salary after all deductions

sSFER ALSO TO 9 : 2, 5, 7-11, 15, 19-21, 22-26”,27, 35, 36A

CODE :

At 303 code the last wage/salary after all deductions

. :,,- ;. :

Q:6

L

POINTS TO NGTs :

The asmnt of wage or salary entered by the interviewer at code 303 may have
to be amended becauae the period shown at Q7 is not covered by any of the period
codes specified in the general instructions.

For 8 person temporarily (i.e. less than 12 months) not working for any reason,
the wage or salary required is the last sum received from any employer whethar
or not the informant expects to return to the same employer.

Where eomeone has recently etarted work at hia current job and not yet received
any pay the object ie to code detaila of the pay in hia currant (new) job.
The interviewer has been asked to obtain details of the first pay, if this ie
received during the record keeping period; ehe may aleo have recorded details of
pay in the last job and what the informant expects to be paid in thie one. If
ehe has recorded details of the first pay these ehould be entered at the codes

on page 4. If ehe hae not the budget should be referred for more information.
If no more information can be obtained an estimate ehould be made, baeed on
what the informant expected to receive. If the interviewer has not recorded
this, pay detaile of the infonsant’s previous job should be accepted, and the
previous j05 coded at queetion 4.

Part /made-up pay - If part pay (i.e. that which is paid by an employer to
supplement sickneea benefit) is indicated, the details of Q! a 6-11 should be
accepted and coded without amendment. In all euch caaee detaile of usual pay
ehould be entered at Q15; if these details have not been given, ueual pay
ehould be taken to be the made-up pay shown at Q6 plus the sickneea benefit
shown at Q36A (or contribubry invalidity pension plus allowance at Q35 ).

AODITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1
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FES . Jan. 7S CODING NOTM CONT ‘D Q:6 (cent ‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

Allcuances/ref unds - See notes on Qs 19 to 21 which explain hew the pay detsils

on this page should be adjusted to take account of these.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenCe)

2



CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 78 SCHEDULE: B g. 7

Susmc’lu Period covered by last wage/salary

[ SEFERALSO lt36k 5,6,13-11

CODE:

‘l’haperiod given is required for the period coding at codes 303,304,305,306,
318,308.
At A213 enter the period code used at code 303.

FQ3NTS TO NOTE:

The period given is required for the period coding at codas 303-308 inclusiva.
Note, hcwevsr, that the period codes 1, 2, 4 and 5 given at Q7 ara not the

only codeable periods and if, for example, the period is specified aa 3 weeks
then pariod code 3 should be used.

In general, the ~riCd given by interviewers should be accepted.

fie coding of this questirm should relate to the actual period and not to the
n027nSl one if the two differ. For example, if the interviewer has noted that

a P$=sOn last receiwd 3 weeks wages in 1 week because, say, he was &out to
start a holiday, the paricd code should be 3 and not 1. However, periods of
less than a week should be ceded as “weekly”.

–L

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)



CODING NOTES

F’Es. Jan. 78 SCHEDULE: B Q: R

SORIECT: 1+?funds of incrme tax

[

SITES ALSO ‘KIQ: 5-7, 10, 11, 15.

CODE:

At 304 cede the amount refunded

.,;
L

POINTS TO NOTE:

rIf a refund is shown at this question it should be accepted unle~.q a tax
paymsnt is shown at Q9 when reference should be made to supervisor.

[

A refund of tas indicates that pay is not normal pay.

AODITIONAL NOTSS (give &ate and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 78 SCSEDULE: B

SWM3CT: Incnms tax dedueted under PAYE

[ REFER ALSO lU Q: ,-s, ,,-,,, ,,.

CODE:

At 305 code the smount daducted

g: 9

Kmws m Nom:

In general the snmunt of tax shnwn as deducted should be accepted. However
if a tax refund has been showm at Q8 and a deduction is gi”en at this

question, then reference should be made to supervisor.

If a tax deduction has not been msds but at 9 (a) code Yes ... y hss been
ringed then the pay at Q5-11 is not normal pay.

ADDITIONAL N3TES (give date end reference)



w

4’

Pm. JAN. 78

,.,. ,“ ,’

CODING NOTES

SCHEDULE:B

SUBJECT: PAYE cOde

IWJ?MIALSOTOQ:

CODE:

At A242 code PAYE code using a numerical code for alpha suffixes (or prefixes)

At A243 code 1 if PAYE code at A242 is emergency and code 2 if other.

FOINTS ‘IT)NOTE:

PAYE CODES

All employees are given a PAYE code which indi~atea
they do not have to pay tax eg a code nunbsr of 22o
not paid on the first E2200 earned in a year.

Each Paye code has a suffix end can have a prefix.

the earninge on which
indicates that tax is

All suffixes and prefixes
are alpha codes and provide additional information regarding the code number.

It is possible to have an alpha tax code ‘NT’ which indicates that no tax
is payable.

In certain circumstances (eg where a person changes jobs and is unable to
inform the new employer of his or her tax number) an emergency code numbsr
is used. This emargency code number is the current single persons personal
allowance with the suffix L.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)

1



FES . JAN. 7S COD INC NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 9A (cent’d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

COOING P.A.Y.E. CODE

1)

The

2)

Convert the alpha suffix (or prefix) to a numerical code from the
following table.

SUFFIX NUMERICAL ~DE

L 1

H 2

P 3

T 4

v 5

PRSIWX

D 6

F 7

alpha code ‘NT’ should be converted to numerical code 0000.

Add the numerical code from 1) to the right of PAYE numerical code
and enter complete code number in left hand box tie code A242

EXAMPLE

Informants PAYE cede is given as 250H. From the tile above H has a
numerical code of 2.
The cnde to be entared at A242 is therefore 2502. The code to be entered
at A243 should be 2.

Where a PAYE code number has a prefix it should be referred to super-
visor.

ENERG?3NCY CODE

&y code above the single persons personal allowance code at date of last pay
is NOT an emergency code.—

Q

ADDITIONAL N(YTES (give date and reference)

2



FES . JAN . 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

rENERGENCY CODE (CONT‘D)

CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 9A (control)—

If the code number iS tie same as the single psrsons personal allowance at
date of last pay it is to be treated as an emergency code if the informant
haa tax allowable dependents or expenditure eg. wife (legal) children (own
or adepted) mortgage, life assurance, business allowances at QIS.
N.B. If the amount of tax allcwble expenditure is small or if the dependent
=only recently joined the informent refer to supervisor.

I CODE NUMBER NOT NliOWN

I A don ct know answer is allewed at this question. At A242 code 9999 end at
A243 code 2.

I There will bs no reference back to informants on this question.

< 1Code numbers at this question may be used for wage aatimations.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

PEs. Jan . 7f3 scmE :B Q: 10

SUBJECT: National Insuranm Contribution

[ R= AIJW TO Q: 5-9, n.

CODE:

At 306 coda the amount daducted es a National Insurance Contribution

POINTS ~ NOTE:

Details of the contributions and who is lieble for them are given in
appendices A end B. If the amount at 306 is considerably different frcm
the amount expected from the appendices the budget should be referred to
supervisor.

Where an informent has two or more jobs as en employee, National
Insurance contributions (as an amplcyed person) may appaar, and can be
accepted, at this question end at Q25.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date ad reference)
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CODING NOTES

FM. Jan. 78 SCNSDULS :B Q: 11

SGSJWT : Other

REFER ALSO TfJQ

CODE :

deductions from pay

5-1o

At 318 code the total of deductions for superannuation, private pensions and
Widows and Orphane Insurance (not charity),
At 308 code the total awn for all other deduction et this queetion.

L>

POINTS TO NOTS :

In addition to coding, as set out above, unless the informant is temporarily
off work end not being paid at the time of interview (eee (f) below) the
deduction entered at code 308 ehould also be entered and coded at the

aPPrOPrf.ate Places on the A echedule or the record books, (However deduct ions
coded at code 318 are not transferred) . The following points should be noted:.—

a) Any items transferred to the A schedule should be coded ae instructed at
the relevant queetions.

b) Itema transferred to the record books should be entered on page 5 of the
booke . If pay ia received weekly, the item should be enterad in each book;

if pay ie received for any other period then the weekly equivalent ehould
be entered in each record book.

-, c) Care must be taken to avoid duplication and if the informant haa already
1’ /

antered an amount in the record books which wae a deduction from pay, the
item should not be entered again in the record book.

d) If the informant has given the total amount of deductions and what items

this covers but hae not been able to apportion the amount ae between the
items, tbe proportions should be estimated aa realistically aa poaaible;
e.g. if an emount covered superannuation and firm’a sports club, meet
of the deduction ie almoet certainly for superannuation and only say 2p-
10P per week ia likely for the aporta club.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)
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FES. Jan. ~S CODING NIYIWSCONT ‘D Q: II (conttd)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

If there ie no baais for an estimate of this kind (e.g. 10P to COVer

charity donation and sick club corttrihution) then simply divide the
amount equally between the items. Where nature of deductions is not

known code as 799.

e) It may be that a particular deduction is not
wage or salary. An example of this could be
quarterly although the pay period is monthly
from one payment in three.

made from every payment of
an inaursnce oremium deducted
e.g. the deduction is ~de

These circumstances will usually only be apparent from the interviewers
notes at Q1l.

1.

2.

30

f) If

If the deduction is entered at Qll it must be accepted and not

appOrtiOned so that it iS epread over all pay periods.
—

@-

If the deduction is not entered at Qll but an interviewer’s note ehowe
that such a situation exists a proportion of the deduction must not
be entered at Q1l.

—

In case (1) the amounts transferred to page 5 of each D book should
be the weekly equivalent of the deduction, worked out on the baeis of
the period covered by the deduction (e.g. in the above example the
quarterly insurance premium should be divided by 13).

In case (2) no amounta should be transferred to the D books.

the informant is temporarily off work and not being paid at the time of
interview - e.g. unemployed or no code 1 at A250, deductions at Qll should

not be transferred.—

N.B. The gross salary should be used as a check on Qa 6-11.

(?-J_

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NWCXS

?m. JAN. 78 MXEDULII :B Q:12

SE?ENALsomq : 5-11, 14, 15, 16

coon :

At AZ16 code the number of hours

‘b

POI~S TO NOTE:

This question relates to ~ hours workad. Meal intervals should not he.—
included, nor should unpaid overtime.

.— -

The number of hours worked as paid overtime should be included. This is

not necessarily the number of hours pay received for it; thus one hour
paid at time and a half should only count as one hour.

Working hours at this question and at Q’s 13 and 14 should include any paid
hours (except meal breaks ) away from work because of holiday or sickness.

Where necessary the hours given at this question and Q‘s 13 and 14 should he
rounded as follows

1) % hours should be rounded off to the nearest even hour.

>)

2) fractions should be rounded off to the nearest whole number.

ADDITIONAL N~BS (CITO dato and roforonco)
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CODING NOTES

FES . Jan. 78 SCSSDULS : B Q: 13 .—

SUSJECT : Weekly hours worked for last pay where pay covered a different
pariod than a week.

SEFER ALSO TO Q: 5-12.,14, 15, 16

CODE :

At A21S code the number of hours

-b POINTS TO NOTE:

See notes at 912

Whera possible it should be ensured that the number of hours worked per week
haa baen givan and not the total hours for the period covered by the pay.

.4

L

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. Jan. 78 SCHEDULE: B

SOPJI!XT. Paid overtime hours per week included in hours
Hours worked (including paid overtime) usually

REFESALSO?OQ: 5-11, 12, 13, 15, 16

CODE:

Q: 14 (a) & (b)

at Q12 or Q13
in a week.

At A219 code the number of hours paid overtime per week included at Q12
At A220 cede the number of hours when this is possible (see below) .
At A234 code “l” when it is not possible to enter tbe number of hours.

POINTS T3 NOTE:

or Q13

See notes at Q12
Q14 (b)
~me interviews it wi 11 not have been possible for the informant to answer
this question because he has no usual hours of work (e.g. professional, casual
or seasonal workers) and in these cases a “1“ should be entered at A2 34.

In sc.msoccupations, persons axe permanently on call so that hours of work
at Q’s 12-14 are not meaningful: agein, in these circumstances a “1’”should

be entered at cnde A234.

If hours vary but within a regular pattern (e.g. 40 hours one week and 4S the
next ) the a-~erageweekly hours (ie 44) should be codsd at cede A220.

Q14 (a)

At this question only paid overtime hours par week are required.

Where an informant is paid for a period other than a week adjustment may be

required tO arrive at a weekly figure, ie.

a) If two weeks overtime is given divide by two to obtain average weekly
overtime.

b) If four weeks overtires is given divide by four to obtain average weekly
overtime.

c) If calendar nnnthly overtime is given calculate the number of working
days in the month ending at or near the last pay date and take,from this
five parts then apportion overtime accordingly.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end referenoe)

1
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FES. JAN.78 CODING NOTES CONT’ II

POINTS m NOTE (CONT*D):

Q:14(a) & (b) (cent’d)

EXAMPLE

Paid overtime in calender month = 63 hours.

NunIber of working days in calendar month = 21

Overtime per week = ~ X 63 = 15 hours.
21

“2

‘cl

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)
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CODING NOTSS

FM. Jan. 78 ~~~~ : B Q: 15 —

SUEJECT: Usual wage/salary

NSFER ALSO TO ~ 5-14, 16

COOE:

At A254 code “1“ if the wage/salary mantioned at Q6 is usually received

(i.e. “Yee .... I“ hae bsen answered).
At 329 code USUS1 net pay (if A254 not coded “l”)
At 315 code usual gross pay (if A254 not coded “1“)

POINTS TO NOTE:
b

1. The term “usually receive” in this context is, of course, subjective and
the answer to the question will depend largely an what the informant
understands the term “usual” to masn. In general the informent’s answer
should be accepted without question. However in cases where it is in the
nature of the employment to receive for a number of weeks each year a
different rate of pay thao for the other weeks of the year, then an average
weekly (monthly, etc. ) pay shou3d be calculated at Q15 besed on one year’s
income. The most common examples of this are ancilla~ workers at
educational inst.itutiona (e.g. echool msals attendants) who receive 41
weeks full pay and 11 weeks part pay. Another case in point is a supply
teacher who usually receives a higher rate of pay th~ ordinary teachers
whi1st working but no pay at all in the holidays. ‘l’hecircumstances of
these cases are normally only apparent through sn interviewer’s note on
the schedule: howevsr, if there is no such note and Q15 has bsen answered
unequivocal lY, then that anewer should be accepted and no attempt made to
adjust the average pay at Q15.

However if the interviewer appears to have entered the “basic pay” at Q15
the budget should he queried.

ADDITIONAL NmES (give date and reference)

1
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I’E$. JAN.78 CODING NOTES CON1’1D
,.

g: 15 (tout’d)

I’O”[NTSm NOTE (COW D):

If the interviewer has only shown the net figure, then this, tOgether with
the calculated tax payable and National Insurance contributions and any
other standard deductions shown at Qll should be used by supervisor to obtain
an estimated gross figure.

Similarly, if only the gross figure has been given, then this minus the

calculated tax payable and National Insurance contributions and any other
standard deductions at Qll, should be used by supervisor to obtain an
estimated net figure.

The following points are important when estimating these figures.

a)

b)

c)

d)

If PAYE code is available this should be used to calculate tax payable.
If it is not available then it should be estimated by adding together
personal allowances, mortgage payments, etc. (See current Daily Mail
tax guide PLUS any amendns?nts arising from later legislation) .

In assessing the tax-liability all taxable gross incomes should be added
together. FKOIUthis grand total of gross incomes all tax allowances
should be deducted.

The tax liability will then be calculated on the basis of current tax
rates.

My tax paid at source or direct to Inland Rsvenue (as shown at other
parts of the schedule) should be subtracted from the total tax payable,
and it is the remainder which should be used for estimating the gross
(or net) figure at Codes 315 or 329. If the income shown is a net
figure instead of gross amount, an allowance will have to be made in the
calculation of the gross amount.

National Insurance contributions vary with incoms and the appropriate
rate for the usual incoms must be used. Q

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date smd reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES . JAN . 78 ECSSDULE :B Q: 16 .

SUSJECT : Occasional additions to pay

REFER ALSO TO Q: 5-15

CODE :

At 330 ccda the w annual amount of any occasional additions to pay
At 312 cede the es annual smount of any occasional additions to pay

POINTs TO NOTS :

The amount shown at this question should be actual money income (e.g. cash,
cbeqws, bank credit, G.P.O. paymant orders) : therefore such entries as the
cash value of vouchers isswd to spend in shops, shares in the cfsnpeny, and

-Y inc~e in kind, ehoul.db-sdeleted. It is not intanded at thie queetion
to include any windfall incoms and therefore incoma coded here must have
soma periodicity and expectancy associated with it even though thie IMY be
only once a year or conceivably even longer.

Interviewers have been instructed to ask informants whsther any bonus,
commission etc. , has been included in the usual/average pay at Q15. The nature
of the anewer recor&d at the right hand corner of the box below Q16 (a) will

provide a check for the inclusion or exclusion of bonus, commission etc.
regularly or frequently raceived. Sonus, commission, etc. , received on a regular
and frequent basis, such as with evary other pay, should properly have been
included with details of usual/avarage pay at Q15. Howevsr, if at Q16 (a)
it is shcwn that such a bonus hae not bsen included at Q15 , there is no need
to re-code Q15:

Where it is ehown at Q16 (a) that a bonus has been included at Q15 then that
bonus should be ignored in the coding of Q16.

TO cc-deQ16 the following procedure should ba used:-

a) If the bonus was meant for a part of the year only, then calculate the
total amount of bonus that the informant would havs earned for the whole
year.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN.78 CODING NOTES CONT’ D Q: 16 (corlt’d)

POINTS !IUNOTE (CONT!D]:

b) If the informant was paying any incoms tax as would appear from Qs9 or 65

then the tax should be aasessed (if the bonus shown was before tax)
according to the current rate of tax. If on the other hand the benus

[

was net of income tax then the gross amount of bonus should bs calculated
from the following formula (for basic tax rate)

100
FISTBONGS X ~m

- CURRENT RATE OF TAX.

c) If it appears that the informant is not paying any income tax at Q’s 9 or
65, then th~ total gross bonus for the whole year should bs added on to the
gross earnings for the year. Incoms tax should bs assessed on the total
of these anxnants’and this tas deducted from the gross bonus in 312 to give
the net bonus to bs coded at 33o.

~~

d) If the informant doss not knew whether the a.mamt of bonus is net or gross,
an assessment should bs readsbased on tax liability, ta% paid, occupation,
industry, etc. , of whether it is likely that tax would be payable or not and

also, if it is likely that tas would bs payable, whether the amount of bonus
shown is net or gross. All such cases should be referred to supervisor.

0.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give dste and reference)
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CODING NUR8

YX8. JAN. 78 SCNSDU2d : B 9: 17

MJRJZCT: Luncheon vouchers, free meals. and other free fond received from
employer in main job.

r
llBTiRALsomq 1,2

C09E :

[

At 355 enter total value of luncheon vouchers received in last seven days
At 316 enter total value of luncheon vouchers used in last seven days
At 317 enter total imputed value of free meals supplied in last seven daya
At 320 enter total imputed value of other free food supplied in the previous
month.

L

POINT8 TO NW:

[

(a)

(b)

(c)

APPLIES ONLY TO ‘TSOSECURWNTLY SMPIDYED OR WNO NAVE B= UNEMPLOYED
17HR~SN WEEKS OR LRSS .

Luncheon Vouchers This refers only to free vouchers supplied by the
informant”s employer. Total value of vouchers received in the last
seven days should be entered at code 355. Total value of vouchers used
in last seven days should be entered at code 316.

Meals eupplied free The total imputed value of the ❑eals should be entered
at code 317 even if the actuel value of the meal has bsen given; the current
values to be used in calculating the total imputed value are shown in
Appendix 1. The first five meals should be valued at a higher rate and the
remainder at the lower rate; all meals describsd as tea or-
be valued at the lower rate. —

Any free meals to resident employees such as au pair girls
should be deleted frcm this question.

breakfast should

or farm workers

Other fnod auppliad free The total imputed value of other fcc.ds (including
milk and potatoes ) in the lest month should be entered at code 32o. If
imputed value not available enter the estimated retsil value.

ADDITI~ NCYI%S (give date and reference)
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Q: 17 (cent ‘d)FES. JAN. 78 CODING NOTES CONT ‘D

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

APPENDIX I

Current Imputed Value of Benefits in Kind Obtained from Emuloyers

AS these valuee are liable to change from time to time, sPace has been prOvided

for entering changed values.

Conseedity

Meals

Potatoes

Bacon
Pigs

Piglete

Coal

Milk -

Eggs -

Ae at Jan 7S

ligher Value

a

meal

,ower Value

a

meal

per

:on

each

each

per

toll

per

gallon

per

dozen

Imputed Value

Changed Date Changed Date ;hanged



L

[

CODING NOTES

FES. Jan. 78 SCNS.DULE:B Q: 18

BUSJBCT : Ameunt allc+fed for tax relief to employees for work expenses

[-
REFER ALSO TO ~. 1, 2.

CODE :

At 370 coda the total amuunt entared in the grid.

POINTS TO NoTE :

APPLISS ONLY ‘M TNOSE CURRENTLY IH4PIJ3YSDOR WNO NAVE BESN UNENPL4)YED

TSIRTESN WSEKS OR LESS.

Tha amounts shewn should not be used to amend any
except when tax relief for car expenses is noted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

the amount shcwn slwuld be transferred to Q20
and ueed to abate car expenditure.

antries in the budget,
In that case

as a “fixed allowance”

the budget should be sent to the R.O. in order that income tax and net
wage can h amended i.e. tax allowance will be reduced, tax increaeed
and net wage reduced.

the tax ralief for car expanses should not be included in the total
entared at 37o.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES . JAN . 78 SCHEDULE : Q: 19-21 GENERAL_
NOTRS—.

SUBJECT: Rsfunds and allowances received in connection with the most
remunerative job, where this is a job as an employee.

[ REFER ALSO TO Q: 1, 2, Q1 on page lB of the D schedule & Codes 248-254 on
‘A‘ schedule.

CODE :

The amounts given at these qusstions are not entered at any codes but are
used to adjust entries at certain codes in the A and B schedules, and in the
D books.

.—

POINTS TO NOTE:

APPLIES ONLY TU ‘IHOSECURREN7!LY WORKING OR WHO HAVE BEEN UNEMPICIYED FOR
THIRTEEN WEEKS OR LESS.

PURPOSE

These questions have three purposes:

1. to edit business expenditure out of the A (and in some cases D) schedules,

2. to make it possible to adjust the pay details on page 4 and Q15 on the B
schedule,

(a) so that they do not contain refunds/allowances for business expenses—

(b) so that Q15 gives the usual net and gross pay includinq the average
amount of private (non-bushess ) expsnses refunded by (Or cOvered by an
allowsnce from) the amployer - if this gives a diffeqent net and gross
from the amnunts on page 4. However the pay on page 4 should not be
altered to include private expenses refunded/allowed if it doe~t do so
already i.e. the last pay on page 4 should ha as stated by informant in
regard to private expenses refunded/allowed.

3. to show at codes 248-254 on page 21 of ‘A’ schedule the amount of business
expenditure deleted.1-

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FEs. JAN.78 CODING NOTES CONT*D

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT!D):

DISTINGUISHING BUSINESS AND PRIVATR IZXPENSES

Rules are needed to decide when an allowance or refund covers business expanses
and when it is for private expenses. The following general rules apply for jobs
as an employee (but not for self-employed jobs) . Their detailed application is
dealt with in the no= on the individual questions

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Car expenses refunded (or covered by an allowance) always count as business
expenses.

Telephone expenses refunded (or covered by an allowance) always count as

business expenses.

:3Expenditure (other than telephone expenditure) referred to at Q19, incurred ~
on tha sample address and refunded (or covered by an allowance) counts ae
buaineas expenditure if part of the rateable unit is used for business -
so long aa the anmunt of the refund/allowance is not disproportionate.
Nhere the rateable unit is not used for business, expenditure covered by
a refund/al lowsnce counts ae private.

Expenditure on lodgings refunded (or covered by an allowance), when it 1S
for a member of the household who has to live away from the household some
of the week on business, counts as buainese expenditure (but be careful
that the person g at the sampled address enough to be a member of the
household).

Expenditure on transport (other than on cars) refunded, or covered by an
allnwance, counts as bueinees expenditure if it is for traveling on the
job, or far getting to work where the nature of the job is such that the
place of work variea (aa in the building trade), however, if it ia for
getting to work otherwise, it counts as private expenditure.

Meal allowances are private unless they are only received occasionally,
in which case they count as refunds of business expenditure.

Other items refunded (covered bv an allowance) count as businees expenditure
if they could be used “in connec~ion with the informant’s work. -

In general whether an amount covered by a refund/allowance counts ae business or
private expenditure dependa on the type of expenditure. It does not depend on

the regularity of the rafund/allowance.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN . 7S CODING NOTES CONT 1D Q:19-21 GENESAL(cont’d)

t40TSs

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

AMSNDING DETAILS OF PAY AND EXPENDITURE

A. General

A very important feature of Qs 19-21 is that they aak for two amounts of money
in connection with each refund/allowance:

O an average amnunt refunded (or paid as an allowance) : 19(a) , 20A(al) , 21 (b).

ii) the amount refunded (or paid aa an allowance) included in the amount quoted
as gross pay after Qll: 19(bl), 2oA(a3) (1), 20B(b2) (1), 21(c1) .

In the case of Q21 the amount refunded (or paid as an allowance) included at Q15(a)
is also given at (all).

These amounts should be treated differently in amending the schedules (see below).

B. Amending Details of Pay

1. Where it is noted at Q19-20 that a refund/allowance covering a business

expense has been included in the gross pay on page q.

a) The amount included in the gross pay should be deducted from both the
gross and the net pay on page 4.

b) If details of usual pay have been given at Q15, the “average” amount
refunded (paid as an allowance) should be brought to the same time
period and subtracted from both the net and gross amnunts at Q15.

2. Where it is noted at Q19-20 that a refund/allowance covering private expenditu]
has not been included in the gross pav on page 4, the pay on page 4 should
not be amended. However the entry at Q15 should be adjusted as follows:

a) If ‘1‘ has been ringed at Q15 the average amnunt of refund/allowance shoul(
be added to the gross and net pay on page 4 (after bringing it to the
same psriod if necessary) and the resulting adjusted gross and net pay
should be entered at Q15.

L b) If ‘1‘ has not been ringed at Q15 the average amount of refund/allowance
(brought to the same period if necessa~) should generally be added to
beth the net and gross figures entered by the interviewer at Q15.

3. In the case of refunds/allowances reported at Q21, Q1 5 should be amended
according to the information given at Q21 (d). The answers on page 4 should
still be dealt with as described in notes 1 & 2 aimve.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN . 7S CODING NOTES CONT 1D Q:19-21 GENERAL(cont’d)

NoTss

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

These rules have implicit lY assumed that refunds/allowances that have to b added
to or taken from pay are not taxed - which means that the same amounts can be

added to, or taken from, the gross and the net pay. If the interviewer has noted

that a refund/allowance is taxed or that its gross and net value are different
the budget should be referred.

ExampleS
a) A munthly paid employee gets E10 allowance per quarter for telephone

b)

expenses, and his last gross pay included E9.50 telephone allowance.
His pay at page 4 is E300 before deductions, f2CCIafter; his usual pay
is E250 before deductions; E170 after. Then the gross and net at page

should be altered to E290.50 and f190.50, and the gross and net at Q15
should be altered to E246 .67 and E166.67.

An ampl.oyee’s munthly pay is given as E2CQ gross and E140 net on Daae A

4

and code 1 is ringed at Q15.
..-

His gross pay”did not include an allowance
~3

of E20 a month towards renting the sampled address, which is not used for ~
business. His pay figures on page 4 should not be altered, however an

entry should be made at Q15 of E220 gross, E160 net, per month.

c. Amending Expenditure Recorded in the A Schedule

The “average” amount refunded (or paid as an allowance) at Qs 19-21 should be
used for this. The amount included in the last gross pay does not matter here.

If the refund/allowance covers private expenditure no action should be taken.

If the refund/allowance covers business expenditure the amount, brought to the
sama time period, should be deducted frum the entry in the A Schedule.

Example A manager received E3 per munth telephone allowance, His last quarterly
phone bil 1 came to E20. The abated amount to enter at Q29 (A Schedule)
is Ell per quarter. !~

D. Amending Expenditure Recorded in the D ~ok~

In general the information recorded at Qs 19-21 should not be used to abate O
schedule itams, which should be abated using Q1 on page 18 of the D books.

However

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN . 78 CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 19-21 GSNEPAL (Cent’d)——
NOTES

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘1)):

1. Refunds/allowances for car expenses end for slot meter payments are an
exception to this rule - see notes on Qs 19 and 20.

2. Entries at Q21 may suggest that expenses recorded in the D book are in
fact business expenses for which the informant gets an allowance or which
he will have refundsd - even though no entry is msde on page 18 of the D
schedules. These cases should be gueried.

[E. Recordinq deleted m~ts

,:, 1All deleted business expenditure should be entered at codes 248-254 on page
21 of ‘A’ schedule.

L

L

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give ds,tsand reference)



CODING NOTSS

FES. January 7S SCNSDULS : B Q:19
—

@iJBJECT: Refunds and allowances fox “household expenditure” received in
connection with the most remunerative job, where this is a job

[

as an employee.

~: 1 page 18 (D schedule) , Qs 13,14,49 & codes 248-254

CODE : The amuunts given here are used to adjust entries at
certain codes in tha A and B schedules, and in the D
txxks .

L

POINTS TO NOTS :

See the general notes on Qs 19-21.

The following refunds/allowances should be treatad as being for business
expenditure:

1. refunds/allowances for telephone expenditure

2. refunds /allowances for expenditure on lodgings for a household member who
has to be away from the sampled address for some of the week in connection
with his work, if mentioned at this question (but remember (i) to be
CiirefUl that the inf~-nt really is ~ metier of the h~us~h~ld (ii) ~~

entry at this question should not be used directly to abate D book
expenditure) .

L

3. help with items of “household expenditure” (other than phones) for the
sampled address if P.3rtof the household’ s share of the rateable unit
described at 049 (A schedule) is used for business (see Qs 13 and 1~
A schedule) . In that case work out what percentage of rwmts are used for
business, counting a ram partly used for business as half a room used
for business. (For this purpose “rooms” means rooms occupied by the
household as defined in the notes on Q49 A schedule) . We would expect the
refund to cover roughly this percentage of expenditure on the item.
Then work out the percentage by which expenditure on the item would be
reduced if it were abated by the amount given at Q19 (a). If this percentage
is within 10% of the “expected percentage” abate by the amount given at
Q19 (a). If it is not within 10% the budget should be refer:sd. (e.g.
Suppose the “expscted percentage” is 30%, then the item should be abated

ADDITIONAL N(XES (give date and reference)
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~E8 January 78
-. CODING NOTES CONT ‘D

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D) :

by the amount at Q19 (a) if this leads to a reduction in expenditure on the
item of anything between 20% and 40% inclusive. Otherwise the budget
should be referred to supervisor)

Where expenditure on rates (or rent including rates) is abated the
ratsab le value should be abated by the same pro~rt ion.

Where none of the household’s share of the rateahle unit is used for
business, amounts refunded or covered by an allowance (for items other
than phonea) should be treated as being for private expenditure.

Please note the following points:

(a) Subsidised Rents: Where an employee is paying a subsidised (i.e. reduced)
rent, there is no need to amend either the rent at Q17 A schedule, or
the wage/salary at Qs 6 end 15 B schedule.

@

(b) If a rent allowance is being paid in respect of en accommodation which =
is owner-occupied, the tenancy should sti11 be regarded as owner-occupied.

An owner-occupier has a house with an RV of E200. It has 10 rooms (of the types
indicated in note 3 above) . He pays f100 rates (not including water rates) per
year and E40 a month on a mortgage. At Q19 (a) it is noted that he has allowances
from his employer of F.2a month for his rates and E1O a month for his mortgage.
At Q19 (bl) it is noted that these emunts were included in his last pay.

(i) If no moms in his house are used for business these allowances are
treated as refunds of private expenditure and no action should be taken.

(ii) However, if 2 rgoms (say) are used for business these allowances
should be treated as refunds of business expenditure. The “expected
percentage” is 20% (2/10 x 100%) . If the payments were abated by the
amounts at Q19 (a) the reduction would be by 24% for the rates and 25% for
the mortgage. As these auounts are within 10% of the “expected percentage” q

they need not be referred and should be used to abate the rates and mortgage
respect ively. Thus the abated rates payment will be E76 (E1OO - E24) a
year and the abatad mortgage payment will be E30 a year. Since the rates
payment has been abated by 24% the RV must be as well, so the RV at Q49
becomes EL52. Since the allowances now count as refunds of business

expenditme theY must not be included in the informant’s pay details -
which should be adjusted in the way described in the general notes on
Q19-21.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES. Jan 78 CODING NUTES CONT ‘D Q:19 (cent‘d

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D):

Gas, Electricity and Telephone

Where gas or electricity is paid by slot meter the D book entries should be
ebatsd on the basis of the entry at this question (provided abatement is
indicatsd by above rules) , not on the basis of page 18 in the D book. The
two weeks record keeping should be taken together when abating. Any rebates

entered at Q27A on the A schedule should also be abated in the same proportion
as the slot meter payments. In the case of telephones, amounts at this

question should be ussd to shate entries at Q29 and 30 (where accepted at Q30
by coders) on the A schsdule. D book entries concerning telephones should be
abated on the basis of amounts given at page 18 of the D kxmks.

Garages

Where the interviewer has noted that the informant receives a refund/allowance
covering rent or rates on his acconmmdat ion, this should not be taken to refer
to rent or rates .on a garage unless they are paid in with those for the
sampled address.

Aacording dsleted business expenditure

All expenditure deleted as business expenditure should be entered at codes
24s-254 or page 21 of ‘A’ schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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?mo JAN. 78

CODING N~KS

6CNEDUJJ: B Q: 20A&B

8UBJECT: Refunds/allowances for motoring expenses in connection with the
most remunerative job, where this is a job as an employee.

nE?Bn ALsom q 34, 34B, 42 A schedule, Q1 on page 18 of D books 6 codes
248-254 A schedule.

CODE :

The amounts given at these questions are used to adjust entries in the A, B,
and D, schedules

POINC8 TD NDTE:

See the general notes on questions 19-21

l.@toring expenses refunded, or covered by an allowance, always count as
business espenses.

Fixed and Mileage Allowances

For the purposes of sbatwent these are taken to cover:

Petrol & motor oil Depreciation
Road fund tax (net) Rent & rates of a garage, where these are paid separately
Insurance unless the interviewer has noted that the garage is used
Maintenance solely by other members of the household. (If twu or

Rapairs more mamhers of the household receive motoring allowances
which would go towards the zent/rates of a garage, the
payment at Q15 A schedule should be split between them for
sbatement purposes) .
Other motoring expenses coded 549 in the record books.

A rule is needed to decide how the allowance should be divided between the
different items for the purposes of sbatement. This is done by the “car sheet”
calculations in which all nmtoring expenditure is brougbt to an annual basis.
In the case of entries in the D books this is done by multiplying the fortnight’s
expenditure by 26. The average allowance entered at Q20A (al) is also brought
to an annual basis and the following percentage is calculated.

average annual allowance
Xlca %

estimated annual expenditure on item covered

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)
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CODING NOTES CONT !D =*&B (cent’d)~Es . January 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONTtD) :

This percentage is used to abate the items on the A and D schedules covered

by the allowance.

In making this calculation the following points should be noted:

1.

2.

3.

4.

the expenditure used in the calculation should be that in the informant’s
own D honk, and tbe entries specifically referring to him in the A
schedule (but see the note atmve about garages) .

If the informant has not recorded purchasing any petrol in the D brinks
the budget should be qusrisd.

Repairs should be included only if they appear in the D schedule. If
they dn appear, multiply expenditure in the two weeks record pericd by
26 to obtain an estimete of annual expenditure on repairs. ~

Depreciation should be taken as the cost of the vehicle (after dsduction
for trade-in) at Q35. A schedule as definsd in the footnote at that
question, for a vehicle purchased for cash or informsl losn (ie a loen
which doesn’t count as 1-5 at Q40 A schedule; or as.the ennual
repayments plus four timas ths downpayment for a vehicle being purchesed
at Q42 A schedule.

Where an entry is made on page 18 of the D schsdules (in the case of Fixsd and
Mileage Allowances )

In these cases abatsmant of ths D achadule motnring expanses should still bs on
The basia of Q20 B-scheiula, NOT psge 18 D .schadule. However in the case of

fixed allowances if the amount at page–i8 is different from &e fixed weekly
amount the budget should be queried.

Where ~ entry at page 18 D schedule covars both (fixed or mileage) motoring

expenses -d SO~ Ofiar expenditure without saying how much is for each, then
the motoring expenses should ba abated aa outlined above. The amount sbstsd for 9
nutoring expenses in that week’s D schedula should be takan from the amount at
page 18 snd the ramainder should be used to sbste the other types of expense.

Rafunds for Particular Experises

Where it is notsd at Q20S”that the allowance takes this form the schedules are
abatad in a different wsy. The “car sheet” calculations are not used.—

ADD1TIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



FES . JAN. 78 CODING NOTES CONT ‘D 9: 20A&B (coat‘d)

POINTS TO NOTX (CONT‘1)):

D schedule entries should be abated by the amounts entered at page 18. The

information at Q20 should not be used unless it suggests that sane D item is
a refundable business expense although no entry has baen made at page 18. In
that case the budget should be queried.

A schedule entries - if Y is ringed for road fund tsx or insurance the entries

for them at Q34 (A schedule) should be abated by 1/3. For other expenses
recorded on the A schedule the budget should be referrad unless the interviewer
has notsd what proportion is refunded.

Where the informant both has a fixed or mileage allowance and gets refunds for
particular expenses.

The particular expenses should be abated first and the “car sheet” calculations

should then be appliad to the motoring expenditure remaining after this initial
abatement.

—

[

Where there is a refund of vehicle licence at Q34B A schedule the refund should
be abated by the sam proportion as vehicle licence payment.

I Monthly accounts

Where petrol or other motoring expenses are paid for by monthly account
(including credit card) the paymant should be treated as normal D or A schedule
item when making car sheet calculations i.e. grossed up by a factor of 26.

I Recording deleted business expenditure

I All expenditure deleted as business expenditure should be entered at codes
248-254 on page 21 of A schedule.

L

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NIYTSS

FES. JAN. 78 BCSSDUIJi:B Q: 21

SUBJSCT: Other refunds or allowances received in connection with the nmst
remunerative job, where this is a job as an employee.

[ SSFJ3RALSO”TG q: 19, 20 (B schedule) , Q1 page 18 D schedule & codes 248-254

A schedule
CODE :

The amounts given at these questions are used to adjust entries at certain

codes in tne A and B schedules.

POINTS TO NOTS :

See the general notes on questions 19-21.

The purpose of this queetion is to make it possible to adjust A schedule
entries and pay details for allowances/re funds not covered by Qs 19 and 20.

Entries at this question should not be used to abate D book iterns. However

they may suggest that certain D entriee are in fact business expanses which
are refunded or mxared by an allowance, even though no entry has been made
at page 18 of the D beok. In that case the budget should be queried.

Meal allcwancee

If an allowance for maals is recorded here treat ae private expenditure unless
the interviewer has recorded that it is only receivsd occasionally when ~
should be treated as bueiness expenditure and the D bcmks abated on the basis
of information at p18 D schedule.

Where tha allowance is treated as one for private expenditure, the D books
should not be abated, but refer the budget if there is an entry at p.1S D
schedule relating to msal expsnses.

Nefuods/allowances for expenditure on lodgings:
this at Q19.

see the paragraph relating to
These allowances may also be recorded at this question.

ADDITIONAL NCrTES (givs date and reference)
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FES. JAN.78

i=31NTs m NOTM (CONTfD):

CODING NOIES CONT~ D Q: 21 (cont!d)

[

E&cording deleted business expsnditure

Expenditure deleted as business expenditure should be totalled for whole
household end entered at cedes 248-254 on page 21 of A echedule.

c)

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES . ran. 78 SCNSDULS :B

SUSJECT : Subsidiary job (s) as an eIUplOwe

Q: 22-25

. . .

SEFER ALSO TO ~ 1, 4-21, 26, 27, 28

CODE :

1. At A255 cede “1” if the last pay is in the current pay period
2. At 309 code the last pay after all deductions
3. At 310 code any tax deducted
4. At 311 code any National Insurancs contribution paid
5. At 314 code any deduction shcwn at Q25 except contributions “for superannuation,

Private Pension or Widows and Orphans Insurance, tex or National Insurance.
6. At 319 code contributicms for superannuation, Private Pensions and Widcws and

Orphans Insurance.

b
POINTS TO NOTE:

1. These questions are essentially replicas of Qs 5-11, but are for coding
details of a subsidiary job where this is held aa an employee

2. A “l” should k entered at code A255 if the last wage or sal~ WaS ptid
within the period sham at Q24.

3. The amount shcwn at Q23 should be ccanparedwith the e.uountshown at w
(or Q27 if the main is as a self-employed person) , and if the amount shcwn at
Q23 is greater (i.e. the subsidiary job is more rsmunerativs) for the
equivalent period, then the detai 1s recorded at Qs 22-26 should be tram ferred
to Q.s5-21 and the details recorded at Qs 5-21 (if applicable) should be
transferred to Qs 22-26. The details at Q4 (a) end Q4 (b) should also be
changed.

Also the coding at Q1 (if the most remunerative job had previously been
shca.mas self-enployed) should be changed frcm “2n to l’l!l.

4. Comments regarding period at Q24 are exactly the same as those already
given against Q.7.

5. P.A.Y.E. tax and National Insurance ccmtributitms may or may not be entered
at Q25. If they are, the ceding principles are exactly the same as at Qs 9
and 10 (see previous instructions) . However, the tex deduction should be
entered at code 310, end the Naticnal Insurancs contribution at code 311.

ADDITIONAL NOI’ES (give date and reference)
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FES. JAN. 78 CODING NOTSS CONT!D Q: 22-25
(cent’d)

~INTs ~ Nom (CONTID):

6. Any other deduction shown at Q25 with the exception of superannuation,
Private Pansion or Widwa and Orphans ~nsuranca should be entered at

code 314. These amounts should alao b transferred to other parte of
the schedules or record bocka aa indicated in the instructions for
Q1l.

Superannuation, Private Pensiona and Widows and Orphana Insurance should
be enterad at coda 319.

0

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referance)
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COOING NOTSS

FES. JAN. 78 ~~u~ :B 9: 26

MJNJSCT: ~ f~~ ad ~ll~ances received in connection with subsidiary jobs

ae an enployea.

[ NSF* ALSO To ~ 1 en page 1S of the D schedule, codes 248-254 ‘A’ schedule.

CODE :

The emunts given at these questions sra used to adjust entries at certsin

codes in the A and B schedules, end in the D bceks.

..

b“”

[

POINTS TO NOTE:

‘rhisquestion is used

1. to edit bueinesa expenditure out of the A (and in some cases D) schedules,

2. to adjust the net snd gross pay for subsidiary jobs as en employee so that
it does not contein refunds/allwences for business expenses.

If the pay last recaived includes en allowance/refund for private expenses
it should be accepted se it stends. However it should not be altered to

include private expemses refunded/allwed if it does no~b so elready.
i.e. RNTBIES AT THIS QIJSSTION PJK?SRR2NG TO AIUNJANCSS/BEFUNDS E%2RPR2VATS

EXPSNSES CAN SS I~ORED .

When ebating entries in the A (snd D) schedules, entries at this quastion should
be treated in the same way ss co~srable entriee at questions 19, 20 and 21.

Nacording deleted business expenditure

All expendi turs deleted as business expenditure should be entered at codes
24S-254 on page 21 of ‘A’ schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date =d reference)

Wllob11/75



L FES. NARCN 78

CODING NOTSS

SCNSDULS :B Q: 27

SUSJECT: Income frcm self-employment

S2FER ALSO TO Q 1 & 4.

CODE :

1.

2.

3.

4.

L 5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

At 326 code net profit from the main self-employed jeb on en annual or
annual equivalent basis (NS Na%imum value to be entered - E8340) .
At 307 code net loss from the mein self-employed job on en annual or
annual eguivelent basis.
At 327 code the value of self-eupplied goods recorded in the tw weeks’
record keeping.
At 328 cede net profit from any subsidiary self-employed job on en annual
or annual equivalent bssis.
At 313 code net profit received so far from the main self-employed job if
the info-t started it less then a yezu before interview.
At A226 code the date of the start of the n@st recent peried for which
figures are available.
At 227 code the date of the end of the most recent period for which figures
are available.
At 364 code annual equivalent withdrawals from business for own uee (enter
code .9)
At A203 coda 1 or 2 according to the hours the informant wdce.

POINTS TO NOTE

1. Code 326 The following points should be noted.

A. If a figure <or net annual profit baa been entered at part (a), then this
is the amount which should be coded. In this connection the following
points are relevant:

(a)

(b)

(c)

On~J an amnual figure or em annual equivalent should be coded:
thus if the Informant has only been in business for a few months,
the rietprofit for those rmntha, ehould be groaeed up to an annual
equivalent end thie should be cxx5ed. See note over page regarding
maximum value acceptable.

Profits ploughed back inte the business should be included in tie
amount at code 326.

If a loss has been sustained over the last 12 nunths, code 326
should be left blank.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

1.
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PES. MARCH 78 CODING NOTES CONTID 9:27 (cent’d)

Pores m NOm (cONTtD):

(d) If the ques~On relates to a club agent, etc. , whO
any income fmm this seurce in the last 12 months,
the person being self-employed should be deleted -
4 and 27.

B.

[

c.

[

D.

2.

3.

has not receive~
all reference to
i.e. at Qs. ”1,

If any partners’ shares have been includad in the nat profit figura
given at part (a), the amount will be shown at part (al) (i) and (1).
Such an amount should be deducted frcm the figure shown at part (a)
before it is coded.

Part (b) is asked of all informants whether or not part (a) is answered.
If part (a) has not baen answered the annant taken out of the business
for tho informant’s own use ahc.uldbe grossad up to obtain an annual
figure, and it is this, plus any residual net profit shown at pert (b3)
which shotid be enterad at code 326. If part (a) haa baen anawerad
see code 364.

If the infomant was unable to anawar part (a) and part (b), part (c)
will have been asked and an estimate of annual nat profit will have to be
mada, based on anY knewn, (or estimated) , information about profit margins
for that type of enterprise, and the level of expenditure as recorded
in the informent’s end his dependents’ record books together with
parsonal overheads recorded on the A schedula, such aa rates, electricity,
insurance, etc.

N.B. The annual value should normally bs enterad at 326 and paricd cods
8 entered beside the code 326. Iiewavar due tn the computers ltitations
the maximum value it can accept at this question is f8340.00. If
annual income is above this value entsr a smallar period value a.g.
6 months or 3 nmnths income.

Ccda 307 If the informant haa made a loss on his main self-amployad job
the aualnt of the loss should be anterad at coda 307. A loss might be
given at 27 (a) or, if DK is ringad at (a), worked out from the tiawers to
the subsequent questions.

Code 327 Se]f supply caode Persons in their own business often supply
thamaelves with produce from their own shop, farm, etc. ‘fhay should have
notad these items and given values for them in their racord book. The
total value for all such items (unless the aquivalant cost was put in ths
till) should be entered at coda 327 on the B achadule of the nwner of tha
business only. If a husband or wife both supply themselves with produce
from their shop, the value of thesa items should be combj.nad and antered
at code 327 in the same proprtion as profit is shared.

ADDITIONAL NO’IWS (give date and reference)
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m’s, NmcH 78 CODING NOTES CONT~D

POINTS ~ Nom (CONTtD);

4.

b 5.

6.

7.

[

8.

Q: 27 (cont~d)

, the interviewerCode 328 If the informant has two self-employed jobs,
should have recorded detai1s of the less remunerative in the margin of the
page. The net profit on an annual or annual equivalent basis (i.e. the
same basis as code 326) fran the subsidiary job should be entered at code
328 with period code 8 pre-printed. It therefore follows that where there
are only 2 self-employsd jobs the amount coded at 328 can never b-snvxe
than the amount coded at 326. A check should also be made that details
of the mare remunerative job have ken entered at codes A21O and A211 at
Q4 and details of the less remunerative job at code A214.

Note that if there is only one self-employed job but this ie subsidiary to
an employee job, the income frcm it should be recorded at code 326 and not
328.

cods 313 If the informant has been mrking at his main self-enployed
~twelve months or more nothing should be entered at this code.
However if the infozm.snt etarted the job less than 12 months ago the aumunt
earned aa profit stice hs started ehould be entered. If the informant has
answered (b) or (c) the answers should be used to esthete this amount.

Coda A226 Use the standard frame to code stertiq date of the moat recent
period for which figures are available. These may bs giyen at (a)(i),(b3)
(i) or (c)(i). Leave blank if coded UK.

Code A227 Use the atanderd fr?zneto code endin~ date of the most recent
period for which figures are available. These may bs given at (a)(i),
(b3)(i) or (c)(i). Leave blank if coded DK.

Code 364 Enter annual equivalent of withdrawals from business for own
~is amount is given at (bl) for those answering (a) and algo for
those answering at (b). Leave blank if coded DK. Enter code 8 basida code 364.

N.B. There should be en entry here for those answering parts (a) snd/or (b)

Code A203
One self-employed job only

Two

More then 30 hours per week - code 10
30 hours a week or less - code 20

or more self-employed jobs.

Main job: nwre then 30 houra a wsek - code ~1
Sub job 3: more then 30 hours a week_

MSin job: more than 30 hQUra a mek-
Sub job : 30 hours a week or lees -1

code 12

Main job: 30 hours a week or less
Sub job -1: more thaw 30 boura a week-

“code 21

Main job: 30 hours a week or less
Sub job : 30 hours a week or less 3

code 22

3
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CODING NOTES

FEs. .Tan7n SCHSDULS:B !3: 28

BUBJSCT : Expandi ture claimed as a business espense for tax purposes by self-
employed informants.

[ NSF., ALSO TO q 1 on page 18 D schedule codes 267, 268, 248-254 A schedule.

cmE:
At cede 267 (page 21 A Schedule) enter annual expenditure after
abatement on rent, mortgage, rates, water charges and structural
insurance, where a 100% claim has been made.

At code 268 (page 21 A Schedule) enter annual expenditure after
abetement on gas, electricity, telephone, where a 100% claim has
been mede.

Abate entries on A and D schedules and at Q 69 on the B
Schedule.

POINTS TO NOTS :

The purpose of this question is to enable the business element in any ex~nditure
to be ebsted out of the A end D schedules. For this purpose “business
expenditure” means expenditure claimed as a business expense for tex purposes,
Unle SS 100% Of expenditwe on m item is clai~d in which case different r“le~
apply.

The

a)
b)
c)

question gives the percentage

rent, mortgages, rates, water
gas, electricity, telephone
car expenses.

claimed for tax on the following

charges, structural insurance

In the case of car expenses and slot-meter payments for gae and electricity
the information le used to abate beth A and D schedule entries. Otherwise only
A schedule entries are affected.

L --
The interviewer may have recorded claims for other items at this question:

i)
ii)

information referring to A sch~dule items ehould be used to abate them
if the information refers to D,book items it should not be used for abatement.
However it may suggest that ceit.ain D book entries a~in fact business

eWenses which are claimed for tex, even though no entry has been made at
page 18 of the D beck. In that case the budget should bs queried.

Where an entry on page lB of one of the self-employed informsnt’s D booka
refers to car expenses, or elot-meter payments for gas or electricity, along with

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)

1
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CODING NOTES CONT ‘D. Jan 78FM

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D) :

some other item, the car or slot-meter espenses recorded in that D book should be
abated by the percentage at Q28. The amount of abatement teken frcm these items
should then be subtracted from the entry at page 18 and the balencs used to abate
the other items covered by the entry.

Where less than 100% of expenditure on an item is claimsd for tax

a)

b)

c)

Rent, mortgage, rates, water chargea, structural ineurance

Abate the appropriate entries in the A schedule by the percentage given.

The ratesble value at Q49 should be abated by the sam proportion as rates
and rent payments.

In the case of claima of relief on mortgages, only cleims for a business
element should be used for abatemnt, the relief on mortgege intareet that
en individual not in business can also get does not count.

Water chsrges for agricultural est&ishmente ere usually tuo high for the
ueuel mathud of ebatement to result in a true dcmastic element.
Abatement should therefore be in two stages

i) multiply Sateable Value by Water Rete poundage

ii) sbate the answer to (i) by the percentage at Q28 end enter the abated
enswer at the appropriate question.

Gas, electricity, telephone

Abate by the percentage given at Q28.

In the case of slot-meter paymenta for gas end electricity both the
payments in the D bouks end the rebete at Q27 A household schedtia should be
abated.
cars

Expenditure on all entries
includes rent a~rates of

two or more rwmbsre of H/n

9

m
3

!

referring to cars ehould be ebated. This

a 9erag? where these are psid separately (if
receive.car alluwencee the pavment at C115

schedule should be split between them for abatement p~see ). -

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . Jan 78 CODING NOTSS CONT ‘D Q: 28 (cent’d)—

[

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

Entries in both the A and IIschedules should be ebatsd by the percentage
given at this question. The abatement applies to the self-employed
informant’s entries only. Claims for car expenses at page 18 of the D
books should not ba used for abatement. However if an entry at page 18
suggests that the percentage at Q28 is misleading the budget should be
referred.

Refund of vehicle licence at Q34B ‘A‘ schedule should be abated by sams
prowrtion as payment for vehicle licence.

Where 1’00% of expenditure on an item is claimed for tax

Different principles are applied to these cases, since expenditure that is
really private would be deleted altogether if we follnwed the rules above
and abated by the percentage claimed. Instead, expenditure is abated in ways
described below to take out the business element.

L’

These methods of abatement mean that sane expenditure which is accepted as
private and coded in the A schedule is paid for by the business. In effect
this subsidy from the business is incane that is not recorded in the B
schedule. For rent, mortgage, rates, water charges and structural insurance
we record this ‘hidden’ income at code 267. For gas, electricity and
telephone it is coded at code 26S. (See below) .

a) mnt, mortgage, rates, water charges, structural insurance

i) Mixed premises other thsm farmx (eg shop/flat, house with rooms
used for business ).

;..

‘RIenumber of ,rooms used (or partly used) for business is given at Q13
on the A schedule. The number of rooms used for business (counting
a room partly used for business as ~ a ro~ ueed fOr business) ~ho~ld
be divided by the total number of rcoms (that is “included” roam,
bathroom, garage, and roums used entirely for business) shown at
Q13 A schedule after coding. ‘lhispercentage is used to abats relevant
expenditure eg. if there is a total of ten roam and one is used for
business then expenditure is abated by 10% i.e. l/10th.

If no rcuna are noted at Q13 as used, or partly used, for business
the number of rocansussd for business should be referred for
estimation which should take into account the type of businesg,
pxof it, total number of r-s, composition of household by age and
sex. The maximum number of rooms estimated should be two.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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pEs. Jan 7S CODING NOTSS CONT’D Q: 28 (cent‘d)

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

ii)

iii)

‘Iherateable value at Q49 should be abated by the same proportion as
rates end rent payments.

Farms: An abatement of l/3rd should be made for rates, rateeble value
at Q49, and structural insurance.

Where rent or mortgage payments are shnwn separately for the farmhouse
they ehould ha abated by l/3rd. If rent or mortgage payment includes
farm buildings etc then GAV, abated by l/3rd, should he substituted to
cover domestic element. The Gross Annual Value should be ahcwn at Q49,
but if it has not been given it can be obtained fran Table 1 which is
based on the following formulae (effective frcan1/4/74) .

1) Where R.V.
G.A.v.

2) Where R.V.
G.A.v.

3) Where R.V.

G.A.v.
4) where R.V.

G.A.V.

is f36 or less

!

With maximum
= w x 1.81 clifference
is E37-f80 between GAV
= S13.57 + (R.V. X 1.43) and RV of f80
is C81-E247 on 1, 2 or 3.
= (f26.68 + RV) X 1.2
ie over f247 (G.A.v. over f327)
= (226.68 + N) X 1.2

Water charges for farms ehould be ahated in the way used when less than
100% is claimed - except that in the second stage abatement should be
by l/3rd.

Cnde 267 Where a 100% claim is made on rent, mortgage, rates, water charges
or structural insurance, the emounte of expenditure after abatement on
the items covered are brought to an annual amount and totalled. ‘Ibis
total is entered at code 267 at the top of page 21 on the A schedule, with
period cede S. This represents the ‘hidden’ incnma received frrsnthe
bueiness.

~
eg a businessman pays a rent of f1000 a year, ratee of E200 a year and
water rates of f40 a year. He claims all of the rent end rates as a
business expense but dcee not claim on the water rates. TWO out of eight
rcums are used for business.

Rant and rates after abatement are S750 and f150 respectively. Water rates
are not ahated. C900 - f750 + S150 (the amounts, after abatement, paid
for the items covered by the 100% claim) ie entered st code 267.

ADDITIONAL N~ES (Sive date and reference)
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3$3S iian78 TABLE 1 :,—, .,,;) ,,,

Q28

TABLS OF NET RATEA8LS VALUES AND EQUIVAS.ENT GROSS VALUSS .

RV GV RV GV GVGV RV GV RV GV RV GV

E E E E E E f E E E E E
31 57 71 115 111 165 151 213. 191 261 231 309
32 59 72 117 112 167 152 215 192 263 232 311
33 60 73 118 113 168 153 216 193. 264 233 312
34 62 74 120 114 169 154 217 194 265 234 313
35 64 75 121 115 170 155 218 195 266 235 314
36 65 76 122 116 171 156 219 196 267 236 315
37 67 77 124 117 173 157 221 197 269 237 317
38 68 78 125 118 174 158 222 198 27o 238 318

39 70 79 127 119 175 159 223 199 271 239 319
40 71 80 128 120 176 160 224 20U 272 240 320
41 72 81 129 121 177 161 225 201 273 241 321
42 74 82 131 122 179 162 227 202 275 242 322
43 75 83 132 123 180 163 228 203 276 243 323
44 77 84 133 124 181 164 229 204 277 244 324
45 78 85 134 125 182 165 23o 205 278 245 325
46 812 86 135 126 183 166 231 206 279 246 326
47 81 87 137 127 185 167 233 207 281 247 327
48 82 88 138 128 186 168 234 208 282 MAX
49 84 89 139 129 187 169 235 209 283 DIFF
50 85 90 140 130 188 170 236 210 284 MUST
51 87 “91 1.4L 131 189 171 237 211 285 NCtl’
52 88 92 2.43 132 191 172 239 212 287 EXCEED
53 90 93 144 133 192 173 24o 213 288 !?80
54 91 94 145 134 193 174 241 214 289
55 92 95 146 135 194 175 242 215 29o
56 94 96 147 136 195 L76 243 216 291
57 95 97 149 137 197 177 245 217 293
58 97 98 150 138 198 178 246 218 294
59 98 99 151 139 199 179 247 219 295
60 100 100 152 140 200 180 248 220 296
61 101 101 153 141 201 181 249 221 297
62 102 102 155 142 203 182 251 222 299
63 104 103 156 143 204 183 252 223 3C0
64 105 104 ‘157 144 205 184 253 224 301
65’ 107 105 158 145 Zcxi 185 254 225 302
66 108 1% 159 146 207 186 255 226 303
67 110 107 161 147 209 187 257 227 305
68 111 ‘ 108 162 148 210 188 258 228 306
69 112 109 163 149 23.1 189 259 229 307
70 114 110 164 150 212 190 26o 230 308

5



Pm. Jan 7S ‘.,!

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D) :

b)

c)

[

CODING NOTES CONT tD

Gas, electricity, talephone

Abatemsnt should be ‘accordina. . to the number of roams used for business in

the “-SdLS Way aS (ai ) SbOVe (Or by 1/3 in the case of a farm) . Rebates ehould
be abated in the same proprtion aa payments. The total annual expenditure,
APTSR abatement, on the items covered by the 100% claim should be entered at
code 268 at the top of page 21 on the A echedule, with period code 8.

Eg Suppose the businese man referred to in the section above clati” 50% on his

exPendit~e On gas and electricity and 100% for the telephone. Gae and elec-
tricity payments are bdb abated by 50%. Telephone expenditure is abatad by
25% because two out of eight rooms are used for buainese. The annual abated
amount of telephone expenditure ie entared at code 268. (The abated

expan~ture On 9as ad electricity is not entered at code 268 since they are
not covered by the 100% claim) .

Cars

Where a 100% claim is made all the self-employed informant’s entries
concerning expenditure on cars in the A and D schedulee are deleted. In
other words all this expenditure is considered to be business expenditure,
not private expenditure subsidised by the business. (This means that there
is aseumed to be no ‘hiSden’ income so there is no need for a c~e to record
it) .

Refund of vehicle licence at Q34B A schedule shuuld be deleted in s.snMBmanner.

Where the percentage of espenditure claimed for tax on an item is not knuwn

This situation arisee when an informant states that he is claiming business

espanses but does not knuw the amount.

a)

b)

Rent, mortgages, rates, water charges and structural insurance ehould be

treated es a 100% claim end abated on the basis of the number of rooms used
for business (or as described at (eii) above for a farm) . Abated expenditure
should be entsred at code 267. g

Where no roums are recorded as used for business at Q13 the budget should bs
checked with the informant. If the informant does not reply the number of
rocms used for bueiness should be estimated by the procedure described above
for mixed premises.

Gas, electricity, telephones should also be treatsd as 100% claima and abated
on the basis of the number of rooms used for business (or bv 1/3 in the
case of a farm) . Abated expenditure should be entered at c~e” 268.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)
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FES, Jan 78 CODING NOTES CONT*D Q: 28 cont.’<

Pomm m Nom (CONIYD):

carsc) _

Car expenditure should be abated by l/3rd.
not be entered at coda 267 or 268.—

~ 69 B schedule

An amount at this question may also have to be
business element - see notes at Q69.

Rscording deleted business expenditure

me abated expenditure should

abated to take out the

All expenditure deleted as business expenditure should be entered at codes
248-254 on page 21 of A schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give dste snd reference)



CODING NOTES

FES. Ssn 78 BCHEDULS : B Q: 29 —

SUSJECT: Regular National Insurance Contributions

NEFER ALSO TO ~ 10, 25, 67

CODE :

At 336 code the total paid in National Insurance contributions of the typas
defined behnv.

POINTS TO NOTE:

All employed and self-enployed parsons (earning more then specified minimum
amounts ) are required to pay a National Insurance contribution and SOMS non-
employed persons may also do so.

lhe amount to enter at co& 336 ie the total, brought to the sams tiresperiud
if necessary, of the following amounts:

a) Contributions paid on main and subsidiary jobs as an employee.

b) flat rate contributions ~, paid on main end subsidiszy self-employed jobe.

c) regular voluntary contributions paid as a non-employed person.

The amounts under (a) should agree with the amounts at Qs 10 snd 25. The amounts
under (b) end (c) should ba checked with Appendix A.

If an employee or self-employed person pays their reguls,r (i.e. class 1 or 2)
L’ contribution as a lump sum the interviewer may entar it at Q67. In this case

the amount adjusted to an appropriate time period, should be transferred to
this question,

N.B. If en amount is shwn at Q1O (because it related to last pay) but it is
=shown at Q29 because the informsnt is currently unemployed, the came amount
shown at Q1O should be entered at Q29. Hcxfever if the last pay at Q1O or Q25
was sick pay, end no insurance cuntributia was paid, then no insurance
contribution frcm that job should be included in the total at Q29.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date snd reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES . Jan 7R SCRBDULS : B 9:30-42 GENERAL
NOTES ‘—

SUWECT : Social Security Eenefits

RsFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

L POINTS TO NDTS:

1)

2)

3)

4)

L

5)

6)

The interviewer! e entry at these quaetions shculd excluds Supplermntary
Benefit and should normally be accepted. If however there is an
interviewer’s note or the anxnuitvaries considerably fran that shmm in

appendices C and D the entry should be queried.

The amounts shown in appendices are guides only and the ruoountsmay
vary according to circumstances.

At each question the interviewer wi 11 indicate which benefit(s) were
received. Thie information is net codsd - it is rscorded to make
editing easier.

At several questions it is the last full weekly benefit that ehould be
ceded. For the purposes of National~urence end Supplementary
Benefit a full week consists of six days. Therefore if in the last
week for which benefit was received only 1-5 days benefit WSE received

(bSCaUSe this was the end of the period) , it is the benefit in the week
before that which should be coded. Iicwever, if enly 1-5 days benefit
was paid each week anyway, then this constitutes a full week.

From 1977 Interviewers wi11 no longer be supplied with appendices.

The folluwing notes on the benefits asked for at each question should be
supplemented by the information in social security leaflets.

When coding “1” in punching c mm for benefit currently being received

a
the “1” should be circled ie 1.

ADDITIONAL NCYlTX5(give data and reference)
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FEs . Jan 78
120DIN0 Norm

SCSEDUI@ : B

[ SUSJECT:
Childs benefit

REFER ALSO TO ~ Page 1 A schedule

CODE :

At 337 code amount received each week

Q: 30
—

~INTS TO NIX%:
see general notes on @ 3&4z

[.

Child’s benefit will normelly be entered in the l.btber!s col~ but it C-
appear in the Father !s COIU.

me ~Ount ente~d should be checked against the rates sh~ in @WnfiX c to
ensure that It 1s correct for the number of Ail&en in the hO~ehOld.

L

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)
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COOING NOTE8

rEs. Jan 78 ~~u~: B Q:31

SUSJZCT: N.I. Ratiramnt pension, Old Persons Pene ion

NE?ER Al&) To ql

CODE :

At 338 code the amount mceivad each weak.

L
POI~S TO N~: 3ae the general notes on Qa 30-42

Nhere a husband and wife are both over their respective retiramsnt agee and
therefore raceivu separate panaione, each peneicm should be entered separately
at coda 33S in the columns for husband and wife raapactivaly. Nhere the wife
is under the normal retiring age for a wanan (i.e. 60 years) and the husband
receivaa an increaee in his pension in reapact of his wife, then the total
pension should be entered at code 338 in the column for the husband.

pensions can include a graduated amount 8s well aa a basic flat rate amount.

L

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)

Wllob11/75



FES . Jan 78

CODING NGTE.S

SCHNDULE :B Q: 32 —

SUMECT : N.I. Widowts benefits

REFER ALSO TO Q: 6 A schedule

CODE :

At 339 ccniethe amount recaived each week.

POINTS TO NOTE: See the general notes on $@ 30-42

All form of widow’s National Insurance benefits, should be entered at this

questien, i.e. code 339. The basic rates are given in Appendix C. WY
associated supplementary benafits should be excluded fraa code 339 - and entered
at Q40.

Widw’s Allcwance may bs payable but only for the first 26 waeks of widowheod;
therefore if frcm the rate of benefit shcwn at Q32 it appears that this is
bsing received “at present” , it is to b-sexpected that an emuumt of deeth grant
will be shown at Q41.

If Widowfs Alluwence is not payable, or when Widcwg a Allowance ceases after
26 weeks, a Widmed Mother!s Allmsnce may be payable for as long as there are
one or more childrsn dapendent upon the widow.

If neither Widcw’s A21wsnce nor Widowed Motherts Allowance are payabls, or
if these have ceased, Widrw!s Pensien may be received.

L * Widow’s Pension is not payable to widcsfs who ware under the age of 40 when
the husband died or when Widcw’s Allowance ceased. Also when a widow becanes
65 her Widuw’s Pension beccnnes a %tirerent Pension (this may or may not happan
at age 60). Therefore, whenever the rate shown at Q32 indicates a Widowts
Pension, a check should be readsto ensure that the Psrson Cs age is bstw.aen 40
and 65.

This benefit is payable with Earnings Related Supplenk?nt.

ADDITIONAL, NOTES (give date and reference)

Wllob 11/75



Camo Irons

?s8. JAN. 70 SCIUMJLR : B 9: 33

SUBJSCT: War disability pension, related state allowsncss

RRSRALi40T0 +42

Com :

At 340 code the amcunt received each week.

. .
...

b

POINTS TO N-:

See the general notes on Qs 30-42.

A War Disability Pension or Allowance is paid to people who were d.issbled
either through war service or because of injuries received as a civilien
due to enemy activities. It can be paid to a person whether or not he/she
is working but it is subject to periodic review by the authorities when the
amount paid might be adjusted. As the Derision/allowance rscaivsd is variable
the smount shown at Q33-should he accep~ed.
be included with the War Disebi lity pension.
parson actually suffering the war di.ssbility
qusstion.

War widows pension should bs shown at Q42.

--
Agsin any extra”b%neflts should
DIIlybenefits paid to the

should be entared at this

ADDITIONAL N(YNM (clvo date and reforeoco)

W11061!/75



CODING NOTSS

FES . JAN . 78 SCSSDULS : Q: 34 —

[

SUSJECT: 140bility allOwance, non contributory invalidity pension, housewives
non-contributory invalidity pension, invalid care allowance, attend-
ance allowance.

RSFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At 361 code the amount received each week.

POINTS TO NOTS :—

See general notes on Qs 30-42

bbility allowance is a benefit for disabled people. It is being introduced
in stages over a 3-year pariod starting Janusry 1976, and will eventually
cover psople from 5-64 (59 if a woman) . Invalid tricycles will continue to

bs available instead of the allcuance for those who prefer them.

Non-contributory invalidity pension is primarily a benefit for people of

[

working age (other than married women wbo can receive housewives non-
contributory invalidity pension) who have not been able to work for same
time, but who do not qualify for much sickness or invalidity benefit
becauee they do not have enough national insurance contributions.

J
Housewives non-contributory invalidity pension ie a benefit for housewives
of working age who bsc,ause of sickness, etc. are ~le to do paid ~rk O=
normal household duties and who, because they have no national insurance
qualification, cannot receive any other benefit.

Invalid care allowance is for people lokking after severely disabled
relatives receiving attendance allowance.

Attendance allowance is paysble to an adult who ie in need of cons-t
attendance or to the parents or guardian of a child in need of constant
attention. The SnKnlntof attandsnce allowance does not vary according
to financial circumstances.

ADDITIONAL NIYTES (give date and reference)

!4,,.. 11/7.



CODINO NUR6i

mm. JAN. 79 OCIIEDU3X: B

SUBJECT: Contributory invalidity pension, invalidity

g: 35

allowance

NFxsNALso Toq

CODS :

At AZ58 code the
months.

total number of weeks benefit received in the last 12

At 369 code the last full weekly payment.

[ At A259 code “l” of benefit received at present (and circle code 1).

b
POINTS TO NOT6:

See also the general notes cm Qs 30-42

Contributory invalidity pension and allowan @. Invalidity pension normally
replaces sickness benefit after 28 weeks. Invalidity allowance is paid in
addition to invalidity pension and the amount paid depends upon age of
recipient at time invalidity commenced. At retirement age invalidity pension
is replaced by retirement pension BUT invalidity allowance continues combined
with retirement pension.

ADDITIONAL NUTBS (civo dato md roforcace)

W110611/75



c

FES . JAN 7a

SUSJECT : t.!.I. Sickness

NSFER ALSO TO Q: 1, 3

CODE :

I

CODING NOTES

BCNSDULS : B

sane fit, Xndoetrial Injury Benefit

Q; 36A
—

At A224 ccda the total nombar of weeks benefit received in the lest 12 months.
At 363 code the last full weekly payment.
At A225 code “l” if knefit recaived at present (end circle code 1)

.

b POINTS TO NOTS: See general notee on w 30-42

A “1“ should be entered at A225 if sickness ~ne fit or industrial injUry benefit
ia currently being raceivad. Whenever one of these bane fits is shown as
currently being received the informeot should currently not be working and
a “1” should have been ceded at A207 at Q2. Of course it ia possible that

a pers~ Is wOrking but ia not revealing the fact to the authorities=.

‘I’herates of bane fit are shwn in appendix C or D.

Industrial injurieg benefit is paid to persone who have injured themae lves
in the course of their duties and ia paid for up to 26 weeks when it is replaced
by a disablement pension.

[ Sickness benefit is normally replaced by en invalidity pension after 28 weeks.

Sickness bane fit is earnings related, eerninga related supplerrent may also be
paid with en indoetrial injury benefit.

L

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)
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CODINO NwrEs

mm. JAN . 78 W~UIZ : B Q: 36B

SUSJtC’S: Industrial injury diseblanant pension

SE?lESALso Toq:44

CODE :

At A205 code the total number of weeks benefit received in last 12 months.
At 325 code the lest full weekly payment.

[ At A238 code “1“ if benefit received at present (and circle code 1)

POINTS TO N07S :

Usually a Disablement Pension replaces en Industrial Injury Benefit after
26 weeks, if the effects of the injury last longer than 26 weeks. The pension
can be received by a person who is working full-time, part-time, or who is not
working at all. The amount received varies with the degree of disablement
and therefore it is not possible to check that the correct amount has been
shown at Q36B. The maximum basic rate of bane fit is shown in Appendix C. ANY
extra benefit associated with Diseb lement benefit should be included at coda
325 (eg hardship allowance, unemployability supplement, consb.nt attendance
allowance, hospital treatment allowance ).

Where disablement is assessed at less then 20%, a lump sum payment rather
than a pension is usually paid. In these cases the lu$p sum payment should
ba entered at Q44 as being in the nature of windfall income and should be
coded under 354.

~[
Industrial widows benefit should be entered at Q42.

ADDITIONAL NIXES (give dato and roforence)

WI10611/75
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L’

FES . JAN 78

CODING NOTES

SCHSDULS :B Q: 37 ——

SUBJECT: Unemployment SSnefit

RSFER ALSO TO ~ 1

CODE :

At A222 code the total number of weks benefit receivsd in the last
12 months
At 362 code the last full weekly paymsnt
At A223 code “1“ if benefit receivsd at present (and Circle code 1)

POINTS TO NOTS : See general notes on Qs 30-42

In most cases information given at this question will correspond to the

coding at Q1 so that if a person ia shown as unemployed at Q1 he wi 11 probably
(but not necessarily) be shown as currently receiving une~loyme?t benefit
at Q37 and vice versa. However, not all persons unemployed according to the
FSS definition claim benefit, and they may in fact earn soresIMney (they are
allowed to earn a specified amount but may earn more than this and simply not
reveal the fact to the authorities) .

The rates of unemployment benefit, including the earnings related short-term
supplement, for various clasaes of persons are sham in Appendix C.

Paymsnts received from Skillcsntres (@vsr*ent Trsining centreS)

Industrial Rshsbilitation Unita and “T.O.P.S.“scheme should be entered
at this question.

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give date and reference)

W110611,75



FEs. JAN 7S

SUBJECT: Family income

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At A256 code the total

Q: 30

CODING NOTES

SCNSDULE :B

supplement

number of weks bsnefit received in last 12 months
At 36S code last full weekly paymsnt

[ At A257 code “l” if benefit received at present (and circle ~ode I)

L POINTS TO NOTS: See general notes on Qs 30-42

The amount of benefit is variable with an upper limit as shwn in
Appendix C.

ADDITIONAL Ni2rES (give date and rsference)
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FM. JAN. 78

~BJECT: Maternity allcwenw

uRa ALso Toq :5 A schedule,

CDDB :

At A239 cede the total numbs r

CDDIND NDTES

SCEEDUIJ: B

Q41 B echedule

of weeks benefit
At 341 code the last full weekly payment.—

Q; 39

received in last 12 maths.

[ At A240 COd@ ‘1” if banefit remived at present (end circle code 1)

POI~S TD NOTE:

See general notes on Qa 30-42.

Maternity benefit ia of two kinds z

(a)

(b)

A maternity grant is paid for each birth (including scme stillbirths) .
In the case of twins, tripletS etc a grant ie paid for aach child who
lives more then 12 hours (at least one grant is alwaye paid). The grant

is payable in nearly all caees of confinement although there are
exceptions where contribution conditions have not been satisfied. ‘fhis
ebould be entered at Q41.

In addition to the maternity qrent, a meternitY allowance mev be Paid
to mothers who ware working- tid paying full naiional ineuren;e -
contributions at some time during the 15 monthe before the baby was
born. This allowance is nomally paid for 18 weeks etarting with the
llth week before the week in which the baby is qcted.

It is poeeible for maternity grant end maternity allowance to ba received
even though there are no children aged less than 1 year in the household.
The child may be out of the houaeheld ~ the benefit ie bsing received
prior to the birth of tie child.

The current rates of maternity allowance are given in Appendix C.

ADDITIDSAL NOTES (Zive date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 78 SCNSDULS : B 9:40

SUSJIWT. Supplementary bsnefit (including Supplenmntuy Pension and—.
Supplementary all.mmnce )

NSFSR ALSO TO @ 3-39

COOE :

At A228 code total ncsaberof weeks for which benefit receivsd in the
12 months before interview
At 365 cede the lest full weekly payment

[

At A229 code “1” if benefit being received at the of interview (and circle
code 1)

b
POINTS TO NOTS :

See general notes on Qs 20-42

This question is intendad to identify and record separately frem other NI
bsnefits, receipt of any eupplenwntary benefit, including supple~ntary
panaion.

There are two kinds of supplementary bene fit: supplementa~ pension for
people over retirement age (65 for man, 60 for woman) and supplementary
allwence for people from age 16 to retirement age.

NB. Informants have been aaked at questions 30-39 to givs amounts excluding
Supplementary Benefit. These excluded anmmnta should have been shewn
at this question.

* well as paying bene f its to the informant the Supplementary ssnefit
C0UW&3SiOn Sometilms pays fOr certain items of expanditura on his behalf.

& Where the interviewer has noted that an item of A schedule expenditure is
pertly or entirely paid for the informant by the SSC the full amount paid
(including the amount paid by the SW) should be ceded at the A schedule
question. The almunt paid by the SBC should also be included in the amount
you code at code 365. If the interviewer has not made notes explaining whether
or not she has includad it the budget should be referred.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



C(X)ING NOTES

?s8 . JAN . 78 SCNBDULII: B

SUBJSCT: NI Maternity 9rant, death grant

rumNALso Toq 32/39

C096 :

At 372 cods the amount received in the 12 months before interview (and circle
[ code 1)

. .

b
Ponms To !m’E :

See general notes on Qs 30-42

A matemity grant is paid for each birth (including acme .stillbirtbs). In the
case of twins, triplets etc a grant is paid for each child who lives more than
12 hours (at least one grant is always paid) . The grant is payable in nearly
all cases of confinement although there are exceptions where contribution
conditions have not been satisfied.

It is possible that maternity grant has been received even though there are no
children aged less than one year in the household. The child may be out of the
household ~ the benefit is being received prior to the birth of the child.

On the death of an adult or child a death grant IMY be payable, subject to
contribution conditions being satisfied, to the person paying funeral

expenses or to the next of kin. No grant is payable for the death of a person
ever normal retirment age on 5th July 1948 and a reduced grant is paid for the

b
death of a psrson who was within 5 years of retirmsnt age on 5th July 1948.

The amount of the grant is given in Appendix C but this may be reducad if the
mntribution conditions are not ~ satisfied.

ADDITIONAL NUfES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTSS

FES . JAN 7a SCNEDULS :B

SUSJECT: NI or State benefits not mentioned at previous

Q: 42

questions

SSF8R ALSO TO C/

CODE :

At A232 code the
At 367 CCI@ last
At A233 COdS “l”
code 1)

total number of weeks for which benefit received
full weekly payment
if tinefit being re~ived at time of interview (and circle

L POINTS TO NOTS:

See general notes an Qs 30-42

A n1“ should be entered at cc-deA233 if any Natirmal. Insurance or
State Ssnefit not covered by previous quasticms is currently being
received. Eg. War Widows pensia, War dependents pensicm, War
clothing allowance, Disabled persons petrol allowance, Industrial death
benefit, Chi2ds special allowance, Guardian allowance.

A Government resettlement grant, which is a lump sum should be shown at Q44.

NE. Any bsnefit of a parmanent nature such as war disability pension which has
been receivsd during the past 12 months but which, because of a change
of situation, is not recsivsd at present should be deletsd if entered
at this question.

The notes regarding full weekly benefit, given against Q37, apply
to Q42 .

ADDITIONAL NoTES (give dmte end reference)

WII0611/75
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 78 SCNSDULS : B

SUWSCT: Redundancy payment under Redundancy Paymants Act

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At 356 code lump sum payment receivad in the last 12 months
At 357 code amount received par ccmpleted year of service

Q: 43 —

POINTS TO NOTS :

Under the Redundancy Payments Act of 1965, a lump sum payment may be paid to
csrtain persons in the event of their being made redundant. This payment
can only ba mede to parsons who have ccmpleted at leest 2 years service with
the firm eince their eighteenth birthday. Therefore it is only payable to
persons who are aged 20 or over.

The emcunt of the peyment depends upon the age of the person when he is made
radundent, the number of completad years service (over the age of 18) with
the firm (with a maximum Of 20 used for the calculation) and the weekly
earnings at the time of redundancy (with a maximum of EEo used for the
calculation) . The radundency payment is then worked out as follows:
Age at redundancy 20-21 = > a week’s pay per year of service

22-40 . 1 week’s pay per year of eervice
41-64 . 1$ week’s pay per year of eervice

‘I?Iisresults in a maximum of E2,400 being paid.

The amount of redundancy payment should be divided by the number of canpleted
ysars of service with the firm (ie. 35 years counts as 3 years) and the
resulting average figure ehould be entared at code 357. Where more then 20
ccmpleted years of servica are shcwn the amount ehould still be dividad by
20.

On occasions the interviewer may note that redundancy pay is not received as
a lump sum but is paid off at so much a week by the employer. Such schsmes
are not provided for in the Act and should therefore .be regarded as a private
severance pay agreement between employer and amployee and coded as a psneion
at Q46 or Q47.

ADDITIONAL NIXES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTSS

ms . JAN. 7$ SCHSDULS :B Q: 44.. ——

Christmas bonus end 1310ctric~ty
SuSJECT : Lump sum payments from the state including Industr~al Injury

Disability payment, Pensioners
discount.

REFER ALSO TO Q: 31-42

CODE :

munths before interview except forAt 39S code the total received in the 12
industrial injury disablement benefit, Christmas bonus and electricity discount.
At 354 coda the total of lump sum indwtrial injury disablement payment received
in the 12 months before interview.
At 394 cods the total (liristmesbonus received in 12 months before interview.
At 393 cods the totsI electricity discount received in 12 months before
intemiew.

POINTS TO NfJ1’S:

l’hiequestion is intended to record any lump swo payment frum the State as a
benefit e.g. Industrial Injury Disability payment where disability is less
than 20~, Chrisi?nss bonus for pensioners and electricity diecount.

Industrial Injury Disability paynmnt should ba entered at 354 snd not 398.—

Christmas bonus should be entered at oode 394 end not 398.—

Electricity discount should be entered at cods 393 end not 398. (N.B. ‘I’his—
is f5.00 cash payment NOT variable discount at Q45D-F). This discount must
not h sdded back to efitricity payments at Q27B or Q28 (a) (A schedule)—

When coding entries to 354, 393 or 394 ensure that amunts are deducted from
398.

ADDITIONAL NIXES (give date and reference)

-1-
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FES. JAN.78 CODING NOTES CON’P D : 44 (collt’d)

POINTS m NOIE (CONTtD) :

The follnwing indibatea who is entitled to a ~ristmas Sonus.

Retirement peneion (including over 80 pension) - even if your pension is
not currently payable because of high earnings.

National insurance Widowis benefit.

Attendence &llOW~Ce.

Invalid care allcwence.

Invalidity pension.

N-m-contributory invalidity pension.

Supplementary psnaion.

unemployment supplement or allowance, or constant attendance allowance
paid with war or industrial disablement pension.

War pension - if you are over psnaion age and retired, or have one of the
elmve benefits.

War widow’s pension.

Industrial injuries widcwQs or widower’ a benefit.

only one payment can be made for each person.

Additional bonus for your wife.

If your wife is not entitled to the bonus h her own right end provided

@

d

you are getting en incraaee of benefit for her, you ~ get an additional w

E1O if you are over 65 and yeur wife over 60 before 12 Oacsmber 197”!.

There will be no reference beck on this Ixnefit but queries should ix
to supervisor.

a

referrad

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referanoe)
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PEs. JAN.78

POINTS ‘!KI NOTI?J ( COIJT’D):

CODING NOTES CONT1 D Q:44 (cont~d

[

An electricity discount of E5.00 is paid to all recipients of FIS or
Supplementary Benefit. However, because of the atiniatrative natute of
thie benefit end tima factora involved, receipt or non-receipt of theee
benefits ehould not be ueed as an editing check and interviewers entry
ehould be accepted.

1Luup eum payments from State as an employer eboul.dbe deleted as windfall
unlese they are in fact redundancy payments (eee Q43) .

L

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referance)
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CODING NOTBS

Pm. JAN 78 SCNSDULE :B

SU8JECT: Various non-State benefite

NSFER ALSO TO ~

CODE :

Q:45

At A230 code the total number of weeks for which benefit ~eceived
12.months before interview
At 366 code last full weekly payment
At A231 code “1” if benefit being received at time of interview

in the

u POINTS TO NOTS:

A “1“ should be entered at code A231 if temporary Trade Union or Friendlv
Society benefits are currently being received.
is of a permanent nature it should regarded as
cede 350 in line with Q50.

The notes regarding full weekly benefit, given
question.

13cmever, where the benef ~t

a Pensim ~d entered at

against Q37 apply to this

ADDITIONAL NOTES (Sive date and reference)
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CODING NUTES

FES. JAN. 78 SCNSDULS :B

SUBJECT: Variable electricity (or gas ) discount.

REFER ALSO TO ~ 17, 19, 26, 2S, A Schedule.

Q: 45 D-F __

CODE :

1. At 332 code enmunt of
metar.

2. At 333 code enmunt of
ONLY)

3. At 35S code amount of

electricity discount if electricity paymants by slot

gas discount if gas payments by slot meter (N. IRELAND

electricity discount if electricity paymant by account
or Board Budgeting Schems.

4. At 359 code anwunt of gas discount if gas payments by account or Board
Budgeting Scheme (N. INELAND ONLY) .

POINTS ‘IONOTS :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The variable discount can be received by informants who did not receive
E5.00 basic discount.

The pericd of discount at Qs 45 D or E should ba same as that for rabete
(Q27A) on Board Budgeting advice (Q27B(d)) or account (Q2,B(a)).

The discount should apply to account or meter payments arising from meter
readings taken between Lst January and 3rd March, 197S BuT it can be up
to 31st July 1978.

—

Because of the nature of the discount the amount recorded by interviewer
should be accepted provided payment is made to electricity board direct
(see Q17 & 19 A schedule) .

Coding action may be raquired at Qs 27, 27B or 28 on ‘A’ schedule in
relation to ddscount (see kmlow) .

Although the actual amount of discount should be accepted the following
check should be made rsgarding data of interview or account and amount
of discount deleted if necessary.

(a) Where paymsnt is made by glot meter (code 1 at Q26 (a))

If ‘the interview date is bet”een 3rd J~u_ ad 313thocto~r 197s acceDt
discount at Q45D.
1978 snd also for
If interview date
delete discount.

This allows for a meter ~eading to have been taken ii
the discount to have been received up to 31st July.
is before 3rd January or after 30th October 1978

1

Wllob11,75



FFi8. JAN . 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT ‘D):

CODING NOTES CONT *D Q: 45 D-F (cent’d)

7.

s.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Where payment is by account or Board Budgeting Schems (codes 2 or
3 at Q26 (a) A schedule).

If date of last account is between 1st January end 3rd July 197S accept
discount. If before 1st January or after 31st July 1978 delete discount

(see Q2S (cl) A schedule)

Where payma nt is by othsr method (code 4 at Q26 (a) A schedule)

If method cannot be transferred to cedes 1-3 at Q26 (a) then reference
should be made te RO regarding a discount.

Where electricity payments are abated because of business element the
discount should be abated by same proportion.

Eligibility
An electricity (or gas) discount is payable to recipients of Supplementary
Benefit or Family Incma Supplement during the period of DHSS review and
where the electricity (or gee) bill is above S20.00 for three months.
Three irqport~t features of these rules sre:

1) The person must have been receiving benefit at time of review ie not
at time of fuel bill

2) The S.B. may have been concealed by inclusion in another benefit or
by direct payments ag direct payment of rent and/or rates.

3) The discount may not have bsen used for the bill on which was claimed
but a later bill. Therefore amount at Q27 (B) or 2S may be less than
E20.00 but have a discount.

Grossing up amounts at Q27B end Q28 (A schedule)
If Q45F indicates that discount has been deducted fr6m Q27B (c) or 28 (a)
then it should be added beck.

ADDITIoNAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTSS

FES. JAN 78 SCIISDULS:B Q:46 and 47

SUSJECT: Pensions from previous eu@qers

NSF13RALSO TO Q:

CODE :

Net Pension amounts, deducted Incare ‘Tax and a cods indicating whether the
informant has the panaicm in his own right (coda 3) or fran his or her
spouse (cnde 4: thi.ewill normally apply cmly to widows) should be coded
as follows:-

Public sector CC@

Z,ast net payment of Pension ....................... 342
Tax &ducted, if any .............................. 343

,.-.
\’ Whether own or spouse .............................A236
.

Private Sector

l.astnet payment of Pansicm ....................... 344
Tax &ducted, if any .............................. 345
Nhether cwn or spouse .............................A237

●See the asterisked note below about payments where tax has not been deducted
at source

POINTS ‘ICINOTE:

Special care is needed while transferring information related to a specific
person to see that it is entered in the correct colunm for that person.

Each pension is to be classified according to whether it is paid by the
Public sector or the Private eector. All entries in Q46 should be in the
Public sector since they ehould relate to previous e~loyer ie. Central
Government, Local Government, Armed Forces.

\ Sntries in Q47 may relate to penaians in either the Public or Private
sector. Nationalised industries such as National Coal Board, Gas end
Electricity Boards are in Public sectnr but so are many small.ar orgauiSati~a.
See Appendix E. AUy public sector pensions at thie quaeti.on should be
transferred to Q46. Doubtful cases ehould ba referred to supervisor.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referaIICe)

1
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FES. JAN 18

. .

CODING NOTES CONT~D ~46~a47 (cont!d)

pOINTS ~ Nom (cONTID):

If one infonsaot has several pensions, each is to be classified under Public
or Private sector, suclthe total amount in each sector entered in the
appropriate boxes.

The ceding of X236 or 7!237 should not present a problem since ccda 3 or 4

aPPlies tO the ~~vieual me ~ually both cannot apply at the sama time.
In the unusual case of a cmflict eg. a widcw who gets cme pansim in har
cwn right from her former emplnyer in the Public sector and also a pension
as a widow from her husband!s former employer in the Public sector, entar
code 3 or 4 according to whiohevar pension is the larger.

If the last paymsnt is shcmn aa “before tax” and m amount of tax deducted ‘~
at source is shcrsu,then the tas should be subtracted frcxothe last payment
and the resulting net figure and tax codd separately.

?ff no tax was eeducted at source, then the amount sh~ as last paynmnt
should be ceded and the tax codes left blank.

Psnsions from overseas governments or mmpanies should h treated as
unearned income and entered at code 384 [page 1S) if in foreign currency but
accept at Q47 if sterling.

ADDITIONAL NOl!ES (give date and reference)
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CODING IWI’E8

Fxs . JAN 78 acNEDuLx :B

SUSJECT: Annuities end paymenta frrm trusts or oovenents

Q: 48 end 49

SSFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

Codin9 of amounts fran ‘Annuity’ or ‘Trust’ or “C-ant’ and tax deducted
should be aa follows:-

Annuities Ccda

%sst net payment ................................
Tax dsducted, if any ............................

Trust or Covensnt

%ast net payment ................................
<’ Tax deducted, if any ............................

●See the seterisked note below about payments where
at eource

346
347

348
349

tax has not been deducted

POINTS ‘IVNOTS :

If the last payment is sham “before tax” and an amount of tax deducted
at source is ehown, then the tax should be subtracted f ran the last payment
and the resulting net figure and tax coded seperate ly.

*If no tax was deducted at source, then the amount shcwn se last payment
should bs ceded and the tax codes left blank.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

Wt106)1[75
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CODING Noms

FIRS. JAN 78 SCNEDULS :B Q: 50

SUBJECT: Pensions es a membsr of a Trade Union or a pOnsi~ from a

Friendly Society

REFER ALSO TO ~

CODE :

At 350 oode the last payment

POINTS TO NOTS :

‘Ibisquestion relates cailyto regular benefits which are of a permenent
nature. It therefore includes pensions fran Trade LEIionsor Friendly
Societies but not sudi thinqe as sick pay, etrike pay, benefits under
private sickness schemes, etc. (which should be coded at Q45) .

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and reference)

W110611/75



FES . JAN. 7S

SUBJECT : INTSSU3ST,

REFER ALSO TO q

CODE :

DSPOSITS AND

!,: ..
COOING N&B8

sc~u~ :B Q: 51-55

~ER OF CuRmm/mB’T ACCQUNTS

1. At A260 code number of Natioml Savings Bank accounts corrently held.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

At 7!261.code number of Trustee Savlnge Bank accounts currently held.

At A262 code nomber of Co-operative Share and Deposit accovnts currently
held.

At A263 code numbar of Building Society accounts currently held.

At A264 code numhar of Other accounts currently held.

At A265 code number of National Savings Benk accounts cl-cd in last
twelve nmnths.

At A266 code number of Trustee Savings Bank accounts closed in last twelve
nwnths

At A267 code nombar of co-operative Stdxe and Depsit accounts closed in
last twelve mnths.

At A268 cede number of Building Society accounts closed in last twelve
mx-khs.

At A269 cede number of Other accounts closed in last twe~e months.

At 373 cCde interest in last twelve months frOm National Savings Bank
accounts, current and cloeed.

At 371 code interest in last twelve months from Trustee Savings Bank accounts,
current and closed.

At 375 code interest in laat twelve mnths frao Co-operative Share and
Depceit accounts, current and closed.

AT 376 code interest in laet twelve mntha frcm Building Society accounts,
current and closed.

At 374 cods interest’ in Laat twelve mnnths from Other accounts, torrent
and closed.

At 379 code amount deposited in National Savings Bank accounte.

At 3S0 code amvnt deposited in Trustee Savinas Bank accounts.

AODIT IONAL N~ES (give date and reference)

1 WII0611/75



FES . JAN . 78 CODING NOTES COST‘D 9: 51-55 (cent’d)

18. At 3S2 code amunt deposited in Co-operative Share and Deposit accounts.

19. At 383 code emunt deposited in Suilding Society accounts.

20. At 389 code amunt deposited in Other accounts.

FOINTS TO NOTE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Q51-55 are editing questions to establish accounts currently held or
held in last twelve months.

Q(a) - (cl) information at these questions used to code punching columns.

Anscunts at 373, 371, 375 G 374 are gross. Amunt at 376 ia net.

~>
Tex is deducted fran Building Society interest at source end code 376
is therefore net. When estimating any tax liability reference should be
made to Daily Mail InccioeTes Guide for method of treating this income.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date end reference)

2



.:,.

Q: 56-58

CODING NOTES

FES . JM . 78 S2NEDULS :3

SUSJECT: Interest, dividende and rent.

NSFER ALSO TO C/: 13 ‘A! schedule.

CODE :

1. At 377 code int~rei!t in last twelve months from British Savings Bonds
and/or War Loans.

2. At 37S coda interest in last twelve months frcm Stooke Shares and Debentures
etc.

3. At 360 code income from property (excluding sub-let acconmm3ation) .

,),
POINTS TO NOTE:

b

1. The amounts at 377 & 360 are gross.

2. The amount at 378 is net and the follcwing formula
gross up for tax purposes.

ehould be used to

Net income X loo
100

- currant rate of tes

3. Any amounts shown at 360 should be compared with code 090 (Q13 ‘A’
schedule) to prevent duplication.

4. Income from garages let for bueineas purpoees (Q15 A schedule) should be
included at code 360.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date md reference)

W110611/75



COOING NOTSS

FES. JAN 78 SCNBOULE : B 9: 59A

SUSJBCT : Allowances from aenmone in Armed Forces or Narchant Navy

SEFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At 351 code the last peyremt

,..

b

POINTS TO NOTS :

This question only relates to regular allowances from parsons who:

a) ara not members of the household, and

b) are in the armed forces or merchant navy, and

c) are not huabande who are tenperarily not members of the household
(see Q60A) .

If the person providing the allewance ‘paye for any ita!neof A schedule

ew-=nditure for the household in addition to the allowance given at this
question, the amount paid ehould be entared at the relevant A schedule
question and also added (after bringing to the sara period if neceesary)

tO the amount entered at code 351.

L

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date end raferOmCe)

WII0611/75



4

CWINO NOTES

?SS. APRIL 78 SCHKDULt: B Q: 59B

SUBJECT : Naguhr allamnces f mm a friand or relative outeide the
houaahold or from an organisation, or alimony or separation
allowance

SSFBR ALSO TO @ 60B

CODE :

At 352 coda the l-t pa~nt

POINTS TO NOTE:

[

This question relatas only to mcmias received by the household. It does not
‘b refer ta direct paymente of bills, etc. on behalf of the household by

individue-other household. Such payments will be recorded in peying
household’s records.

Thie quaetion doas ~ relate to allcwencee from persone in the armed forcas,
huabenda (unless eeparated or divorced) or persona within the houeehold.
Negular allcamncee from all other pereone should be coded here. I@f unds

i

9

b>
● .

bb

of‘expenditure for bueineee purpoe~e ehould not be ehmm at

Nhere alimony or separation allowence is not paid regularly
baaed on emmnte actuelly received and noted by interviewer

Any income received at Q60B ehoul.dbe added to code 352.

this quaetion.

a weekly equivalent
ehould be enterad.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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COOING NOTSS

FES . JAN 78 SCNSDUIZ:B

SUSJSCT: Allowances for foster children

NSFER ALSO TO ~ 8 A schedule

CODE :

At 353 code lest payment of Local Authority allmwmce
At 352 cods last payment of allcusncs fms another aourca

S0 INTS TO NOTS :
&

If a local authority allowance is received for a foster child a check should
be made @ ensure that the child has been reded “7“ in the family unit
column on the front page of the A schedule.

ADDITIONAL NUTES (give date and ref ereace)

WI10611/75



CODING NWIWS

FBS. JAN 77 SCNSDULB :B

SUSJSCT: Rent from property (excluding part of

RSFER ALSO TO Q:13 A schedule

CODE :

At 36o code emunt received in the last 12 months

Q:60

accmmodaticm sub-let)

L
POINTS TO NOTS :

Any amount shown should be compared with code 090 at Q13 (c2) on the
A schedule to ensure that there has been no duplication.

Income frum garages let for business purpsea at Q25 A Schedule should
be included at this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

Wtlob11/7s



CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 70 SCNSDULS :B Q:60A

susmcT: AIL=-=- received fr~ .sJJPOwe who iS t~POrarilY nOt e
msmkr of the household

SSFER ALSO TO q: 6, 8 A schedule

CODE :

At 385 coda the amount of the allcwsnca

lW)INTSTO N~ :

The allowance recaived by a man/wcmmn whose spouse is temporarily not a mamber
of the household ehould be entered at code 385. These spouses will most

coummn lY ba in the snoed forcss or merchant navy sud this information may
have alreedy been entered at Q59A by mistake (in which case it should be
transferred to coda 385).

Payments recorded in the A schadule on items covered by parts (b) of this

question should be bought to the seinetime period end added to the amount
at code 385 to give a true allowance figure.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

W!I0611/7s



CODINO NOTSS

PBS. APRIL 78 SCNXDULB : B

SUSJECT : Money received from someone outside household
household) to pay for items of expenditure.

RSFER ALSO TO + RELSVANT EXPENDITURE QUESTIONS.

CODE :

Q: 60B —.

(but in mother

Income received at this question should be coded at code 352 (Q59B)

POINTS TO NOTB:

Any items listed at thie question should be accepted aa expenditure by sampled
household and entered at appropriate expenditure question.

The nunies received should be brought to a connnon time period and entered at
cede 352 (Q59B).

Where a note has been made at this question or elsewhere on schedules that an
item is paid for by someone outside household (but in another household)
ie money IS NOT GIVEN TO HOUSEHOLQ this item should be deleted and no income
entries made.

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and reference)

W110611/75



CODING NOTES

FES , JAN 78 SCNSDULS :B Q: 61

SUBJECT: This question is designed to pick UP detei 1S of free or ccmcessionary
coal or coke frcm an employer to employees, retired employees and
their widows.

SSFER ALSO TO @

CODE:

Coda se expleined be lnw

POINTS TO NOTE:
L

The Coding

(i) Coal

(ii) Coke

procedure is as follows:

The number of cwts. received in the last 12 months should be.
entered at cede A247. The smount paid by the informent ehould
be entered at code 321 end the imputed value ss shcwn in

Appen~x 1 ~nw the amount paid by the informant should be
entered at code 322. If the coal was supplied free thsn no
entry should bs made at cde 321 and the full imputed value
should be shcntn at code 322.

The number of cwts. obtained in the last 12 months should be
entered at code A248, the amount paid by the informent at ends
323 and the inputed value minus the smount paid by the informant
at cuds 324. & the price of coke varies from area to area the
imputed value from any particular area should bs ubtained from
the DE, giving the nearest tcwn (to sampled address) as ehown
on DE list. As with ceding of free ccal, if coke is supplied
free, the full imputed value should be codsd at 324 and coda 323
should be left blank.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and raference)
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CODING NOTES

FES . JAN 7S SCNSDULE :B Code 392 (Page 18)

SUSJECT : Income fmm an education grant, scholarship etc

NEFER ALSO TO Q; 46 A schedule

CODE :

If any person aged 16 or over received income from an education grant,
scholarship etc during the past 12 months, end there hes not been a change
of situation, the annual value at Q46 on the A Schedule should be coded
here.

POINTS TO NGTS :

The amount that should be entered here is the amount entered for the person
concerned at code 207 Q. 46 A schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)

WII0611/75
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L

[

CODINO NOTES

FES. JAN 7a SCNSDULS : B

SUSJECT : Expanses refunded by an organisation
unpaid work.

for which the

NEFER ALSO TO q : 1 on page 18 of the D schedules.

CODE :

Q:63 ——

informant does

The amounts given at this qusation are used to adjust entries at Certain

codes in the A snd D schedules.

POINTS TO NOTE:

Where the informant haa stated what is covered by the allowanca this should
be used to abate A (and somstimss D) schedule entries in the sama way as a
comparable allowance at questions 19, 20 and 21. In particular, except in
the case of car allowances and slot rester paymsnts, entries at this question
should not be used to abate D book item - which should in general be abated
on the basis of entries at page 18 (D schedule) . However entries at this
question my suggeet that certain items in the D records are covered by an
allowance/refund even if this has not been noted on page 18. In that case
the budget should be queried.

Where the informant hae not stated what is covered the budget should be
referred.

h honorarium should be transferred to Q64 and entered at code 3S1.

The purpose of sub-question (b) is to confirm that the entry does cover
unpaid work, by identifying the type of organisation.

F&coding of deleted business expenditure

All expenditure deleted as business expenditure should be entered at codes
248-254 on page 21 A schedule.

ADDITIONAL NIXES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 78 BCNSDULS :B Q:64

SUSJECT: Income from “odd jobs”. This question will also pick up information
on continuing jobs as an employee or self-smployed person that

shOuld have been recorded elsewhere in the schedule
SEFEN ALSO TO ~ 1, 4, 5-21, 22-26, 27-2S

CODE :

The total received from “odd jobs” over the 12 months before the interview
should be entered at code 381. Other items should be transferred elsewhere
in the schedule or deleted altogether.

,.

POINTS TO NOTS :

The amount to be entered at code 381 consists of those sums of money which
are received for odd jobs undertaken during the past 12 nmnths, end which if
they were currently being undertaken, would not be accounted for in the

emPlOYee or self-ewloyed questions. These ~s would be jobs undertaken at

a POint Of ti~ withOut eny regularity or continuity or repetition attached
to them, so that a person could never regard himself as being ‘1currently”

emplOyed Or self-~plOyed in them. Howevsr if similar odd jobs are repeatedly
done (even if they are done at irregular intervals) they should be treated not
as odd jobs but as jobs as a self-employed person or as a casual employee

(see below) .

If the description of the job and the dates when it took place indicate that
a continuing jcb is currently being held the details shduld be tram ferred to
the employees or self-employed questions. An exanple of this is a women who
is currently acting as a mail order agent; at the interview, detai 1s may
have been entered at Q64 and these should be transferred to the self-employed

k section, Q27.

The description of the job, the datee when it tmk place and its duration,

may alSO show that a continuing job was held during the past 12 mcnths but
is no longer held because the person haa either stopped working altogether
or has changed jobs. This constitutes a change of situation because if the
interview had occurred during the tiresthe job was held, details would havs
been picked up at the amployee or self-employed questions; euch amounts
should be deleted.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN 78

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D) :

In the follcwing situations
supervisor.

CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q:64 (cent’d)

the budget should always be referred to the

1. if treneferring sn entry entails changing the code at Q1 B schedule

2. if additional information is required to code the entry adequately at

the questions to which it has been trens ferred.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and refsrence)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. JAN 78 SCSEDULE: B Code 384 me

SIJSJECT: Ftagularunearned income not accounted for elsewhere in the schedule.

FIEFESALSO’TOQ:

CODE:

Enter the annual

The amounts to be entered
various places throughout

total at code 384.

here may havs been recorded in
the B Schedule.

POINTS ‘IONOTE:

Although there is no question which is explicitly designed to covsr the
amounts that should be entered at code 384, such information may appear
erroneous ly at other questions or may be covered by en interviewer’s note.
It is not expected that there will be many instencss where an amount has to
be entered at this code but the following are examplee of the type of income
which should bs shown here if it doss appear:

(a)

(b)

(c)
L

(d)

interest from privats loans

income received by a sleeping partner ~ the interviewer has noted that
it is declared as unearned income to the Inland Pevenua. If the
interviewer has not made such a note it should be entered at Q27.

incoms recaivsd by the owner of a business who no longer takes ~
active part in running the business but who has placed a manager in charge
and sinply draws a flat rate sum from the profits for example E30 per
week, if the interviewer hea noted that it is declared as unearned income to

the In~=d -venue. If the interviewer has not noted this, the income
should ha entered at Q27.

interest on stocks, shares, bonds, debentures and other securities where
tas is not daductsd at source. This will apply rminly to foreign invest-
ments.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)



COOINO NOTES

FES . JAM 78 SCHEOULS :B Q:65 —.

SUBJECT: Tax paid direct to Inland Sevenue

REFER ALSO TO Q: See b-slow

CODE :

At 387 code total of Inc~ Tax paid direct in the 12 months before

interview

POINTS TO NOTE:
L

In general the amounts shown at this question should be accepted. However,
in spite of the wording of S55 it is possible that amounts of inccma tax
may be shown which are duplicating tax paymants elsewhere cm the schedule
or are in respact of interest from stocks, shares, etc at Q57. Where it is
clear that this has occurred, the entry should be deleted from code 3S7.

Also any incoma tax or surtax paid direct should be accompanied by a source
of a current i.ncmm?elsewhere on the B schedule m which it is possible
that tax is paid direct (eg. self employment inccma at Q27, income frcm
propsrty at Q58, other unearned income at coda 384, and income fmm
pansions, etc where tax is not daducted at sourca ). If there is no such
source of current income recorded on the B schedule it must be assumed that
the tax paid relates to incnme received in the last 12 mnnths but not at
the time of the interview, in which case the tax payment should be deleted
es relating to a paat situation.

Tax reserve certificates should not be shown at this questicm; the weekly

“b e~ivalent shOuld bs transferred to each record bmk and coded a= short.
term savings.

Amounts set aside for payment of tax should not be coded here or in the record
books .

Capital gains tax ia required only for editing purposes. NO coding action
is required.

Payments recorded at this question should EXCLUDE N.1. payments (see notes on Q67 )

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NO’1TH3

l?Is. JAN. 78 SC~uLE :B

SUL?JECT: Income Tax refunded directly by Inland

REFER ALSO !ICQ: See below

CODE:

At 390 cc-de totel Incoms Tax refunded direct in

g: 66

Revenue

last 12 months.
At A241 code 1 if PAYE refund, code ~ if unemployment or ndundency refund, and
code ~ for Other refunds.
At 391 code totsl smount of ref~d deleted.

FOIN’TS TO NOTE:

1. All refunds should km accepted if there is a current source of income.

2. A PAYE rafund ia a refund received while employed and due to changed
circumstances e.g. marriage or code number.

3. A refund due to unemployment or redundancy is self explanatory.

4. A refund for other reasons covers all situations other than those in
2. or 3. above.

5. If a refund is deleted at 390 because there is no current income i.e. past
Situation the Smount of deleted ref~d shOuld be sntered at 391.

ADDIT?.ONAL NOTES (give dste snd reference)



CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 75 SCHEDULS :B Q:67 —

SUBJECT: NI Contributions paid direct to Inland Revenue or DHSS

REFER ALSO TO ~

CODE :

At 386 code the total paid in the year before interview of

(i) self--ployed graduated contributions
(ii) voluntary contributions (when they are paid in a lump sum)

POINTS TO NOTE:
L

Voluntary contributions when they are paid regularly (i.e. not in a lump
sum) , smployees’ contributions and self-employed flat-rate contributions
should all be recorded at Q29 and not at this question. If it appears
that the interviewer has entered M= at this question the budget should
be referred.

It is possible that the interviewer may have entered National Insurance
payments at Q65. If she haa made a note to this effect the amounta
should be transferred to this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenCe)
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CODING NOTES

FES . JAN 78 SCNSDULS :B Q: 68 ——

SUBJECT: NI Contributions refunded directly

REFER ALSO TO Q:

CODE :

At 388 cede the total refunded directly in the last 12 months

,..,..

POINTS TO NOTE:
L

If a refund of N.1. contributions has been recorded at Q66 it should be

transferred ti this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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CODING NOTES

FEs. JAN 78 SCSEOULE$B : 69

SUBJECT: Payments received by cash, cheque or giro frum selling cars in
the 12 months before interview.

REFER ALSOTOQ :28 B schedule.

CODE: Enter at code 331 the total (abated if necessary) received
by cash, cheque or giro from the sale of cars in the last
twelva months.

POINTS lU NOTE:

For the purposes of thie question the term “car” maans a car or a van, it does
not include motor cyclee etc.—

The point of this question ia that as well as incurring expenditure on buying
cars households can receive incoma from selling them. only income received
as payments by cash, cheque or giro counts. Where the car was sold ae part
of a trade-in deal instead, the incoma from the sale should not be recorded

at cede 331.
—

Where a self-smployad informant has stated at Q28 that he claima a certain
percentage of his car expenditure as a business axpense for tax purposes and
the car sold was uaad for private ~ business purpuses (Y ringed at code C) ,
the amount receivad should be abated by the percentage at Q28. This is the
only case where an a.batsment ehould be made at this question.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referanoe)



CODING NOTSS

FM. JM. 7S SCN8DU13 :E ~

SUSJECT: Payments received by cash, cheque or giro in the twelve months
— before the interview from an endowment assurance policy.

NlsRiRALsomq

CODE:

The total of payments received should be entered at code 334.

mn?i% To !wi%:

The amount at part (a) does not need to be abated.

M endowment assurance policy (Q70) is strictly a life assurance policy
(Q71). The distinction is between an endowment assurance policy maturinq
after a limited numker of years or at earlier death, and a whole life
assurance policy maturing only at death. If the interviewer has made
marginal notes that suggest the amount has been entered at the wrong
question the detai 1s should be transferred. Where the interviewer has not
been able to decide which question the entry belongs at, and haa not made
adequate marginal notes, the details should be entered at Q71.

ADDITIONAL NorlW (give data and reforemce)

Wllob11/7s



SUBJECT : Payments received by cash, cheque or giro in the twelve months before
the interview from a life assurance policy (other than an endowment

assurance policy).
SSYBE ALSO TO ~.

CODE :

‘Me total of payments received should be entered at code 335.

L
POINTS TO NOTE:

The same points apply here as at Q70.

ADDITIONAL NOT6S (giVO dat. and rOfOraIICO)
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CODING NOTES

FES. JAN 78 SCHSDULS :B f?: 12 G codes 400-4c—

SUBJECT: Income of dependents under 16

[ RSFE, ALSO TO Q :45 and 46 A schedule.

CODE :

At 395 code incoms from educational grents, scholarship etc coded at 207
at Q46 A schedule
At 396 code any other income received
At 397 code incam? disposed of by the child himself (see below)

[ At 400-404 code cost and value of Welfare Foods.

L
POINTS TO NOTE:

Cetai1s of the incoms of a dependent under 16 years of age should be entered
on the B schedule of the parents at Q12.

A different set of codes 395 to 397 should be used for each de~ndent under
16 who receives inccms and the appropriate psrson numbers should be entered
in the spaces provided ebove each of the 400 codes

hy entry at cods 207 at Q46 on the A schedule (i.e.education grants,
scholarships, etc) relating to a person under 16 should be repeated at code
395.

-y other income received by the child shou M have been dstailed at Q72 and
should be entered at code 396.

If the income entered at cods 396 is disposed of by the child then that
amount should also be entered at cnde 397; if part of it is disposed of by
the child then half the amount should be entered at code 397; if the child

L gives all the incans to the parents then code 397 should be left blank.

If a child has inco~ from more than one source or job (apart from education
grant, scholarship etc) the combined smount frnm all sources should be
entered at code 396.

Note If there are more thsn two children under 16 years, interviewers have
— been instructed to use a further B schedule to record information.

Coders should check and cods such cases as above.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and reference)
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FES . JAN . 7S CODING NOTES CONT ‘D Q: 72 & codes (cent ‘d)

400-404

POINTS TO NOTE (CONT‘D):

[

Welfare Fwds

See instructions at Q45 Household Schedule.

$3
w

ADDITIONAL N~ES (give date and referenCe)
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FES. JAN. 78

CODING NOTES

SC~llLE: B

SUEJECT: Welfare fwds

REFER ALSOTOQ : 45 Household Schedule.

CODE:

Cost and value of welfare fcmds

QXODES 410-414 ~P2

POINTS m NOTE:

See instructions at Q45 Household Schedule.

ADDITIONAL NOTES (give date and referenoe)



FES JAN 78

‘D ‘ SCHEISJLE

CODING NOTSS ISSUED BY FES UNIT

INTRODUCTION

The ‘D’ schedule is a record kook of paymenta made over a period of seven
consecutive days.

Each metier of the household who is 16 years or over and a spender completes
two record books, thus making a record of payments over a period of fourteen
consecutive days. Tbe record keeping period normally starts on the day of
interview or the day following.

Points of importance to nets regarding ‘D‘ schedule are

1. The ‘D‘ schedule is a record of paymants NOT acquisitions.—

2. fiere should be no duplication with items in ‘A’ and ‘B’ schedules other
than those given below.

L
3. No business payments should ba included in ‘D‘ schedule.

GENERAL CODING INSTRUCTIONS

L

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

There should ba two ‘D‘ schedules for each membar of the household aged
16 or over who i9 a spender.

Where schedules are missing or incanplete the interviewer should have
given an explanation scxnewhere on the budget.

P.eference number on frent page of ‘D‘ schedule should agree with that for
same household msmber in ‘B‘ schedule.

Week numbers on frent page of ‘D‘ schedule and datas at top of pages
4-17 of each schedule should ba chscked for consistency, eg, If Sunday
has been omitted and page used for Monday, records wi 11 cover 15 (or 16)
days and the last day (2 days) should therefore be deleted, provided
there had been no expenditure omittad on the Sunday (s).

Page 3 of ‘D’ (and page 23 of ‘A‘) schedules should bs checked to see if
explanatory note is given regarding payments. Where necessary, action

should be taken.

When deleting entries in ‘D’ schedule ensure all information ragarding
entry is deleted ie, item, price and code if entered.

When abating or deleting an entry a line should bs drawn through original
entry. No entry should be erased.

The amount paid for an item and the item code must both be entered against
each item.

The order in which entries appear on a page is of no importance and nO
correction is necessary where an entry appears in the “wrong” box eg a
fwd item under cigarettes. Items should be coded according to
individual descriptions and not by section heading.
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ACTION FOR “A“ SCHEDULE ITEMS

The ‘A‘ schedule contains detai 1s of regular commitments. If any of these are
not deleted from ‘D’ schedule they will give rise to one or other of the
following errors.

1. Duplication: Where payment is shown in ‘A’ and ‘D’ schedule.

2. Extension of time period: Where ccmnnitment is entered into after canpletion
of ‘A’ schedule and recorded in ‘D‘ schedule.

All entries in ‘D‘ schedule should therefore be scrutinised to ensure that they

are not ‘A’ schedule items. A check list is provided for this purpose.

Where an ‘A‘ schedule item is recorded in ‘D‘ schedule it will normally have:

1. already been shown in ‘A‘ schedule in which case the amounts should be
checked to see that they agree and the ‘D‘ schedule entry deleted or

,3

2.
<d

not been shown in ‘A’ schedule.

Nhen this occurs the budget should be inspected for explanatory note. If query
cannot be cleared by inspection information must be obtained from informant
confirming whether commitment was in existence at time of interview or not.

If in existence at time of interview tineamount should be entered in ‘A’ schedule

and deleted from ‘D’ schedule.

If commitment was entered into after interview the entry in ‘D‘ schedule should

be deleted and not transferred to ‘A‘ schedule.—

ACTION FOR ‘B ‘ SCHF.DULE ITEMS

The ‘B‘ schedule contains detai1s of inccnneboth in terms of money and goods
in kind.

Income will not normally appear in ‘D‘ schedule but goods obtained frun
informant’s own business may. Where such goods are shown they must have a
value shown.

If the infor.mant indicates that he obtains iternsfrom his own business which
are not paid for at the time, (this will be indicated by a note “own shop”/
own farm” etc. against each item) , check that at least one member of the
household has been coded 2 at Q1 B schedule or has a subsidiary self-employed
job at Q4. Add tcqether the values of all such items shown for the household
and enter the total values at code 327 opposite Q27 (a) B schedule of the
person who owns the business. The items should also be coded in the D schedule.
If members of the household are partners in the business the value of the
self-supply goods should be totalled for both partners and then split between
their B schedules in the same proportion as their profits.

Nhere a D schedule item has been shown at Qll B schedule (eg. payment to a
Friendly Society) it should bs shown also in each of the D schedules on page
five. The amount at Qll 1M% need to be converted to a weekly equivalent -
see the notes at Q1l on how to do this. NO entry should be made in the D
bmks if the informant is temporarily off work and not being paid at the time
of the interview.
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Any item recorded at Q18 B schedule (Tax relief to employees for expenses
incurred as a result of employment) should bs deleted from page 18 of the
D book. It should not be used to abate any entries (but see the notes at
Q18 B schedule about tax relief for car expanses) .

Coal or coke entered in ‘D’ schedule should be deleted if it is shown in ‘B‘
schedule that this is concessionary.

TREATMsNT OF PJ?FUNDS

Becauae the ‘D’ schedule should contain only non-business expenditure some of
the entries will have to be deletsd or sbatsd to remove any business element.
Page 18 of the ‘D‘ schedule should show any amount which is to be refunded -
or claimed as a business expense for tax purposes by a self-employed person
- on account of expenditure during the week of the schedule. This information
should be used to abate ‘D’ schedule entries (except gas and electricity
slot-meter payments and some car expenditure - see paragraph below on
relationship with B schedule expenses questions) .

L
The payment for which a refund is to be received, or which will be claimed as
a business expense by a self-employed person should be abated by the amount
shown on Q1 page 18. The following points are to be noted when making
abatements:

L

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

For the purposes of abating entries because of refunds the two ‘O’
schedules should be considered as one. This means that if there is an
excessive refund in one week’s schedule that excess should be used to
abate the other wsek’s entries for that item of expenditure.

Where the refunds shown exceed the payments over the two week period
ignore excess.

If refund is
schedule and

Where refund
proportional

less than payment to be abated leave difference in 1D‘
cede as normal.

covers a combination of payments abate items by a
amount (except for the cases described bslow in the

“Relationship with B schedule expenses questions” section) .

Where an allowance is recorded for an informant living away from home (eg.
lodging allowance ) abate amount spent on lodgings and meals away from
home . If the allowance is in excess of amount spent then abate other
items which could be related to informant being away from home, ie.
entertainment, drinks and cigarettes.
If allowsnce is smaller than amount sbate by allowance and code balance in
normal way.
When an allowance is shown but no record is shcwn of expenditure away
from home, information should be obtained from informant regarding
duration of period and expenditure covered by allowance.

-3-
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Relationship with B schedule expanses questions (Qs 19-21, 26, 28, 63)

Entries at the B schedule questions should not be used to ebate D schedule
entries except in the case of a fixed or mileage allowsnce for car expenses
and slot-meter payments for gas and electricity (in the case of Dsployees )
or claims for car expenses snd slot-nwter payments for gas and electricity
(in the case of the Self-Employed) . In these cases the D schedules should
be sbated as instructed in the notes for Qs 19, 20, and 28 B schedule and not
by the entries at page 18 of the D schedule.

—

Where an entry at page 18 D schedule covers gas or electricity slot-meter

ps~ents Or C= expendit~e (where there is a fixed Or a mileage allowance)
and one or more other items without saying how much is for each item the
following action should be taken. Abate the car (or slot-mater ) expenditure
on the basis of the B schedule questions. The amount abated for these items
should be taken from the total at page 18 and the ramainder (if any) used to
sbate the other itams covered by tbe entry at page 18.

When abating D book entries on the basis of the B schedule expenses questions
care should bs taken to adjust amounts claimed to cover the correct period.

Where a cer allowance is given as a refund for particular expenses at Q20 B
schedule the above three paragraphs do not apply, instead car expenditure in
the D schedules should ha abated on the basis of page 18 in the same way as
other D schedule items.

Where the informsnt both has s fixed or mileage allowsnce and gets particular

expenses refundsd, the motoring expenditure should bs abated for the particular

expenses first - the ~t0rin9 e~en~tue rsmsinin9 after this should &en bs
abated, using a car sheet, for the fixed/mileage allowance.

Information on page 18 of the D schedules should not be used to abate entries
in the A schedule. However an entry at page 18 D schedule may suggest that an
allowance has bsen missed at the B schedule expenses questions. In that case
the budget should be queried.

F@funds from an organisation for which the informant does unpaid work (see Q1
page 18, and Q63 B schedule should bs treated in the sam way as refunds of
business expenditure. {Z

Rscording deleted amunts
All deleted business expenditure should be entered at codes 248-254 on page 21
of A schedule.

BETTING WINNINGS

All wimings from betting should bs shown at Q2 on page 18 of schedule against
the appropriate source of winnings.

WY winnings shown elsewhere in schedule should be deleted snd transferred to
page 18 after checking that they are not already included there.

TSANSFER OF MONIES WITHIN HOUSEHOLD

Transfer of money between members of the household (eg. Husband giving Wife
housekeeping money) should be deleted. ‘rhisdoes not include payments to

au pairs, domestic servants etc
money) ; such payments should be

or children who are not spenders (pocket
ceded.

-4-
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MONIES F@cEIVSO FROM SUS—’TSNANTS FOR ‘D’ RECORD ITEMS

‘De SCH.

If a sub-tenant
in ‘A’ schedule
accordingly.

CRSDIT CARDS

Items bouqht on

has contributed towards a service (eg. window cleaning) at Q13
then the landlord’s payment for this service should be abated

a credit card account. should be deleted. These will be
indicated by ,,(on c~dit card accomt) W or the name of the credit card, written

beeide the item.

Monthly payments to credit card accounts should be deleted as an tA‘ schedule item.

COMPOSITE ENTRIES

Divide unlike items into separate entries where possible and code accordingly.

OWN PRODUCTS

Food from own garden (including eggs) should be deleted.

Code expenditure on seeds, fertilizers, chicken food etc except where produce
is sold as a businees in which case delete as business expense.

INSURANCE POLICIES

Normally these are ‘A‘ schedule items but
event eg. holiday they should be coded as

LQANS AND CREDIT PURCHASES

where they
‘D’ record

refer to a particular
item if they appear there.

Delete all losn repayments. All instalmants paymsnts covered by gA’ schedule

Q40 should be shown there and deleted in tD‘ schedule.

MEALS OUT

Coded according to item purchased and place of purchase.

PAYMSNTS ON BSHALF OF OTHSR HOUSEHOLD

Where an informant statee that they pay directly any bills, etc. for another
household those should be coded as cash gifts ie treatment is the same as
if money had been given to other household.

5
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EXPENDITURE ASROAD
‘D’ SCH.

Expenditure in tbe Channel Islands and Isle of Man should be coded 757.
Expenditure elsewhere abroad should be coded 758.

For the purposes of FES non-business expenditure sbroad falls into two cate-
gories I they are, expenditure in preparation for viSit abroad (eg. deposit On
holiday, commission on purchase of travelers cheques etc.) end actual
expenditure incurred during time spent abroad in the fourteen days covered
by ‘D’ schedule.

Expenditure sbroad for business purposes and/or purchase of capital items such
as houses etc are not to be included and should bs deleted.

In order to code correctly the country concerned should have been shown in
‘D’ schedule.

MONTHLY BILLS COVERING A WUMBER OF ITEMS

i If a bill is paid and all the items covered have been listed
with their separate prices, code the items in the normal way.
To avoid duplication, do not code the total amount of the bill.

ii If the monthly bill has not been itemised, but the informant has
listed items bought on account from that store over the 2 week
record keeping period and has noted their cost to the left of
the coding column, code these itams after the cost of each item
hss been increased by the foll.owing formula:-

Cost of item Value of bill Amount to enter
bought on a/c x

.
in coding column

Value of good bought on for that item
a/c from shop in 2 weeks

This gives a proportionate estimate of the value of the goods
in the monthly bill. Delete the original monthly bill.

‘3

3.11 If no bill is paid during the fortnight’s record
shown on the days they are acquired but not paid
deleted.

iv If a non-itemised monthly bill is paid but items
have not been listed, refer.

keeping, items
for should be ~

bought on account
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PURCHASES FOR DEEP FFC3EZE

Where purchases of goods for deep freeze are made during the record keeping
period they should be coded, provided payment was made during the pericd. If
payment was not made the gocds should bs deleted.

If payment is made during the record keeping period for goods purchased
previously this should be treated as monthly bill and details of items and
cost of each ascertained and coded.

MOIOR VEHICLES

Vehicles’ purchased during record keeping period should be deleted.

Petrol, oil etc
expenditure.

POSTAL ORDERS

should be coded, but see notes on sbatement of business

Poundage on postal orders should be coded 751.

The postal order itself should be coded according to the item purchased
(eg. football pools) .

If postal order is purchased during the record keeping period but not used the
peundage should be coded at 751 but the value of postal order deleted.

If a postal order has been entered but its use is not specified in record
bmk either on day of purchase or after then delete postal order value but code
poundage.

TIPS

‘rips should be given ssme code number as service or item supplied.

TOBACCO

Code as pipe tobacco unless there is evidence on the ‘D’ schedule that
informant purchasea cigarette papers.

SAVINGS

Al1 sums of money put aside should be deleted. Transfers from a deposit
account at a bank to another long-tsrm savings account/shares etc should also
be deleted. Transfers from a current account to a deposit account, or to
another long-term savings account or to

ALCOHOLIC DRINK

If included in the
msal out.

If included in the

amount for msals out

amount for meals out

identifiable code as alcoholic dKirdc.

All identifiable purchases of alcoholic
type code.

-7

buy shares etc, should bs coded.

and cannot bs separated out coda as

but the actual amount for drinks is

drinks should be coded to appropriate
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